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The Jersey, East Jersey, Huestis, and lona porphyry copper-

molybdenum deposits are near the geographic center of the 200-m.y.-old

Guichon Creek Batholith, a concentrically zoned, chemically primitive

caic-alkaline and trondhjemitic pluton that Intrudes oceanic (melange)

assemblages of the Pennsylvanian to Late Triassic Cache Creek Group, and

volcanic-arc lithologies of the Late Triassic to perhaps Middle Jurassic

Nicola Group.

The deposits formed along an irregular intrusive contact separating

two major plutonic units of the batholith. Rocks of the younger

Bethlehem granodiorite form a digitated northward-elongated apophysis

that is intrusive into rocks of the older Guichon granodiorite.

Intrusive breccias; dacite porphyry dikes; small masses of tgranite,u

granodiorite, and porphyritic quartz latite; dikes of silicic aplite;

faults and fractures; and hydrothermal mineralization and alteration

have been localized along digitations In the contact of the apophysis.
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A simplified regional stress pattern of wrench fault tectonics

involving a regional, subhorizoatal, right-lateral shear couple

adequately explains the orientation, magnitude, and sense of

displacement of preferrentially orientated faults, joints, and

mineralized fractures in the orebodies.

Ilypogene metallic minerals are dominantly chalcopyrite, bornite,

pyrite, specularite, molybdenite, and minor magnetite and chalcocite.

The total sulfide content of the Jersey deposit averages less than about

2 volume percent, and pyrite is sparse, averaging less than about 1

volume percent in the halo zone. The consistently low trace abundances

of lead (<10 ppm), zinc (15-30 ppm), silver (<1 ppm), and gold

(0.008-0.014 ppm) are consistent with the absence of deposits of these

metals fringing porphyry ore, or occurring in or near the contact

aureole of the batholith.

Common hypogene nonmetallic minerals include white mica, chlorite,

epidote, quartz, carbonate, kaolinite, montmorillonite, actinolite,

zeolites, secondary biotite, and secondary plagioclase. Smaller amounts

of prehnite, tourmaline, sphene, leucoxene, rutile, mixed-layer clays,

secondary potassium feldspar, and gypsum are also present.

The orebodies, especially the Jersey, exhibit metallic and

nonmetallic mineral zones. Peripheral zones of specularite and epidote,

and intermediate zones of pyrite and white mica, surround a central

copper-rich core defined by relatively large amounts of bornite and

secondary biotite. Mineralization occurs in veins, veinlets, stringers,

irregular blebs, and disseminations; however, stringers and veinlets

predominate.



There seems to have been little significant change in the amounts

of major oxides initially present in the p].utonic host rocks of the ore

deposits. Except f or obvious additions of sulfur, copper, molybdenum,

and probaly silica, and removal of potash, hydrothermal circulation has

mainly acted to redistribute preexisting chemical elements between

central and peripheral zones of alteration and mineralization.

Late-stage concentration of mineralizers in silicic, highly potash-

deficient dacite porphyry melt(s) were probably the source of hypogene

metallization. Hydrothermal mineralization apparently proceeded upward

and outward from the bornite- and biotite-rich core of the Jersey

orebody. Deposition of metallic minerals may have begun with the

precipitation of sulfide assemblages having low Iron-to-copper ratios

(i.e. bornite:chalcopyrite >1) from fluids possibly containing 24-28

equivalent weight percent NaC1, but initially low in both iron and

sulfur. However, hydrothermal alteration of primary farromagnesian

minerals presumably Increased the availability of iron with increasing

distance from the bornite-rich core. This would favor lower bornite-to-

chalcopyrite ratios and eventually the formation of pyrite. Subsequent

depletion of sulfur could have sufficiently decreased its fugacity

relative to that of oxygen to the extent that remaining iron was

deposited primarily as specularite. Alternatively, the relatively rapid

transition from sulfide to oxide dominated assemblages may have resulted

from the mixing of magmatically derived fluids with oxygenated ground

water, or from progressively increasing oxygen concentrations

accompanying rapid hydrogen Ion depletion during phyllic alteration;

especially that accompanying pyritization of wall rocks.
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GEOLOGY, PETROLOGY, AN]) GEOCHEMISTRY OF THE

JERSEY, EAST JERSEY, HUEST1S, MID IONA

PORPHYRY COPPER -MOLYBDENTJM DEPOSITS,

HIGHLAND VALLEY, BRITISH COLUMBIA

INTRODUCTION

Geography

The Jersey, East Jersey, Huestis, and lona porphyry copper-

molybdenum deposits are owned and operated by Bethlehem Copper

Corporation Limited, and are collectively called the Bethlehem

deposits throughout this report. These deposits are located near the

geographic center of the Guichon Creek Batholith (see Figure 12), on

the north slope of west-northwest-trending Highland Valley at its

divide separating westward-flowing Pukaist Creek from eastward-flowing

Witches Brook (see pictures, Figures 1 and 2). This central Highland

Valley area, located at latitude 50° 29.5' N and longitude 120°59' W,

N.T.S. 921/7W is 400 kin by highway northeast of Vancouver. It is

serviced by a paved road extending 43 km northwest to the small town

of Ashcroft, which is on the Trans-Canada Highway, and main lines of

the Canadian National Railway and Canadian Pacific Railway.

Originally a part of the Ashcroft Mining Division of the Yale

District, the area is presently assigned to the Karaloops Mining

Divisior.



Figure 1. Bethlehem mine; looking S-SE from South Forge
Mountain. Highland Valley at extreme right.



Figure 2. Bethlehem mine tailings dam (middle left) and
waste dumps (middle right). Looking southeast
across Highland Valley from site of Valley Copper
deposit.
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The bulk of the Guichon Creek Batholith forms a broad, rolling

upland area bounded on the north and west by the Thompson River, on

the south and southwest by the Nicola River, and on the east by

Guichon Creek. The climate of the river valleys below 900 m is semi

arid, with hot summers and cold winters; the landscape is dominated by

Sage Brush and Juniper. Temperatures above 900 m decrease,

precipitation increases, and the flanks and summit area of the

batholith are forested with pine, and subordinate fir and spruce.

Approximately 95 percent of the batholith is mantled by glacial drift,

which is typically a few tens of meters thick. However, drill holes

in Highland Valley, a gentlesided, glaciated trough 1-1/2 to 5 km

wide, have penetrated as much as 365 m of drift. Consequently,

drainage is poorly developed and most lowland areas contain lakes and

open marshlands, commonly with scattered Aspen groves (see picture,

Figure 3). Elevations in the central Highland Valley range from 1200

m at the valley floor to over 1575 m on nearby hills.

History

Initial surface showings were discovered prior to 1896, and

although Brewer (1916) reported that claims were staked as early as

1896 or 1897, records of the Bethlehem Copper Corporation indicate

that the original claims were not located until 1899 (Briskey and

Bellamy, 1976). The Snowstorm group may have been first located in

1900 (Brewer, 1916). Nonetheless, by 1901, after a short period of



Figure 3. Site of Valley Copper deposit, looking WNW across
Ouiltantori Lake in Highland Valley, from west rim
of Huestis open pit.



bonding to a French syndicate (Brewer, 1916), the Last Chance and

Sunset were established claims owned by a Mr. Kirkpatrick, and were

said to be "rich" in copper, silver, and gold (Burr, 1902). Based on

descriptions by Brewer (1916) and mapping by Cockfleld (1948) the old

Last Chance shaft is inferred to have been located near the southwest

edge of the Jersey pit (see Figure 4). When the wagon road connecting

the central Highland Valley and Ashcroft was competed in 1907 the

early claims had been expanded and restaked by Gilbert Couverette as

the Storm (including the Snowstorm and Last Chance) and Ball claim

groups, whose ownership was attributed to Messrs. Stuart Henderson,

George Ward, and Gilbert Couverette of Ashcroft (Christie, 1908; and

Drysdale, 1915).

No additional activity was reported from the area until 1914 when

Christie (1915) wrItes that Stuart Henderson was developing a

northeasttrending vein In the Snowstorm mine (see Figure 4) In

anticipation of trial shipments of ore; these were made to the Tacoma,

Washington, and Trail, British Columbia, smelters in 1915-16, and

aggregated 124 tonnes (used to indicate metric tons throughout this

report) of handsorted ore containing 258 grams (0.06 troy ounces per

short ton) of gold, 24,800 grams (5.84 troy ounces per short ton) of

silver, and 28.4 percent copper as bornite, chalcopyrite, and copper

carbonate (Brewer, 1916; and Thompson, 1918). The mine closed shortly

afterward and in 1917 the claim designations and boundaries were again

modified and the names Jersey, Guernsey (including the old Last

Chance), and lone Introduced (Thompson, 1918).
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Eight drill holes were completed near the Snowstorm mine by the

British Columbia Department of Mines in 1919, followed by surface

trenching and driving of an 85-rn adit in the lona area (Cockfield,

1948). Six of the eight holes (nos. 2-8 in Figure 4) available to

Cockfield (1948) and representing 1662 in of drilling, intercepted a

total of 87 m of mineralization in zones averaging 3.2 in apparent

width and 1.12 percent copper. According to Thompson (1921) the work

in the lona area outlined a zone 300 by 900 in containing about

0.5 percent copper.

No further work was done until the claims were restaked by

C. H. Allen in 1937 (see Figure 1) and subsequently renamed and

optioned to Ventures, Limited and nyox Metals in 1942 (Cockfield,

1948). Five diamond drill holes (nos. 1, 3, 5, 6, and 7 in Figure 4)

were used to test tha lona area and a showing (Jersey zone) on the old

Jersey and Guernesy claims (Cockfield, 1948).

Holland (1955) reports that minor surface trenching was done by

Newmont Corporation in 1952. The claims were relocated in 1954 by the

Huestis-Reynolds Syndicate, which became Bethlehem Copper Corporation

in 1955 (Ewanchuk, 1969). Surface trenching and bulk sampling

followed until merican Smelting and Refining Company (ASARCO)

optioned the property from Bethlehem in September 1955, and during the

ensuing 2-1/2 years spent $1,200,000 exploring the area (Ewanchuk,

1969). The East Jersey zone, completely covered by glacial deposits,

was discovered by drilling in 1957, and in May, Bethlehem announced

about 91 million tonnes (i.e. metric tons) of ore reserves in the



Jersey and lona zones (British Columbia Dept. Mines, 1958). Grade

estimates were refined in 1958 (Carr, 1959) to include 45 million

tonnes of 0.65 percent copper ore in the Jersey orebody and

8.6 million tonnes of 0.95 percent copper ore in the East Jersey

orebody. However, ASAE.CO was forced by other commitments to drop its

option, and Bethlehem elected to proceed on its own with an

underground program to check drilling results. An agreement was

negotiated with Sumitomo Metal Mining Company of Japan in 1960 to

provide financing for a mill installation of 2700 tonnes per day and

to purchase full production for a period of 10 years.

Construction of a plant to process ore from the East Jersey

orebody commenced in the fall of 1961, with the project going on-

stream in December 1962. In this same year the Huestis orebody was

discovered and, according to Ewanchuk (1969), an estimated 23 million

tonnes of 0.65 percent copper ore were added to reserves.

Installation of a mill circuit to extract inolybdenite was completed in

1964, but was discontinued three years later. Production from the

Jersey orebody also began in 1964, and in 1965 mining operations

ceased in the East Jersey pit with the remaining ore to be removed

during future operations. Mining was carried out under contract from

inception to November 1967, when Bethlehem commenced mining in the

Jersey pit with its own personnel and equipment on a continuous three-

shift day. Stripping of the Huestis orebody started in 1969 with the

first production of ore in 1970. Molybdenite production reconunenced

in 1978 utilizing ore from the lona orebody. Exploration of areas
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contiguous to the ore deposits has cccurred annually since

commencement of mining.

Past production of ore and metals is summarized In Tables 1 and

2. Reserves of copper-molybdenum ore available to the present mill in

the Jersey, Huestis, and lona orebodies is shown in Table 3. Current

proven ore reserves (Northern Miner, no. 33, 1978; Northern Miner, no.

48, 1980) aggregate about 63 million tonnes, averaging approximately

0.40 percent copper. This amount is sufficient for about nine years'

production, assuming the mill, which has undergone numerous increases

in capacity, achieved a targeted rate of nearly 20,000 tonnes a day by

the end of 1978. Most of this ore Is in the Jersey and lona areas

(see Cranston and others, 1978; and Bethlehem Copper Corporation

Annual Report, 1977), however, results of the first phase of a drill

program in the East Jersey area indicate an additional two years' mill

feed (Northern Miner, no. 33, 1978).

Most of Bethlehem Copper Corporation is owned by three major

resource companies (Northern Miner, no. 37, 1978): Coininco

(39.25 percent), Gulf Resources and Chemical Corporation

(25.77 percent), and Newmont Mining Corporation (22.84 percent).

Purpose and Methods of Investigation

Competent though necessarily superficial investigations of the

Bethlehem deposits prior to extensive exposure by mining, and

preliminary examinations by the writer in early summer of 1970,



Table 1. Production of Copper, Molybdenum, Gold, and Silver from the Bethlehem Deposits, l96277.
Ore milled, Metal produced, Contained metal,

Year tounes tonnes grams Relative Grade2

Mo* Au** Ag Cu, Z Mo, Z Au g/tonne Ag g/tonne
1.962 68,479 478 0.70

1963 1,092,764 10,799 0.99

1964 1,149,264 11,351 22 0.99 0.0021

1965 1,311,495 10,771 30 0.82 0.0025

1966 1,822,756 10,493 8 0.58

1967 2,976,742 14,641 0.49

1968 3,754,811 18,220 0.49

1969 4,612,227 22,92]. 64,508 4,930,883 0.50 0.0140 1.069
1970 4,845,801 22,063 70,013 5,700,931 0.46 0.0144 1.176
1971 4,957,945 21,852 4,789,862 0.44 0.966
1972 5,414,751 26,437 42,767 4,717,423 0.49 0.0079 0.871
1973 5,754,655 30,450 5,474,128 0.53 0.951
1974 5,761,264 25,913 0.45

1975 5,868,509 24,797 0.42

l976 6,769,000 25,020 0.37

1977 5,558,000 20,665 0.37

Total 61,718,463 296,877 60 0.48

'Data from: Canadian Mines Handbook, 1963-75; *Smith, 1965-67; **Geology, Exploration, and Mining in British
Columbia, 1.969-73, and tgethiehem Copper Corporation Annual Report, 1977.

2Expressed as amount of metal produced from, or contained in, a tonne of ore. Assuming an average mill
recovery of about 85 percent, the relative grades are about 15 percent less than the actual ore grade at the
mill heads. H

H
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Table 2. Ore Tonnages Mined from the Jersey, East

Jersey, Heustis, and lona orebodies to December 1974.1

Ore, million

Orebody Year(s) tonnes

Jersey 1964-72 and 1973-74 28.656

East Jersey 1962-65 and 1974 3.384

Heustis 1970-74 17.163

Iona* 1967 3.7

Total 52.9

Data from Briskey and Bellamy (1976) and *Smith (1968).
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Table 3. Reserves of Copper-Molybdenum Ore

in the Jersey, Heustis, and lona orebodies

to December 31, 1975.1

Ore, Grade, percent

Orebody million tonnes Cu Mo*

Jersey 31.640 0.46

Heustis 7.430 0.45

lona 12.050 0.47 0.0125

Total 51.120 0.461

1Date from Briskey and Bellamy (1976) and

*World Mining, 1978. Reserves available

to the present mill as of December 31,

1975; based on cutoff values of 0.25

percent copper.
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indicated that the orebodies possess geologic, mineralogic, and

geochemical features that are atypical when compared to the well-

described porphyry copper-molybdenum deposits of the central and

southwestern United States. Objectives of the present investigation

were to use detailed field and laboratory data to document and

interpret these unique features; to determine relations between

lithology, mineralization, hydrothermal alteration, and structure; to

define the aerial distribution and mutual relations of the various

igneous rock types; and to characterize and develop a mechanism for

the formation of complex intrusion and intrusive igneous breccias

associated with three of the four major ore zones. Emphasis has been

placed on detailed studies to determine the (1) mineralogy and

distribution of hypogene metallic mineralization, and of hypogene

nonmetallic alteration and vein minerals; (2) association of

alteration minerals and assemblages and their relation to metallic

minerals; (3) structural controls for mineralization; (4)

petrochemical characteristics; (5) chronology of plutonic and

hydrothermal events; and (6) history and paragenesis of hydrothermal

alteration and mineralization.

Field work was accomplished during the summers from 1970 to 1973.

This Included over 7900 m of detailed geologic mapping and sampling of

open pit berms, and 6100 in of detailed diamond drill core logging and

sampling of 26 holes, both at scales of 1 inch 10 feet. These

studies emphasized lithology, structure, and hydrothermal alteration

and mineralization, principally in the Jersey, and to a lesser extent,
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in the East Jersey open pits. Additionally, 4600 in of reconnaissance

(1 inch = 100 feet) geologic mapping and sampling were performed in

the lithologically simple Huestis orebody. The lona zone and areas

outside the ore deposits were sampled after reconnaissance

examination. A significant part of the field work was devoted to

collecting information denoting location, host-rock type, attitude,

thickness, and mineral fillings for each of 648 faults, 166

mineralized fractures, and 802 joints in the Jersey and East Jersey

open pits.

In all, 1685 samples were collected. Each was carefully examined

under a steromicroscope and detailed data regarding host-rock

lithology, fracture intensity, and intensity and mode of occurrence of

metallic and nonmetallic hydrothermal mineralization was recorded on

standardized forms. Moreover, multiple slabs from 40 large samples

from 24 localities in the igneous breccias were similarly examined and

this information was supplemented with that pertaining to clast type,

percent abundance, and shape, as well as to the texture, mineralogy,

amount, and distribution of matrix material. During the logging of

core, detailed Information was recorded concerning lithology;

mineralogy, thickness, and dip of mineralized veins and veinlets;

location and intensity of faults and fractures; and type, quantity,

and mode of occurrence of hydrothermal minerals. These observations

documented 552 occurrences of crosscutting relations between minerals,

and thus established a paragenetic history of the mineralization.



Analytical work is dominated by major oxide, selected minor

element, density, and modal thin section analyses of 52 relatively

fresh rocks, and 42 altered and mineralized rocks. This data is

complemented by examination of 100 additional thin sections, modal

analyses of potassium feldspar-stained slabs of fresh and

propylitically altered host rocks, and semiquantitative X-ray

diffraction analysis of hydrothermal phyllosilicates from altered and

mineralized samples.
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PALEOGEOGRAPHY AND PETROTECTONIC SETTING

The Canadian Cordillera, part of the Western Cordillera mobile

tectonic belt, is separable into five distinct, north- to northeast-

trending petrotectonic and physiographic belts (Brown, 1966; Campbell,

1966; Roddick, 1966; Souther and Armstrong, 1966; Wheeler, 1966;

Douglas and others, 1970; and Wheeler and others, 1972). The

tectonics and (or) mineral deposits of the Canadian Cordillera have

been described with reference to these belts by Brown and others

(1971), Souther (1970), Wheeler (1970), Hodder and Hollister (1972),

Monger and others (1972), Field and others (1974), and Christopher and

Carter (1976). They are, from west to east (see Figures 5 and 6), the

(1) Insular, (2) Coast Crystalline, (3) Intermontane, (4) Omineca, and

(5) Eastern Marginal belts. In general, they group terrain of similar

lithic, tectonic, and temporal character as illustrated in Figures 5

and 6.

Brown (1971) and Monger and others (1972) have provided succinct

summaries of the geology of these areas. The Insular belt contains

largely unmetamorphosed to weakly metamorphosed low-grade greenschist

facies sedimentary and volcanic "eugeosynclinal" rocks, dominated in

the south by a thick accumulation of Triassic basalts and overlying

limestone and Jurassic pyroclastics, and to the north by heterogeneous

Paleozoje volcanic and volcaniclastic strata, and some Early Tertiary

volcanic rocks. Jurassic to mid-Tertiary plutonic rocks comprise

about 15 percent of the belt. Broad folding and high-angle



Figure 5. Distribution of porphyry deposits in petrotectonic belts
and Upper Triassic to Lower Jurassic island arc volcanic
and related rocks (shaded) in the Canadian Cordillera.
IB- Insular belt; CCB- Coast Crystalline belt; 1MB-
Intertnontane belt; OB- Omineca belt; EMB- Eastern
Marginal belt. Major, known, Late Triassic to Early
Jurassic deposits are identified. Numbers in parentheses
are ages in millions of years. Each age has a range of
± to 8 m.y., except Copper Canyon (±9 m.y.) and Day
(±11 m.y.). Modified from Christopher and Carter (1976),
McMillan (1976), and Barr and others (1976).
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Fold Belt (Wheeler, 1970). Modified frot Wheeler
and others (1972).



transcurrent faults typify the deformational style of the Insular
belt.

The Coast Crystalline belt is predominantly a complex of

21

metavolcanic rocks, gneisses, and granitic rocks of Late Jurassic to
Early Tertiary age. Quartz diorite and granodiorite are the most
abundant of the plutonic rocks, which underlie nearly half of the
area. Plastic deformation and attenuated folding are prominent.

The Intermontane belt is mostly urunetainorphosed to weakly

metamorphosed (greenschist fades), "eugeosynclinaV' and

"epieugeosynclinal" volcanic and volcaniclastic rocks of Late
Paleozoic, Triassic, and Jurassic age. Upper Triassic and Jurassic

batholiths and Tertiary stocks, commonly of quartz diorite to quartz
monzonite composition, but also including some syenitic plutons in the
older age group, occupy about 15 percent of the belt. Early Tertiary
continental volcanic rocks are widely distributed, occupying nearly 10
percent of the area. Late Tertiary plateau basalts are common in the

south-central part of the belt (see Figure 7) and are probably

erosional remnants of larger fields that may have extended as far west
as the coast (Monger and others, 1972). Moderate folding,

transcurrent faulting, thrusting, and normal faulting characterize the
defortuational environment.

The Omineca belt, which expands at its northern end to encompass
the Seiwin Basin, contains mainly Early Paleozoic and older

metasedimentary rocks and derivative gneisses with minor volcanic
material. Gneiss domes are present at the southern end. Small
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Cretaceous batholiths and stocks, largely of quartz monzonite, cover

10 percent of the area. Deformation has occurred through intense

multiple folding, thrusting, and high-angle faulting.

The Eastern Marginal belt is dominantly composed of Late

Precambrian (Helikian) to Paleozoic carbonate-rich "niiogeosynclinal"

sequences of shelf-type sedimentary rocks of the Canadian Rockies.

Most units occur in imbricate, eastward-directed thrust plates that

contain clastic wedges of Mesozoic sediments at their eastern margin.

Quaternary volcanic centers are prominent in the southern parts

of the Insular and Coast Crystalline belts and throughout the

Intermontane belt (see Figure 7).

Major throughgoing structures, including the Tintina-Rocky

Mountain, Teslin, Pinchi, Denali-Shakwak, Fraser-Yalakom, and

Fairweather-queen Charlotte fault zones (see Figures 7 and 11),

roughly parallel the present continental margin, as.well as the old

cratonic border.

Monger and others (1972) were among the first to recognize the

allochthonous nature of components of the petrotectonic belts west of

the Omineca terrane, and to fashion a coherent plate-tectonic model

for the evolution of the Canadian Cordl1era. Their model proposed

that oceanic and continental crust east of the Omineca belt were

aecreted to the North American plate (craton) during three main

periods of subduction. Presumably eastward-dipping paleo-Benioff

zones associated with each period are now represented in the southern

Cordillera by the Pinchi (Carboniferous to Late Triassic, see also
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Davis and others, 1978) Fraser-Yalakom (Triassic), and Fairweather-

Queen Charlotte (Jurassic) to Recent fault zones. Each of these

sutures, which mark major breaks in lithic and structural continuity,

is associated with variable amounts of blueschist fades metamorphism

and ultramafic intrusion. Plate consumption, which began normal to

the North American plate margin (Pinchi fault zone), became

increasingly oblique with time. Substantial dextral offset occurred

along the Fraser-Yalakom fault zone during the Jurassic, and began as

early as Cretaceous on the Fairweather-Queen Charlotte system, where

it became the dominant component of movement after major mid-Tertiary

plate readjustments (Atwater, 1970) led to consumption of the Pacific

plate i-n a subduction zone beneath the Aleutian trench (see Figure

7). The resulting system of transform faulting that developed along

the west coast of the Cordillera may have promoted the widespread

tensional tectonics that generated extensive fields of plateau basalt

(Figure 7).

This scheme of plate tectonic evolution has been recently

modified by Monger (1977), and by Davis and others (1978) who, using

the concept of an accretionary orogenic "collage" (Helwig, 1974), have

developed a model for the Mesozoic construction of a Cordilleran

"collage" from central British Columbia to central California. The

major elements of this "collage" in British Columbia (see Figures 8

and 9) are dominated by two exotic, largely Paleozoic volcanic arcs

emplaced in the Late Triassic (Stikine arc) and Cretaceous (Wrangellia

of Jones and others, 1977).
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At the time of emplacement of the Guichon Creek Batholith, the

early Mesozoic continental margin of North America had become,

beginning in the Late Triassic, the locus of similar,

penecontemporaneous magmatism, metamorphism, and sedimentation,

resulting from oblique(?), presumably northeastward-directed

convergence and subduction of oceanic crust beneath the continent

(Hamilton, 1969; Monger and others, 1972; Burchfiel and Davis, 1972;

Monger, 1977; Read and Okulitch, 1977; and Davis and others, 1978).

Accreted oceanic crust comprising the Cache Creek Group contains

southern, tropical fauna (Davis and others, 1978). Composite, Late

Triassic to Early to Middle Jurassic arc magmatism in central and

southern British Columbia is manifest in alkaline and calc-alkaline

suites of the Late Triassic Takia-Nicola arc, containing the Guichon

Creek Batholith, and in caic-alkaline assemblages of the Early

Jurassic Hazelton arc (see Figures 5 and 9) (Davis and others, 1978).

The Late Triassic (late Karnian) to possibly Middle Jurassic

Nicola Group in south-central British Columbia consists of largely

volcanic and volcaniclastic "eugeosynclinal" rocks that lie with at

least local angular unconformity on the Late Paleozoic to Late

Triassic Thompson arc assemblage (Read and Okulitch, 1977; Davis and

others, 1978).

Structural and stratigraphic relations between Nicola arc rocks

and oceanic (melange) rocks of Pennsylvanian to Late Triassic (Davis

and others, 1978; Travers, 1978) Cache Creek lithology to the west are

poorly understood and are complicated by substantial, young
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transcurrent faulting (Davis and others, 1978). These two assemblages

are in contact in central British Columbia along the younger,

traascurrent(?) Pinchi fault, and are in part separated by the Fraser-

Yalakom fault system in southern British Columbia. The presence of

blueschist metamorphism in oceanic rocks along the Fraser-Yalakom

system (Monger and others, 1972), and the occurrence of fault-bounded

blocks of 211- to 218-m.y.-old blueschist (Patterson and Harakal,

1974) in the Pinchi fault zone (see Figure 9) support a subduction

relationship between the Nicola and Cache Creek Groups. Monger and

others (1972) and Travers (1978) have reached the sante conclusion

through comparisons of lithologies and time-space relations with known

melange-island arc complexes elsewhere. Takia-Nicola arc magmatism

ceased following Late Triassic accretion of the Stikine block, when

subduction at the north end of the Takia-Nicola arc was displaced to

the western margin of the Stikine terrane and the Early Jurassic

Hazelton arc began to develop (see Figures 8 and 9) (Davis and others,

1978).
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METALLOGENY

Although there are apparently no simple, systematic time-space

relationships among Canadian Cordilleran porphyry copper deposits

(Field and others, 1974; Christopher and Carter, 1976), most

mineralization does occur within or marginal to the Intermontane belt

(see Figure 5). Moreover, within this same belt, Late Triassic to

Early Jurassic caic-alkaline and alkaline plutons hosting porphyry

copper deposits are conspiculously restricted to contemporaneous

volcanic arc terrane (see Figure 5). Such associations imply a

genetic link, as yet incompletely understood, to mechanisms of

formation of the Mesozoic "collage" in British Columbia.

The close spatial and temporal relationship between volcanic arc-

type magmatism and the genesis of porphyry copper deposits, and the

probable origin of both by partial melting of oceanic crust and (or)

upper mantle in a subduction zone environment, has been variably

emphasized by numerous authors including Guild (1971 and 1972),

Mitchell and Carson (1972), Sawklns (1972), Sillitoe (l972a, 197Th,

1976), Field and others (1974), ICesler and others (1975, 1977) Clark

and others (1976), Hodder (1976), Mitchell (1976), Stacey (1976),

Swinden and Strong (1976), and other authors (Economic Geology, 1978).

Sillitoe (1972b) summarized lines of evidence supporting the

contention that the bulk of the materials in calc-alkaline volcano-

plutonic arcs and their associated porphyry copper deposits have their

source in the upper mantle, consistent with a subduction related
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origin. Metals (especially copper) initially derived largely from the

upper mantle become part of the oceanic crust at metal-rich spreading

ocean rise systems, and are eventually carried down subduction zones

to be released during partial melting and ascend in, or in close

proximity to, caic-alkaline magmas. Evidence suggestive of an upper

mantle rather than crustal source, and largely summarized by Sillitoe

(1972b) and Field and others (1974), includes: (1) wide variety of

crustal host rocks and wbich in places is very thin to absent; (2)

relatively low initial Sr87/Sr86 ratios (cf. 0.702-0.706 for ocean

basalts; Faure and Powell, 1972) obtained for andesitic volcanics

(0.703-0.706) (Ewart and Stipp, 1968; Pushkar, 1968; and Peterman and

others, 1970) and felsic plutons (0.703-0.709) (Hedge and Waithall,

1963; Fairbairn and others, 1964; Hurley and others, 1965; Doe and

others, 1968; Wanless and others, 1968; Kistler and others, 1971; and

Greenberg and Kish, 1978); (3) correspondingly low initial Sr87/Sr86

ratios (0.703-0.710) for porphyry copper and porphyry molybdenum

stocks and associated mineralization, especially those in island arcs

(0.703-0.705) (Moorbath and others, 1967; Laughlin and others, 1969);

Kesler and others, 1975, 1977; Gustafson and Hunt, 1975; Giles and

Livingston, 1975; Wolfe arid others, 1978; and W. J. Moore, oral

commun., 1978); (4) trace element contents of island-arc andesites

compatible with an upper mantle source (Taylor, 1969; Taylor and

others, 1969); and (5) sulfur isotope ratios near the rneteor!tic

standard (Field, 1966; Jensen, 1967; Laughlin and others, 1969; Field
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and others 1971, 1974; Giles and Livingston, 1975; and Field and

Gustaf son, 1976).

The Guichon Creek Batholith (198 m.y., Northcote, 1969) was

emplaced beneath the southern, Nicola portion of the Late Triassic

Takla-Nicola volcanic arc (see Figures 5 and 9), contemporaneous with

arc development. Major plutonic phases of the batholith, and

secondary potassium feldspar from the Craigmont mine at the south end

of the batholith, give initial Sr87/Sr86ratios of 0.7037 (Christmas

and others, 1969). Sulfur isotope measurements of sulfide minerals

from porphyry copper-molybdenum deposits within and at the contact of

the batholith cluster near 0 °/oo (Christmas and others, 1969; Field

and others, 1971; Jones, 1975; and Osatenko and Jones, 1976).

Consequently, the Guichon Creek Batholith is interpreted to have been

derived by processes related to partial melting of oceanic crust

subducted beneath the North American continent during Late Triassic

time. Field and others (1974) and Jones (1975), using data from

Hatherton and Dickinson (1969), have calculated depths to the Benioff

zone beneath the batholith of about 140 km.

Ney and Hollister (1976) and Wolfhard and Ney (1976) have

incorporated mineralization associated with Takla-Nicola arc magmatism

into their Middle Triassic to Late Jurassic Vancouver metallogenic

epoch (see Figure 10). This epoch is coincident with the "dominantly

marine" volcanism succeeding and perhaps slightly overlapping

deposition of the Cache Creek Group, and contains most of the valuable

copper deposits of the Canadian Cordillera. Griffiths (1977) used
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time-space profiles across the Cordillera to infer the possible

existence of paired subduction zones during the Late Triassic, the

westernmost of these acting to generate the copper-rich I(armutsen

volcanlcs on Vancouver and Queen Charlotte Islands (see Figure 10).

Brown (1971), Hodder and Hollister (1972), Seraphim and Hollister

(1976), and Hollister (1978) have emphasized the apparent importance

of extensional and strike-slip tectonics in localizing mineralized

areas and individual ore deposits in the Canadian Cordillera. Major

shear zones in the Cordillera strike N. 35o_400 W., major tensional

fractures strike roughly north-south, and shear zones that may be

conjugate to these two fracture directions strike N. 350 E. (see

Figure 11) (Seraphim and Hollister, 1976; Hollister, 1978). Hollister

(1978, p. 96) called this pattern the ". . . Pacific plate-North

American plate stress diagram. . . ." Many of these structures may in

part represent deep crustal and related but shallower fractures zones

developed concomitantly with, and as an integral part of, the

accreting Cordilleran "collage;" but modified, especially near the

coast, by mid-Tertiary to recent transcurrent tectonics. Both Brown

(1971) and Hollister (1978) concur that these fractures may have

provided for transmission of metal-bearing magma and (or) fluids from

upper mantle depths, or may have only provided channeiways for

circulation, scavenging, and recycling of metals in the crust.

Indeed, Hollister (1978, p. 98) states that "most porphyry copper

deposits [in the Canadian Cordilleral occur close to one of the major

strike-slip faults. . .
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Porphyry copper-molybdenum deposits of the Pacific Northwest

generally possess geologic, mineralogic, and geochemical features

consistent with those classically associated with porphyry copper-

molybdenum deposits of the west-central and southwestern United

States. Nonetheless, principal differences do exist (Field and

others, 1974; Jones, 1975; and Briskey and Bellamy, 1976) and have

been aptly summarized by Field and others (1974, p. 20) to include:

. . (1) the common association with plutons of batholithic size and

with eugeosynclinal country rocks having an imprint of weak

(greenschist) regional metamorphism; (2) the large apparent range in

ages (18-210 m.y.) and older (120-210 tn.y.) groups of deposits; (3)

generally lower average grades of ore (0.60 percent Cu, 0.28 percent

NoS2, and less) for producing mines; (4) the relatively minor

importance of secondarily enriched ore; (5) dominance of fracture-

controlled sulfide in governing the distribution of ore; (6) rather

large bornite:chalcopyrite ratios (unity and larger) for several

deposits; and (7) the lack of significant lead-zinc-silver deposits

fringing porphyry ore."
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GUICHON CREEK BATHOLITH

The Bethlehem porphyry copper deposits are near the center of the

200-m.y.-old Guichon Creek Batholith (see Figure 12), which for the

past 14 years has been the subject of considerable study (see White

and others, 1967; Northcote, 1969; Westerman, 1970; Brabec, 1971;

Brabec and White, 1971; McMillan, 1972, 1976a, 1978; McMillan and

others, 1971, 1978; Hylands, 1972; Ager and others, 1972; Field and

others, 1974; Olade, 1974, 1976; Jones, 1975; and Field and others,

1975). It is a semiconcordant mesozonal to epizonal pluton about 64

km long by 32 km wide, and elongate north-south. The batholith, first

mapped by Cockfield (1948) and Duffell and McTaggart (1951), is a

concentrically zoned caic-alkaline pluton, which Is interpreted from

geologic, gravity, and magnetic data to be shaped like a flattened

funnel, with the spout underlying Highland Valley and plunging about

80° to the northeast (see Figure 13) (Ager and others, 1972). The

present average thickness of the batholith is 6 kit, increasing to mote

than 22 km over the central root zone (Ager and others, 1972). Major

intrusive phases become progressively younger and change in

composition inward from a border of diorlte and quartz dlorite,

through quartz diorites and granodiorites, to a core of granodlorite

and quartz monzonite. The batholith intrudes "eugeosynclinal"

assemblages of the Late Triassic to perhaps Middle Jurassic Nicole

Group and probably the Pennsylvanian to Late Triassic Cache Creek

Grotto. WithIn about 150 m of the contact with the batholith, these
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Figure 12. Geologic map of the Guichon Creek Batholith. Stippled,

Upper Triassic volcanic and sedimentary rocks (Nicola
Group) were originally mapped as Cache Creek Group by
Duff eli and McTaggart (1952), Cart (1962), and
Northcote (1969). Modified from McMillan (1976a).
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Figure 13. Schematic cross section of the Guichon Creek Batholith showing
relative positions of emplacement of the Highland Valley deposits.
Looking approximately northwest at section A, Figure 12. From
McMillan (1976a). (For explanation, see Figure 12.)
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rocks have locally been contact metamorphosed to assemblages

diagnostic of the hornblende and albite-epidote hornfels facies

(Northcote, 1969; McMillan, 1978). Sedimentary rocks of Early and

Middle Jurassic age, and volcanic and sedimentary rocks of Cretaceous

and Tertiary age, unconformably overlie the batholith.

Country Rocks

The oldest rocks exposed near the Guichon Creek Batholith are

Cache Creek Group argilhite, chert, conglomerate, grit, graywacke,

tuff, and some quartzite, greenstone, and limestone that crop out west

and northwest of the batholith (see McMillan, 1976a, 1978; McMillan

and others, 1978; Travers, 1978). Near the village of Cache Creek,

where these rocks contain mid-Pennsylvanian and Permian limestone, and

Middle to Upper Triassic cherts (Travers, 1978), the unit has the

appearance of a melange, and is described by Travers (1978, p. 100) as

a mixture of isolated blocks of deformed limestone, basalt,

serpentinite, partly serpentinized ultramaf Ic rock, greenstone, lithic

sandstone, and thin-bedded chert surrounded by pervasively sheared,

carbonaceous and siliceous argihhite, phyllite, and minor amounts of

thin-bedded shaly chert." Rocks previously assigned to the Cache

Creek Group are in contact with the batholith only along its west-

central margin (see Figure 12) (Duf fell and McTaggart, 1951; Cart,

1962; and Northcote, 1969). However, MeMihlan (1976a, 1918) and

MeMihlan and others (1978) have recently included these rocks in the
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Nicola Group. Nonetheless, Travers (1978) indicates that the

batholith probably does intrude thick sections of the Cache Creek

Group at depth.

The Guichon Creek Batholith has intruded, and is probably

comagniatic with, subaerial and submarine volcanic and volcaniclastic

assemblages of the Late Triassic to possibly Middle Jurassic Nicola

volcanic arc (see Figures 5 and 9) (Northcote, 1969; Monger and

others, 1972; Gabrielse and Reesor, 1974; McMillan, 1976a, 1978; and

Davis and others, 1978). These rocks comprise the Nicola Group and

are shown as Upper Triassic volcanic and sedimentary rocks in Figure

12. Exposed contacts with the batholith vary from discordant to

locally semicozicordant (Northcote, 1969). Roof pendants of Nicola

rocks are present locally (see Figure 12). As may be expected from

its depositional environment, the stratigraphy of the Nicola Group is

complex and highly variable. It has been most recently described by

Schau (1970), McMillan (1974, 1976a, 1978), Barr and others (1976),

and Preto (1977). Volcanic rocks include caic-alkaline to alkaline

flows ranging in composition from basalt and trachybasalt to

rhyolite. Phenocrysts of pyroxene and p].agioclase are abundant in

basalts and andesites. Sanidine- and analcite-bearirig trachybasalt

flows are common locally. Thick accumulations of volcanic breccias,

agglomerates, and lahars locate pre-existing volcanic centers.

Volcaniclastic and related sedimentary rocks include chert, siltstone,

sandstone, graywacke, limestone, and volcanic conglomerates, breccias,

and tuffs. Soft sediment deformation is common arid most noncalcareous
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units are pyritiferous. Flows and breccias are preponderant along the

northern border of the batholith, whereas sedimentary rocks are common

along the east, south, and west margins (McMillan, 1978). Although

Preto (1977) emphasized the hazards in calculating stratigraphic

thickness in such terrane, Schau (1970) estimated that the Nicola is

about 7,000 m thick in its type section near Nicola Lake, 14 km east

of Merritt (see Figure 5). The Nicola is intruded by numerous,

comagmatic, caic-alkaline (quartz diorite to quartz monzonite) and

alkaline (diorite to syenite) plutons, members of each of which

contain porphyry copper deposits.

Lower and Middle Jurassic sedimentary rocks of the Ashcroft

Formation (shown as Jurassic sedimentary rocks in Figure 12)

unconformably overlie rocks of the Nicola Group and lap onto the

northwestern margin of the Guichon Creek Batholith (see Figure 12)

(McMillan, 1976a, 1978; McMillan and others, 1978). To the west,

Ashcroft and Nicola rocks are in fault contact (locally depositional?)

with melange of the Cache Creek Group (Travers, 1978). Most of the

Ashcroft Formation is composed of marine shales; siltstones; graded

sandstone; conglomerates; rare, thin, argillaceous limestones; and

local olistrostromes (Travers, 1978; Davis and others, 1978). Near

the batholith, however, the formation is in part nonmarine, and

commonly contains a basal conglomerate overlain by siltstones, shales,

and fine-grained sandstones, and conglomerates (McMillan, 1974;

Travers, 1978). Euxinic, bioclastic limestones occur near the base

(McMillan, 1974). Anderson (1976) and Travers (1978) consider the
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Ashcroft Formation to represent deposits of an Early Jurassic fore-arc

basin. To the west across an intervening subduction zone complex are

oceanic rocks of Cache Creek Group lithology.

Cretaceous(?) volcanic and sedimentary rocks of the Spences

Bridge Group and the overlying, generally conformable (McMillan,

1976a, 1978), Kingsvale Group overlap the south and southwestern

flanks of the Guichon Creek Batholith (Northcote, 1969; MeMillan,

1976a, 1978; McMillan and others, 1978). These groups are composed of

pyroclastic rocks and flows of andesite, dacite, basalt, and

rhyolite. Sandstone, arkose, shale and argilhite, conglomerate, and

graywacke are intercalated with the volcanic rocks (Northeote, 1969;

McMihlan, 1976a, 1978). According to Northcote (1969) feeder dikes

for Spences Bridge volcanics cut the western edge of the batholith.

Tertiary volcanic and sedimentary rocks, including the Eocene

Kamloops Group (Northcote, 1969), overlap the north end of the

batholith and unconformably overlie Jurassic and older country rocks

(see Figure 12; and Northeote, 1969; McMihlan, 1976a, 1978). The

Tertiary units are continuous to the south almost to Highland Valley

where they form erosional outliers, or dikes and small irregularly

shaped plutons (Northcote, 1969; McMillan, 1976a, 1978; McMihlan and

others, 1978). Sedimentary rocks, where present, form basal

conglomerates and sandy to muddy, poorly indurated sandstones and

siltstones (McMillan, 1976a, 1978). Volcanic rocks predominate, being

largely dacitic to andesitic flows, and less commonly, flows of basalt

or rhyohite (Northcote, 1969; McMillan, 1976a, 1978).
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Plutonjc Units

Using mineralogic and textural criteria, Northcote (1969),

Hylands (1972), NcMillan (1972, 1976a, 1978), and McMillan and others

(1971, 1978) recognized four major plutonic phases, including three

important subphases or "varieties," in the Guichon Creek Batholith.

McMillan's (1976a, 1978) modification of Northcote's (1969)

designation of granitic units is adopted in this paper (see Figure

12). Relative ages of major phases and varieties of the batholith

were established using intrusive contact features such as dikes,

contact breccias, xenoliths, and finely crystalline margins adjacent

to contacts. The major plutonic phases and varieties of the

batholith, in order of decreasing age, are the Hybrid Phase; Highland

Valley Phase, separated into the Guichon and Chataway Varieties;

Bethlehem Phase; Skeena Variety; and Bethsaida Phase. Photographs of

rock slabs representing these units are shown in Figure 91, Appendix

IV. The distinctions between phases and varieties made by Northcote

(1969, p. 21) are adopted here: "Phases are separated at least

locally by sharp contacts where, generally, relative ages can be

determined. A variety is a subdivision of a phase which has a

gradational contact with that phase." Nodal analyses of samples

representing the major phases and varieties are given in Tables 4 and

5, and are plotted on a quartz-alkali feldspar-plagioclase ternary

diagram (Figure 14). As can be seen the bulk of the units are

granodioritic. Igneous breccias and post-Bethlehem Phase and post-
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Table 4a. Explanation of Symbols, Abbreviations, and Methods of Modal Analysis.

T.S. Thin section

Slab Potassium feldspar-stained rock slab.

FCAP Finely crystalline alteration products of feldspar, includes: white mica, kanlinite, moutmorillonite
and probably minor epidote, carbonate, prehnite, and mixed-layer clays.

Asterisks (*) are used to denote plagioclase compositions obtained using the maximum extinction angle of
albite twins as described by Michel-Levy (Kerr, 1977). All other optical determinations were made
using the extinction angle in sections perpendicular to the "a" crystallographic axis. For both
methods the curves published by Tobi and Kroll (3.975) were used.

Osc Composition of most calcic oscillatory zone in plagioclase.

P, indicates that the mineral is present but did not occur in the count.

Modes of stained slabs from porphyritic samples are given as two numbers separated by a slash. Numbers to
left are for groundmass components, those to right for phenocrysts.

Modes of mat Ic components from slabs exclude inagnetite and epidote, which are counted separately.

Negative numbers in parentheses, associated with elevations, indicate depth below present surface. See
Figures 30 and 31 for locations of samples collected in the Bethlehem mine area.

Distinction between gvoundmass and phenocrysts was somewhat arbitrary. Generally, phenocrysts include those
minerals that are subhedral to euhedra]. and greater than 1 mm in largest dimension.

Several conventions have been adopted to describe the mode of occurrence of alteration products with respect
to their host mineral. Minerals and their modes enclosed in parentheses and indented under the
mineral immediately preceeding them are alteration products of that preceeding mineral. The modal
value for any alteration mineral listed in this fashion is also included in its own listing in the
table. Where these values do not agree, the difference results from the partial replacement of
plagioclase by the alteration mineral. The host mineral for some alteration products has been
indicated with a numbered footnote. For remaining alteration products, plagioclase i8 the host
mineral.

All modal data are in volume percent unless otherwise specified. Where unaccompanied by percent estimates,
minerals will be listed (both in tables and in text) approximately in order of decreasing abundance
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Table S. Modal Analyses of Late Major Plutonic Phases ad Varieties of the Guichon Creek Ifatholtth (continuation).
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Bethsaida Phase dikes and small irregularly shaped intrusions are also

described below because of their close spatial, temporal, and probably

genetic association with the ore deposits of the Highland Valley.

Hybrid Phase

The Hybrid Phase is the outermost unit of the batholith. It Is

intrusive into Nicola Group volcanic and sedimentary rocks, and

inclusions of country rock are locally abundant. Hybrid Phase rocks

are highly variable in composition, largely as a result of

assimilation of country rock near the contact, and range in

composition from hornblendite to monzonite (Northcote, 1969; McMillan,

1976a, 1978). Most of the phase, however, is composed of medium

crystalline, hypidiomorphic granular, maf icrich quartz diorite or

diorite (Northeote, 1969; McMillan, 1976a, 1978). The average of

eight modal analyses for samples representing the quartz dioritic and

dioritic parts of the Hybrid Phase gave plagioclase (54.7 percent),

quartz (17.9 percent), hornblende (10.4 percent), biotite (7.3

percent), augite (3.9 percent), potassium feldspar (3.2 percent),

opaques (2.5 percent), and minor hypersthene; with accessory amounts

of sphene, apatite, and zircon (Northcote, 1969). Small amounts of

chalcopyrite and pyrite, and traces of bornite and molybdenite occur

sporadically.
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Highland Valley Phase

The Highland Valley Phase, comprising the Guichon and Chataway

Varieties, intrudes, and is gradational into or intermixed with, the

Hybrid Phase (Northcote, 1969). Contacts between the two varieties

are commonly interdigitated but gradational (McMillan, 1976a, 1978).

The Cuichon Variety is typically a medium to coarsely

crystalline, hypidiomorphic granular, biotite and hornblende

granodiorite or quartz diorite. An average of eight modes by

Northcote (1969) gave plagioclase (49.9 percent), quartz (17.7

percent), potassium feldspar (10.0 percent), biotite (9.2 percent),

hornblende (8.1 percent), augite (2.5 percent), and opaques (2.2

percent), with accessory sphene, zircon, and apatite. Mafic minerals

typically occur in heterogeneously distributed clusters of subhedral

to euhedral crystals.

The Chataway Variety is mainly medium to coarsely crystalline

hypidiomorphic granular hornblende and biotite granodiorite, which

contains rare anhedral potassium feldspar phenocrysts. From an

average of seven modes, Northcote (1969) shows plagioclase (54.3

percent), quartz (20.6 percent), potassium feldspar (10.9 percent),

horublende (6.8 percent), biotite (5.2 percent), and opaques (1.8

percent), with sphene, apatite, and zircon. Nafic minerals are

usually present as evenly distributed, angular, subhedral crystals.

According to McMillan (1976a and 1978) hornblende predominates over

biotite, whereas they are roughly equal in the Guichon Variety.
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Bethlehem Phase

The Bethlehem Phase intrudes the Guichon Variety at the Bethlehem

mine and their relationship is described in detail later in this

report. Most of the phase is medium crystalline, hypidiomorphic

porphyritic, hornblende- and biotite-bearing granodiorite.

Irregularly distributed hornblende oikocrysts and ameboid quartz

crystals, commonly occurring as phenocrysts, are characteristic.

Modes from 7 samples analyzed by Northcote (1969) averaged 49.0

percent plagioclase, 20.8 percent quartz, 10.0 percent potassium

feldspar, 4.3 percent hornblende, 3.2 percent biotite, and 2.3 percent

opaques, with accessory sphene, apatite, and zircon.

Skeena Variety

Rock gradational between the Bethlehem and Bethsaida Phases has

been called Skeena Variety by McMillan and others (1971, 1978),

Hylands (1972), and McMillan (l976a, 1978). Most contacts are

gradational and somewhat arbitrary. The Skeena Variety is largely

medium to coarsely crystalline, hypidiomorphic porphyritic,

hornblende- and biotite-bearing granodiorite. Maf Ic textures are

similar to the Bethlehem Phase, but with fewer mafic minrals. Quartz

commonly forms coarsely crystalline, subhedral to anhedral

phenocrysts. Modal analyses of two samples of the Skeena Variety (see

Table 5 and Figure 14), recalculated to remove the effects of
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alteration, averaged 61.7 percent plagioclase, 21.6 percent quartz,

9.2 percent potassium feldspar, 3.5 percent hornblende, 2.7 percent

biotite, and 1.2 percent opaques, with accessory sphene, apatite, and

zircon.

Bethsaida Phase

The Bethsaida Phase is the youngest and most differentiated of

the major granitic units. It grades into the Skeena Variety at its

outer edge, but near the Highmont orebodies (Figures 12 and 15) sends

a dike (Gnawed Mountain Porphyry) with finely crystalline margins into

the Skeena unit (Northcote, 1969; McMillan, 1976a, 1978). The

Bethsaida Phase is mainly leucocratic coarse to medium crystalline,

hypidiomorphic porphyritic, b iotite- and hornblende-bearing

granodiorite. From modes for 6 thin sections selected to represent

this unit, Northcote (1969) calculated the following average mineral

abundances: plagioclase, 52.1 percent; quartz, 29.4 percent;

potassium feldspar, 10.6 percent; biotite, 6.3 percent; opaques, 1.0

percent; hornblende, 0.4 percent; with minor aphene, apatite, and

zircon. Considering the relatively sodic composition of plagioclasa

(135lo, see Table 5), and except for the presence of a modest

quantity of potassium feldspar, the Bethsaida Phase mineralogically

resembles a trondhjemite. The unit commonly contains coarsely

crystalline, subhedral to anhedral phenocrysts of quartz. Biotite

characteristically forms large, subequant, euhedral to subhedral
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phenocrysts as much as 1 cm in diameter. Biotite is more abundant

than hornblende in the northern half of the phase (McMillan, 1976a,

1978).

Porphyry Dikes and other Intrusive Units

A swarm of north-trending porphyry dikes have been intruded along

the longitudinal axis of the Guichon Creek Batholith (see Figure

12). The swarm is about 34 km long and appears to intrude all except

the Chataway Variety and the Hybrid Phase (McMillan, 1976a, 1978).

Dikes are spaced irregularly across the 5- to l0-km width of the

swarm, and average one dike every 100 to 300 m (Carr, 1960). Most are

dacitic to latitic in composition, but include some silicic aplites

and pegmatites. North of Highland Valley the Bethlehem, South Seas,

and Krain deposits occur within the dike swarm. These dikes intrude

the Guichon and Bethlehem Phases (post-Bethlehem dikes of Figure 12),

but are texturally and chemically similar to the Bethlehem Phase,

suggesting they were derived from it. South of the Highland Valley,

dikes texturally and inineralogically similar to the Bethsaida Phase

intrude the Skeena Variety and the Bethsaida Phase (post-Skeena dikes

of Figure 12). Some of these dikes are traceable offshoots of the

Bethsaida Phase, and a genetic relationship between the Bethsaida

Phase and most of the southern dikes is probable (see also McMillan,

1976a, 1978). This group of dikes includes the Gnawed Mountain-type
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porphyries of Northeote (1969), which are closely associated in time

and space with the Valley Copper, Lornex, Highmont, and JA deposits.

Widespread dikes and small, irregularly shaped masses of rock

that are mineralogically and texturally reminiscent of the Bethlehem

Phase, but with large textural and compositional variations, were

named the Witches Brook Phase by Northcote (1969). Small bodies of

this unit are more finely crystalline and significantly richer in

quartz and potassium feldspar than is the Bethlehem Phase or larger

masses of Witches Brook Phase. Although the Witches Brook Phase is

not shown on Figure 12, a sample (number 30, Table 5, and see Figure

14) of Variety A (Northcote, 1969) was collected for comparison with

the numerous plutonic units exposed at the Bethlehem mine.

Major intrusive units of uncertain relation to the batholith (see

Figure 12) include the Gump Lake Phase and LeRoy granodiorite of

Northcote (1969), and the Coyle stock of McMillan (1976a, 1978).

These rocks are not discussed here and the reader should consult these

authors for additional information.

Breccias

Northcote (1969) recognized three principal types of breccia in

rocks of the Guichon Creek Batholith: fault breccia, intrusion

breccia, and pipe breccia. Intrusion breccias occur along intrusive

contacts, especially between the Hybrid Phase, Guichon Variety, and

Witches Brook Phase. Angular fragments of older rocks are contained
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in a matrix of younger rock. Irregular to pipelike masses of breccia

occur locally within the north-trending zone characterized by swarms

of porphyry dikes. Most of these breccias are at least in part

intrusive into the Highland Valley, Bethlehem, and Bethsaida Phases.

They are well developed In the Highmont, KraIn, Trojan, and especially

the Bethlehem deposits. Large Intrusive breccias exposed at the

Bethlehem mine and described in detail below, exhibit most of the

characteristic features of these bodies. An origin by subvolcanlc,

explosive release of confined volatiles from the batholith, or from

deep fault structures that tapped the source region of the batholith,

is likely.

Emplacement History

The emplacement history of the Guichon Creek Batholith was

discussed by Northcote (1969), and has been supplemented and modified

from observations by Westerman (1970) and Hylands (1972). Most

recently, McMillan (1972, 1976a, 1978) has summarized this work and

elaborated on the intrusive history of the batholith. In summary,

emplacement began when Hybrid-Highland Valley Phase magma, rising from

an underlying, differentiating magma chamber, along a northwest-

trending zone of structural weakness, displaced and assimilated

overlying country rock and spread laterally at a depth near the

Nicola-Cache Creek Group contact to form a semiconcordant, domal

pluton. McMIllan (1976a) has constructed a restored plan of the
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batholith following emplacement of the Highland Valley Phase, which

indicates that the Hybrid and Highland Valley Phases form an early

differentiation sequence front Hybrid Phase through Guichon Variety to

Chataway Variety.

The Bethlehem Phase, emplaced along a more northerly trend (see

Figure 12), crosscuts the Chataway-Guichon Variety contact and the

northwesterly trend of the Hybrid and Highland Valley Phases.

Gradational to sharp contacts suggest the Bethlehem Phase intruded

incompletely solidified Highland Valley Phase. The Bethsalda Phase,

emplaced along the same northerly trend, locally intrudes the

Bethlehem Phase and sends dikes and apophyses into it. However,

contacts are largely gradational, locally resulting in large

intervening areas of the transitional Skeena Variety, which may

represent mixing of the Bethsaida magma and incompletely crystalline

Bethlehem Phase. Together, the Bethlehem-Skeena-Bethsaida units

represent a late, spatially, temporally, and chemically related

sequence of magmas. These magmas were emplaced along a north-trending

zone of structural discontinuity (see Figure 12) that also appears to

have localized the late-stage porphyry dike swarm and associated

igneous breccias and ore deposits.

Northcote (1969) presented evidence suggesting that the early

phases of the Guichon Creek Batholith were emplaced in a mesozonal

environment (Buddington, 1959), and that following a period of

substantial erosion, the late phases were intruded at shallower,

epizonal depths. However, Westerman (1970) postulates that the
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batholith crystallized entirely within the epizone. From studies of

the flow alignment of plagioclase and maf Ic minerals, and from

mineralogical evidence that includes the presence of simple normal

zoning in plagioclase in early phases as opposed to complex

oscillatory zoning in the late phases, Westerman concluded that

convective overturn occurred in the early magmas. Convection promoted

continued, relatively rapid transfer of heat to the margins of the

magma chamber, resulting In the early mesozonal character of the

batholith. Intrusion of the late magmas into rock already at elevated

temperatures probably precluded the establishment of a temperature

gradient sufficient to initiate and sustain magmatic convection.

Northcote (1969) dated biotite separates from 26 samples of major

plutonic units of the Guichon Creek Batholith by the K-Ar method.

These age determinations range from 190 to 206 m.y. and average 198±8

m.y. They are consistent with K-Ar dates of 200±5 m.y. obtained on

five biotite and six hornblende-actinolite concentrates collected and

analyzed by Dirom (1965), Erickson and White (1966), and White and

others (1967) from the Guichon Variety, Bethlehem Phase, porphyry

dikes, granite, and biotized igneous breccia exposed at the Bethlehem

mine. A 204±4 m.y. K-Ar date on biotite from a particularly

porphyritic dike of the Bethsaida Phase (Jones and others, 1973;

Jones, 1975) appears also to be part of this population. A Rb-Sr
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isochron of 200±2 m.y. was measured by Christmas and others (1969) for

tto quartz monzonites from the northern part of the batholith, and

four samples of secondary potassium feldspar associated with

specularite and chalcopyrite mineralization at the Craigmont Mine.

Faults

The only relatively detailed and complete analysis of faulting in

the Guichon Creek Batholith was provided by McNillan (1976a, 1978),

and the following synopsis is derived almost entirely from his work.

The tectonic fabric of the batholith was established following

intrusion of the Bethsalda Phase, but prior to formation of the

mineral deposits. Major, northerly and northwesterly to westerly

striking faults divide the batholith into distinguishable structural

blocks (see Figure 12). The Lornex and Guichon Creek Faults are the

important north-trending structures. Major northwest-trending faults,

from north to south, are the Barnes Creek, Highland Valley, and Skuhun

Creek Faults. Both sets of faults acted to localize mineralization in

the Highland Valley. Major tensional features developed subparallel

to these faults and include the northwest-striking Gnawed Mountain

Dike associated with the }Iighmont mineralization, atd the north-

trending swarm of porphyry dikes closely allied to the JA, Bethlehem,

Krain, and South Seas deposits. Analysis of photolinears by Northeote

(1969) also demonstrates this bimodal distribution of north- and

northwest-trending faults in the batholith. Both lateral and vertical
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movement occurred along these faults beginning in Mesozoic or earlier

time and extending into the Tertiary.

The Lornex and Guichon Creek Faults have probable right-lateral

offset of about 5 to 6 km and 20 km respectively. The moderate to

steeply westward dipping Lornex Fault has its best expression between

Skuhun Creek and Highland Valley where it displaces geologic contacts

and, according to detailed mineralogic work by Jambor and Beaulne

(1977, 1978), truncates sulfide and potassic alteration zones of the

Lornex deposit (see Figure 12). South of Skuhun Creek the Lornex

Fault has younger rocks, possibly representing downward structural

displacement, on Its west side. The Guichon Creek Fault has geologic,

magnetic, and topographic expressions. Rocks evidently equivalent to

the Gump Lake and Bethlehem Phases occur just east of this fault and

east of Craigmont Mine where their presence requires nearly 20 km of

right-lateral movement.

Both the Barnes Creek and Highland Valley Faults exhibit left-

lateral offset with their north sides down, whereas the Skuhun Creek

Fault shows no evidence of lateral movement and has its north side

up. Erosion has removed young cover rocks and exposed deeper granitic

rocks in a central horst between the Skuhun Creek Fault and the

Highland Valley Fault (system?). This structural block is relatively

farther up on the west side of the Lornex Fault. Uplift may have

resulted from isostatic rebound of the thick, less dense, central root

zone of the batholith. Tertiary movement along segments of the
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Highland Valley Fault system has produced wedge-shaped basins filled

with sedimentary and volcanic rocks.

Petrochemistry

Mineralogical Variations

Modal mineralogies and textures of the plutonic units of the

Guichon Creek Batholith are typical of caic-alkaliné series plutonic

suites described for the Coast Plutonic Complex of British Columbia

(Roddick and Hutchinson, 1974) and in island-arc and continental-

marginal-arc tectonic settings in the northern Caribbean (Kesler and

others, 1975), Panama (Kesler and others, 1977), and the Papua New

Guinea-Solomon Islands region of the southwest Pacific (Mason and

McDonald, 1978). Characteristic features include the widespread

presence of oscillatorily zoned plagioclase, typical occurrence of

potassium feldspar in the interstitial groundmass and its virtual

absence as phenocrysts, presence of amphiboles and biotite in all

suites, and the sporadic occurrence of clinopyroxene and rare

orthopyroxene.

Temporal and spatial variations in the amounts and relative

proportions of mineral phases in the batholith have been described by

Northcote (1969) and MeMillan (1976a, 1978), and are illustrated in

Figures 14 and 16. Modal abundances of quartz, alkali feldspar, and

plagioclase were recalculated to 100 percent and are shown in Figure
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14. Figure 16 similarly i11usrates the distribution of total quartz,

alkali feldspar, and plagioclase (QAP) versus biotite (B) and versus

hornblende+-augite+actlnolite (H). Points joined by a horizontal line

(Hybrid Phase) in Figure 16 represent values calculated with, and

without augite as a component of the H apex. Both figures were

constructed from the modal data in Tables 4 and 5. All of the ternary

diagrams presented in this report have a few points whose plotted

positions have been very slightly shifted to allow a clearer

representation of large clusters of points. For actual position,

refer to tables. Tabulated modes were obtained with a steroscopic

microscope by point counting a minimum of 500 points across the

surface of potassium feldspar-stained rock slabs or standard size thin

sections. Nodal analyses originating with this study were counted on

a 3 mm grid for stained slabs and a 1 mm grid for thin sections.

Where available, modes from stained slabs were used in preference to

those from thin sections for constructing ternary diagrams. Thin

section modes used are generally averages of several representative

samples. Modes from stained slabs, adjusted using biotite:hornblende

ratios obtained from accompanying thin sections, were also used, where

available, in the compilation of Figure 16.

Northcote (1969) found that with increasing differentiation and

decreasing age from the Eybrid Phase to the Bethsaida Phase,

plagioclase and biotite contents remain relatively uniform;

plagioclase becomes slightly more sodic; magnetite, hornblende, and

augite decrease; and potassium feldspar and especially quartz



increase. Data presented in Tables 4 and 5, and In part displayed

graphically in Figures 14 and 16, are In general agreement with these

trends. Moreover, Figure 14 and similar figures by Northcote (1969)

show a minor decrease of plagioclase with respect to potassium

feldspar and quartz. Additionally, Figure 16 documents and quantifies

and obvious decrease in mafic mineral abundances (also observed by

Northcote, 1969, MeMillan, 1976a and 1978, and numerous other workers

in the batholith), and an increase in the ratio of biotite to

hornblende in the Bethsaida and possibly Witches Brook Phases.

Interestingly, FIgure 16 more adequately distinguishes between the

phases and varieties of the batholith than does the more commonly

applied QAP ternary plot of Figure 14.

Westerman (1970) has utilized X-ray diffraction techniques to

study the compositions of feldspars and biotite in the Guichon Creek

Bathollth. He found that although biotite appears to display a

progressive decrease in Fe/(Fe+Mg) ratios with increasing silica

content of the host rock, the compositions of feldspars changed very

little as crystallization progressed. Microperthitic alkali feldspar

has a bulk composition of 71-86 weight percent Or, and the perthitic

intergrowths are 95-100 weight percent Ab. Plagioclase is mostly

oligoclase with a low to intermediate structural state. All of the

optically determined plagioclase compositions in Tables 4 and 5 are

predominantly oligoclase, only a few of the more calcic cores and

oscillatory zones have compositions of sodic andesine.
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The plotted positions and trend line of plutonic units from the

batholith shown in Figure 14, are consistent with the generally low

potassium feldspar content of many plutonic rocks in the Coast

Plutonic Complex of British Columbia (Roddick and Hutchinson, 1974).

Despite some overall similarities, they appear to be slightly higher

in quartz and lower in potassium feldspar than suites of piutonic

rocks from the western United States (Creasey, 1977; Bateman, 1963)

and the Papua New Guinea-Solomon Island region (Mason and McDonald,

1978). Moreover, the QAP trend line of Figure 14 is approximately

intermediate between the quartz diorite and granodiorite trend lines

for suites from the northern Caribbean (Kesler and others, 1975) and

Panama (Kesler and others, 1977).

These subtle similarities and differences perhaps in part reflect

the position of the subduction zone and developing magmatic arc

relative to the continent, and therefore the availability of sialic

material for incorporation in the magma during its formation and (or)

emplacement. However, initial Sr87/Sr86 ratios presented earlier

preclude substantial contamination from epicrustal sources.

Alternatively, the effect of relative arc position may be more

indirect, effecting the angle and rate of subduction and thus the

composition of the underthrustiag slab and the depth at which partial

melting occurs. Dickinson and Hatherton (1967), Hatherton and

Dickinson (1969), and Dickinson (1970) have related depth of partial

melting to potash content of resultant magmas.



Major Oxide Variations

Major oxide and selected minor-element chemical analyses

originating with this study were performed as described in

Appendix II, unless otherwise indicated. Chemical analyses of the

major plutonic phases and varieties of the Guichon Creek Batholith

resulting from this and related studies (Wood, 1968; Field and others,

1974; Field and others, 1975; Jones, 1975; Briskey and Bellamy, 1976;

B. A. Schmuck, in progress) of the ore deposits of the Highland Valley

area are presented in Table 6. These analyses are in general

agreement with those given for the batholith by Olade (1976), and

Brabec (1971), although the samples in Table 6 from the Hybrid and

Witches Brook Phases are somewhat more basic. The analyses in Table 6

are mostly included in the ranges of chemical analyses given for

plutonic suites from the northern Caribbean (Kesler and others, 1975),

Panama (Kesler and others, 1977), and the Papua New Guinea-Solomon

Islands region (Mason and McDonald, 1978); however, the sample of

Hybrid Phase and two samples of Bethsaida Phase contain slightly more

Tb2 and less NgO, respectively.

The major plutonic phases and varieties of the Guichon Creek

Batholith are shown on an alkalis-silica plot in Figure 17. The line

separating alkaline and subalkaline fields is from MacDonald (1968).

Although the majority of samples of volcanic rocks from the Nicola

Group and related units plot in the alkaline field (Barr and others,

1976), the batholith samples occur well within the subalkaline



o. tajoc oxjteU) and Minor ilem Chemical Analyses, and Denajtlem131 of Major Plutonic Phases and Varletiem
at the Gotchoo Creek liatholIth (conL'd next page).

Average

Average Guichon

Gotchon 3, 4,
Hybrid GuicIioo47 Gulehon Goichon Cetchon Gulchon 4, 5, & 7 5, 7. 6 9 Chatavay 8eth1eheun13 9eth1hem Bethlehem

là 3*5 45* 5 7 9* 8 8a ll 13*5 j4** 16
Sit)2 55.31 61.44 62.37 60.1, 62.1 66.04 61.7 62.5 64.98 62.91 64,33 65.4
Tic)4 1.23 0.48 0.69 0.51 0.59 0.53 0.60 0.56 0.65 0.55 0.51 0.31
A1203 17.29 17.43 16.27 16.3 16.7 15.88 16.4 16.5 15.44 16.42 16.79 16.8

3.51 1.46 2.39 1.88 2.04 3.26 2.37
let)111 4.44 4.19 2.56 4.9 4.8 1.93 4.9 4.8 2.25 3.06 1.54 3.1
MoO 0.02 0.09 0.08 0.19 0.15 0.06 0.08
figO 3.91 2.48 2.34 3.1 3.0 1.59 2.8 2.5 2.22 1.10 1.37 1.2
Cat) 7.37 5.27 4.88 5.1 5.! 4.03 5.0 4.9 4.71 6.09 4.73 3.9

3.61 3.99 3.93 4.1 4.3 4.05 4.1 4.1 3.96 2.88 4.60 4.7
1.63 1.99 2.35 2.18 1.72 2.67 2.08 2.20 2.33 1.32 1.66 1.32

II2U 1.25 0.81 1.13 1.06 1.10 1.64 0.97
1120 0.20 0.65 0.44 0.04

0.01 0.16 0.!! 0.02 0.01 0.09 0.15

Co 125. 95. ISO. 65. 455. 235. 223. 200. 90. 420. 55. 10.
Mo 3. 3. 4. !. 1. 2. 2. -2. 1. 3. 1. 1.
Pb -10. 25. 10. -10. -10. -10. -10. -13. -10. 35. 10. -tO.
Zn 65. 30. 30. 20. 15. 30. 22. 25. 30. 20. 50. 15.
Ag 0.3 1. -I. -I. -1. 0.2 -1. -1. 0.1 1. -1. -1.

Total 99.66 100.01 99.17 96.8 98.4 99.90 97.6 98.1 99.85 99.81 99.15 98.7

Lu118> 0.8 9.1 11.0 9.3 9.5 15.3 9.9 10.8 12.8 8.8 13.1 14.9
Ocoalcy 2.74 2.74

2.69
111Majnc oxide chemical analyaes (in weight percent) by: SR. Dalntarn, Okayama University, Misasa, Japan. 1970; Aoki, Tøhoku University. Sindal. Japan.lint'. 1969, and 19/4. HIssing valoes were not analyzed.

H1nor eleseOt chemical analyses (in ppm) by: Rocky Mountain Geochemical Corporation, Salt Lake City, Utah, 1966 1969. and 1973-75. Minus 1-) indicatesamount teas titan shGw.

U.004; see Appendix 11 for explanation.
14>Wood (1967).

A. Schmuck (written common., 1978).
0\6Junna (1975).

17wl,ere Fe4t)3 not analyzed, total Iron ia reported as PeO.
1811.arsen d1fterencl*tln index: 1/3 3102+K20(CaO+FeO+MgO).



Table 6. Major 0xide and Minor tiement2' Cheatcal Analyses, and Dens iee3> of Major Plutonic Phaeea md Varieties
of the Gutchon Creek latholtth (continuation).

Average

Average Bethiahee Witches
Betbiehee 3, 4, Brook Average Average

Bethleh.a Bethiehee 14. 16, & 17 5, 7, & 9 (Variety A) Skeena Skeens3 Skeena 5ethea1da5 Betheaida Betbsaida63 Bethaaidg

17 19 18 18. 30** 23* 24 24a 24b 25* 26** 26a

ito2 66.8 65.79 65.5 65.0 65.75 64.44 68.14 66.29 70.20 68.39 68.86 69.15

7102 0.31 0.45 0.38 0.43 0.49 0.68 0.30 0.49 0.24 0.40 0.29 0.31

203 16.7 16.91 16.8 16.7 16.47 17.23 16.71 16.97 15.85 15.79 15.94 15.86

Fe203 1.94 1.97 1.76 1.43 1.60 1.08 1.33 1.56 1.32
2.8 1.44 3.3 3.9 2.04 1.79 1.07 1.43 0.80 1.77 1.41 1.33

MoO 0.13 0.07 0.19 0.04 0.12 0.06 0.19 0.06 0.10
1.1 1.64 1.2 1.3 1.53 2.04 0.83 1.44 0.51 1.18 0.45 0.71

coO 3.9 4.38 4.2 4.7 3.98 4,89 3.51 4.20 2.48 3.37 3.38 3.08
4.8 4.54 4.7 4.3 4.09 4.33 4.85 4.59 4.92 4.42 5.11 4.82
1.71 1.33 1.56 1.50 1.99 1,31 2.00 1.66 1.94 1.72 1.63 1.76

H20' 0.73 0.84 0.72 0.78 0.75 0.76 0.89 0.65 0.77
Hz0 0.03 0.06 0.16

0.02 0.12 0.02 0.11 0.70 Ir 0.02 0.13 0.05

Cu 10. 25. 25. 104. 80. 35. 5. 20. 65. 5. 10. 27.
Mo 1. 3. -I. -2. -1. 2. -1. -2. -1. 2. -1. -2.
Pb -10. -10. -10. -15. -10. -10. -.10. -10. 10. -10. 20. -13.
Zn 5. 30. 23. 24. 25. 30. 20. 25. 25. 35. 35. 32.
Ag -1. -0.1 -1. -I. -1. 0.1 -1. -1. -1. -0.1 -0.1 -1.

Total 98.1 99.71 91.7 91.8 99.38 99.41 99.83 100.25 99.00 99.47 99.48 99.26

I 0 I (8) 16.2 13.5 14.7 13.3 14.4 12.3 17.9 15.1 20.5 16.9 17.8 18.4
DensIty 2.69 2.67 2.67

-.10
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region. With respect to the small number of subalkaline volcanic

rocks shown by Barr and others (1976), and using Olade's (1976)

average of eight analyses to represent the Hybrid Phase, the rocks of

the Guichon Creek Batholith contain an additional 5 to 25 weight

percent silica and 0 to 6 weight percent alkalis. The batholith is

obviously more highly differentiated.

The AFM diagram (A = Na20 + K20; F = total iron as FeO; M = MgO)

shown In Figure 18 demonstrates that the units of the Guichon Creek

Batholith show progressive enrichment of alkalis with respect to iron

and magnesium. This trend generally follows the temporal order of

Intrusion from early diorite and quartz diorite to late silicic

granodiorite. It closely approximates the caic-alkaline magma trend

(basalt-andesine-dacite-rhyolite) described by Nockolds and Allen

(1953). In detail, however, the alkali-lime index (Peacock, 1931) is

in the range 59 to 63 (calc-alkaline 56-61) and therefore straddles

the boundary between the calc-alkaline and calcic classes of igneous

rocks, suggesting a slightly more calcic magma. The sample of

Bethlehem Phase occurring above the caic-alkaline trend line was taken

from Wood (1968) and is sample number 13 in Table 6. By comparison

with other samples of the Bethlehem Phase, sample 13 appears to be

enriched in FeO (total iron), CaO, and H20, and depleted in Na20, with

little, if any, effect on K20 and MgO content. It may be that the

rock contains undetected or submicroscopic alteration products.

Outside of the ore zones at the Bethlehem mine, incipient replacement

of plagioclase by poorly crystalline epidote and clays, and of
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hornblende by actinolite, are common but difficult to recognize in

thin section. If the actinolite was iron rich, both of these

alteration processes, but especially the epidotization of plagioclase,

would have the indicated effect on the chemistry of the rock.

The alkali enrichment trend shown by the AFN diagram is further

defined by the NKC diagram (N Na20, K = K20, C = CaO) shown in

Figure 19. The early major phases and varieties of the batholith

display an apparently normal progressive enrichment of K20 relative to

Na20 and especially CaO, and closely follow the differentiation trend

of the calc-alkaline magma series (solid line) described for the

southern California Batholith and other igneous suites (Nockolds and

Allen, 1953), the main series of the Boulder Batholith (Tilling,

1973), and probably for plutonic host rocks of most younger porphyry-

type deposits of southwestern North America and the Andean Cordillera

of South America (Field and others, 1975). In contrast, the later

major units define a niagniatic trend that extends from CaO-rich to

relatively Na20-rich lithologies and approximately follows the

temporal sequence of emplacement of the granitic units. Work by

Larsen and Poldervaart (1961), Davis (1963), Lipman (1963), Taubeneck

(1967), Field and others (1975) suggests that such sodium-enrichment

trends are commonly characteristic of petrochemical differentiation in

low-potash rocks of trondhjemitic (dashed line in Figure 19) and

perhaps tonalitic (Chivas, 1978), affinity. The Guichon Creek

Batholith is the only known, highly differentiated composite batholith

showing trondhjemitic magma differentiation features that is spatially
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and temporally associated with a major porphyry copper-molybdenum

district. Moreover, the only plutons known to the author that might

display Na20 enrichment trends consonant with magmatic fractionation,

and that are associated with significant porphyry copper-molybdenum

mineralization, are those o. the Cuddy Mountain-Mineral districts,

Idaho (Field and others, 1975; Henricksen, 1975), and the Koloula

Igneous Complex, Guadalcanal (Chivas, 1978). The island-arc settings

of these plutons and their accompanying copper metallization make it

tempting to correlate their causitive mechanisms with this

petrotectonic environment. At the very least, the recognition of

these magmato-metallogenic complexes serve to document the association

of porphyry-type mineralization with sodic, as well as potassic

derivatives of the caic-alkaline magma series.

The spurious position of the single sample of Bethlehem Phase may

again be attributable to the epidotization of plagioclase described

above.

Olade (1976) also plotted chemical analyses from the Guichon

Creek Batholith on AFM and NRC ternary diagrams. The calc-alkaline

line of descent on his AFM plot Is consistent with that in Figure

18. However, the magmatic trend on his NRC diagram has two components

at its alkaline end. One parallels the primary Na20 enrichment trend

in Figure 19, whereas the other shows 1(20 enrichment accompanying

crystallization of the potassium feldspar-rich Witches Brook Phase

dikes. Olade also included analyses of five samples of Nicola Group

volcanic country rock, all of which plot In a cluster at the basic
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ends of his AIM and NKC trends. This evidence, combined with the

coincident association in time and space of Nicola Group volcanic

rocks and those of the batholith, indicate a common source magma

(region?). Consequently, the batholith magma must have in part

temporarily resided at an intermediate depth to allow time for

magmatic differentiation to generate this large quantity of strongly

fractionated silicic rock.

In an attempt to further characterize the chemical evolution of

the plutonic rocks of the Guichon Creek Batholith, they are shown on

modified AEF and ACF ternary diagrams In Figures 20 and 21,

respectively. Apexes of the AKF diagrams represent molecular

proportions of oxide components where, for the AKF diagram,

A1203 + 2.00 - (CaO+Na20+K20) = A, K20 = K, and FeO (total

iron) + MgO = F; and for the ACF diagram

A1203 + 2.00 - (Na20 + 1(20) = A, CaO = C, and FeO (total

iron) + MgO = F. A constant of 2.00 has been added to each A1203

analysis. This was necessary to prevent values for the A apex of the

AKF diagram from becoming negative as the result of the absence of

Fe203 analyses usually included in this number, and because of the

presence of minerals (mainly augite and hornblende) having molecular

amounts of cao + Na20 greatly in excess of the molecular content of

203. The A apex of the ACF diagram was similarly modified,

primarily for the sake of internal consistency. Despite this

correction some samples have negative A apexes. The values of their K

and F apexes have been recalculated to 100 and they are plotted
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accordingly. The associated negative numbers enclosed in parentheses

indicate the relative positions of these samples below the IC-F join of

the diagram. The approximate compositional locations of common

alteration minerals are shown on both diagrams. For the AKF diagram

they are biotite (Bi), potassium feldspar (1(f), sericite (Sr),

kaolinite (1(a), montmorijlonite (Mt), and chlorite (Ch). For the ACF

diagram, calcite (Ca), epidote (Ep), kaollnite (Ka), sericite (Sr),

montmorillonite (Mt), and chlorite (Ch) are plotted. All ternary

diagrams of the same type (i.e., all QAP, all NKC, etc.) are

identically constructed throughout this report.

AKF and ACF diagrams have been used extensively by metamorphic

petrologists (see Turner, 1968) and by economic geologists (see

Creasey, 1959; Burnham, 1962; Creasey, 1966, 1972; Field and others,

1975) to evaluate chemical and mineralogical equilibria in metamorphic

and hydrothermal systems. Although these constructions are more

useful in defining the chemistry and mineral assemblages of the

hydrothermally altered rocks at the Bethlehem mine, they are also

helpful in characterizing petrologic variations in the batholith.

The AKF representation in Figure 20 demonstrates that most units

of the batholith plot near the F apex, in the Fe-Mg-rich part of the

diagram. This results chiefly from the abundance of ferromagnesian

minerals having low A1203:CaO Na20 molecular ratios, combined with

the uniformly low 1(20 content of the rocks. A rock-type effect is

obvious. Early, maf ic-rich quartz diorites and granodiorites plot

near the F apex, and later, maf ic-poor quartz diorites and
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granodlorites plot progressively closer to the center of the field.

The trend Is largely in response to diminishing

hornblende+augite:potassium-feldspar ratios in the plutonIc succession

(see Tables 4 and 5).

The ACF diagram in Figure 21 shows a similar though less

pronounced trend also resulting mainly from decreasing abundances of

hornblende and augite with increasing differentiation and decreasing

age of emplacement of the granitic units. The effect of decreasing

hornblende and augite Is to reduce the molecular proportions of FeO

and MgO faster than those of CaO and especially A1203. The net effect

is a relative but unequal enrichment of CaO and A1203. Because the

difference In the amount of enrichment between these two components is

constant, and because 203 increases by the larger amount, the ACF

diagram shows an increase only In the proportion of A1203.

Increasing differentiation of the plutonic units with decreasing

age of emplacement andmore central location within the batholith is

also reflected in their progressively increasing silica contents and

Larsen differentiation indexes (LDI = 1/3 Si02 + K20 - (CaO MgO + Fe

as FeO)) (Larsen, 1938) as shown in Tables 4 and 5. These Larsen

differentiation indexes, as well as those in the remainder of this

report, were calculated directly from the oxide analyses listed in

Tables 4 and 5, without the preliminary combination of Fe203, FeO, and

MnO, and of CaO, BaO, and SrO, followed by recalculation to 100; and

as such are slight modifications of those used by Larsen (1938) to

obtain smooth, compact variation curves for numerous, well-known



sequences of igneous rocks. An additional modification in which Na20

was added to the index was tried in an attempt to overcome effects of

the absence of 1(20 increases with differentiation, but correlations

with selected major oxides and minor elements were not significantly

improved and this modification was rejected. The Larsen

differentiation index is used In preference to weight percent S102 for

the construction of variation diagrams presented in this report. This

was done for the following reasons: (1) smoother, more precisely

defined curves commonly result for a larger variety of Igneous rocks,

(2) statistical "closure" problems (Chayes, 1971) are minimized, (3)

variations of Sb2 can be demonstrated graphically, and (4) previously

published chemical analyses of rocks from the Guichon Creek Batholith

are compared using the Larsen differentiation index (Olade, 1976).

Larsen variation diagrams constructed by Olade (1976) for the

phases and varieties of the Guichon Creek Batholith display trends

consistent with the chemical analyses presented in Table 6. Analyses

of Tb2, -23 FeOT (i.e., total iron), NgO, CaO, P205 correlate

negatively with the Larsen differentiation index (LDI) and Si02,

whereas Sb2 and Na20 correlate positively with LDI. However, there

is an Impressive lack of correlation between K20 and either LDI

(Glade, 1976) or S102 (see Figure 22). The Spearman rank-correlation

coefficient (sr) for Figure 22 is a very low -0.110, compared to a

minimum, statistically significant sr = 0.405 at the

O.025t-probability level. Because the samples analyzed in this study

were not collected randomly, and because it is likely, and for some
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samples certain, that they are not independent representatives of

normally distributed populations, the nonparametric Spearman rank-

correlation coefficient (sr), at the O.025t-probability level, is used

throughout this report as a measure of the statistical significance of

linear correlations (see Siegel, 1956; Lovering, 1963). Except for an

unexpectedly weak, positive correlation (sr 0.546) between alkalis

and silica (see Figure 17), and the absence of a systematic increase

in abundances, major oxide variations in the Guichon Creek

Batholith appear similar to those for many caic-alkaline plutonic

complexes (e.g., Larsen, 1938; Nockolds and Allen, 1953; Tilling,

1973), and especially those of island-arc plutonic complexes

associated with porphyry copper-type mineralization in the northern

Caribbean (Kesler and others, 1975), Panama (Kesler and others, 1977),

and the Papua New Guina-Solomon Islands region (Mason and McDonald,

1978).

The most striking aspect of the petrochemical evolution of the

Guichon Creek Batholith is the absence of 1(20 enrichment in the

youngest, most differentiated major phases; perhaps in part reflecting

the prtinitive, low potassium content of the parent magma. Such magmas

in many places develop sodium enrichment (trondhjemitic) trends

(Larsen and Poldervaart, 1961; Taubeneck, 1965). The 1(20 contents of

island-arc intrusive rocks are somewhat variable, but are generally

low. Excluding the enigmatic Witches Brook Phase, the K20 content of

the major phases of the Guichon Creek Batholith range from 0.21 to

2.89 weight percent and average 1.85 weight percent (Olade, 1976).
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These values are low with respect to many granitic suites, including

high-calcium granites (3.04 weight percent K20, Turekian and Wedepohi,

1961), plutonic rocks of the Boulder Batholith and vicinity (Tilling,

1973), and especially when compared to intrusive rocks associated with

porphyry copper-molybdenum deposits in southern Arizona and the

Bingham district, Utah, as shown in Figure 23 (Moore, 1973; Creasey,

1977). Intrusive rocks from the northern Caribbean (Kesler and

others, 1975) and those from the Guichon Creek Batholith (Tables 4 and

5) are also shown on Figure 23. Both suites have roughly equivalent,

low 1(20 contents, suggesting similarly primitive source areas.

However, the Guichon Creek Batholith possesses somewhat higher

quantities of Si02, consistent with an emplacement history requiring

substantial magmatic differentiation prior to final intrusion.

Comparably low 1(20 abundances are recorded for plutonic sequences in

Panama (Kesler and others, 1977) and in the Papua New Guinea-Solomon

Islands area (Mason and McDonald, 1978). However, Gulson and others

(1972) and Mason and McDonald (1978) recognize, in parts of the

southwest Pacific, a threefold subdivision of igneous rocks that is

based on 1(20 content at 62 weight percent Si02. In this scheme, the

Guichon Creek Batholith is a member of the intermediate, "normal K

suite" (0.7 to 2.5 weight percent 1(20), not the "low K suite" (less

than 0.7 weight percent 1(20). Nonetheless, many rocks exposed at the

Bethlehem mine might be members of the "low K suite."
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Mason and McDonald (1978) have observed that although the very

lowest 1(20 abundances occur in rocks from island arcs, and the very

highest from continental settings, there is no simple correspondence

between tectonic setting and potassium levels of the intrusive suites

investigated. It is also apparent that although the 1(20 analyses from

the three island-arc terranes described above are comparably low to

those from the Guichon Creek Batholith, only it among the major

plutons has failed to develop a 1(20 enrichment trend. A similar

paucity of 1(20 enrichment has also been described for small plutons

associated with porphyry copper-molybdenum mineralization in the Seven

Devils volcanic arc in western Idaho (Field and others, 1975).

Moreover, within all of these island-arc complexes, there appears to

be no consistent correlation between high or low 1(20 contents of

plutons and the occurrence of porphyry copper-type metallization. It

seems unlikely, therefore, that the petrochemical characteristics of

plutonic rocks associated with porphyry copper deposits occurring in

island arcs can be explained as simple reflections of the primitive

compositions of the parent magmas. Either inhomogenities are

widespread in the lower crust and upper mantle, or magmatic

differentiation, depth of melting, degree of melting, extent of

fractional crystallization en route, water content, and doubtless

other mechanisms are major contributors to variations in island-arc

magmatism and metallogenesis. Perhaps all factors are important.



Minor Element Variations

Minor element analyses for total contained copper, molybdenum,

lead, zinc, and silver in samples representing the major plutonic

phases and varieties of the Guichon Creek Batholith are listed in

Table 6. Variation diagrams relating changes in the measured amounts

of copper, molybdenum, lead, and zinc to the Larsen diferentiation

index (LDS) of each sample from the granitic units are shown in

Figures 24-27. Brabec (1971) and Brabec and White (1971) studied the

occurrence and distribution of aqua-regia--extractable copper (325

analyses) and zinc (253 analyses) in unaltered and uninineralized rock

samples from the batholith. Brabec (1971) also examined Mo, Pb, Ag,

S, Hg, and B. Olade (1974, 1976) analyzed 52 samples of fresh rock

from the batholith for their total contained Ag, Ba, Bi, Co, Cu, Mn,

Mo, Ni, Pb, Rb, S, Sn, Sr, V, W, and Zn However, Ag, Bi, Mo, Pb, Sn,

and W were below the detection limits of his analytical techniques and

their geochemical residence was not discussed. Although the aqua-

regia-extraction method of Brabec and WhIte (1971) extricated a higher

proportion of copper (70 to 90 percent) then zinc (50 percent) from

the rocks (Brabec, 1971), the general results of their study are in

close agreement with those of Olade (1976).

Copper analyses from the major granitic units are multimodally

distributed, range from 1 to 1,600 ppm, and have geometric means

decreasing progressively from 65 ppm In the Guichon Variety to 10 ppm

in the Bethsaida Phase (Brabec and White, 1971). However, the
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geometric mean copper content of the Hybrid Phase is only 57 ppm.

Means calculated by Olade (1976) are almost identical. Copper values

in Table 6 range from less than 5 to 455 ppm. Eleven samples of

country rock analyzed by Brabec and White average 15 ppm copper.

Rocks from the batholith average about 46 ppm copper (Brabec and

White, 1971; Olade, 1976), which is slightly higher than the average

30 to 35 ppm copper attributed to most granitic rocks of intermediate

composition (Turekian and Wedepohl, 1961; Parker, 1967). However,

such a concentration is significantly lower than averages of analyses

from cale-alkaline plutonic suites in the northern Caribbean (25-159

ppm; Kesler and others, 1975), Panama (111 ppm; Kesler and others,

1977), and, even after ecc1uding two obviously mineralized samples,

the Papua New Guinea-Solomon Islands region (109 ppm; Mason and

McDonald, 1978).

Brabec and White (1971) determined that the mean copper content

of the centrally located Bethieham and Bethsada Phases is

significantly lower than the means of the other phases at the

0.05t-probability level. Figure 24 shows a relatively strong negative

correlation (-0.685) between copper content (Table 6) and LDI, and

therefore, decreasing copper abundances with decreasing age and

increasing degree of differentiation of the plutonic units. The

behavior of copper seems to parallel that of the maf Ic mInerals In the

batholith, and Olade (1976) found a weak but statistically significant

correlation between whole-rock copper and iron. Although this

suggests that Cu (O.69A) may substitute for Fe(0.76A), Brabec and
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White found no correlation between whole-rock copper and the modal

content of any of the maf Ic minerals. Crystal field effects described

by Curtis (1964), combined with higher electronegativity, suggest that

copper could be excluded from crystal structures in preference for

iron. Moreover, copper is strongly chalcophile and usually combines

with sulfur to form sulfide minerals. According to Olade (1976),

Ziobin and others (1967) have concluded that positive correlations

between copper and iron commonly result from similarities in

geochemical behavior rather than diadochy. Nonetheless, Wager and

Mitchell (1951) and Wager and Brown (1967) have conclusively

demonstrated that copper can concentrate in silicate phases during

magmatic crystallization. Copper correlates with sulfur in the

Guichon Creek Batholith only where concentrations of the former exceed

about 150 ppm (cf. Brabec and White, 1971; Olade, 1976). This

suggests that at low-copper contents sulfur may combined with more

abundant iron to form pyrite(?). Alternatively, small amounts of

copper might occur sporadically in some of the ferroinagnesian

silicates.

McMillan (1976a) has speculated that the decrease of copper in

the chataway Variety (Brabec and White, 1971; Olade, 1976) may be

related to first appearance of a volatile phase, which became more

pronounced in the Bethlehem and Bethsalda Phases. Late-stage volatile

concentration is expressed by the development of quartz phenocrysts,

increased complexity of plagioclase zoning, and presence of explosion

breccias (Carr, 1960; Briskey and Bellamy, 1976) in the Bethlehem and
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Bethsaida Phases and related rocks. Volatiles and related fluids

possibly concentrated fugitive copper and sulfur from these phases in

the Highland Valley ore deposits, which occur within or marginal to

both units, or in association with related dikes and apophyses.

Zinc analyses from the major plutonic phases of the batholith are

blinodally distributed, have a mirzlrnutn range from 5 to 152 ppm, and

have arithmetic means that decrease systematically from 31 ppm in the

Hybrid Phase to 19 and 22 ppm respectively in the Beth1eh and

Bethsaida Phases (Brabec and White, 1971). Differences in zinc

content between these later units and the earlier Hybrid and Guichon

units are marginally significant at the 0.05t-probability level.

Using total extraction procedures, Olade (1976) obtained parallel but

higher trends extending from an average 14 ppm In Hybrid Phase rocks

to 29 ppm in the Bethsaida Phase. Brabec and WhIte (1971) found that

11 samples of prebatholith country rocks averaged 36 ppm zinc. Zinc

analyses in Table 6 show a narrower, lower range of values (5-65 ppm

Zn). For reasons that are uncertain (perhaps an inadequate number of

samples), zinc analyses in Table 6 do not show a correlation with age

and differentiation index (see Figure 25). The average zinc content

of the batholith Is about 50 ppm (Brabec and White, 1971; Olade,

1976), slightly lower than the average for granitic rocks of

intermediate composition (60-72 ppm) reported by Turekian and Wedepohi

(1961) and Parker (1967). This value is within the range of averages

given by Kesler and others (1975) for plutonic suites in the northern

Caribbean (35-58 ppm), but is somewhat less than the averages of



analyses presented for similar rocks in Panama (63 ppm) by Kesler and

others (1977), and in the Papua New Guinea-Solomon Islands region

(60 ppm) by Mason and McDonald (1978).

The large difference in the effectiveness of the aqua regia leach

technique in extracting copper and zinc from the rocks points to

different forms of occurrence for the to metals. The systematic

decrease of zinc abundances from the margins to the core of the

batholith suggests that this metal is present as a constituent of one

or more of the ferromagnesian silicates. This relationship is

confirmed by statistically significant, positive correlations between

whole-rock zinc and whole-rock iron, whole-rock magnesium, and modal

biotite (Brabec, 1971; Brabec and White, 1971). ionic substitution of

Zn (0.74!) for Fe (0.76!) and (0.65!) is consonant with its

similar ionic radius, equivalent electrostatic charge, and, with

respect to its lower electronegativity relative to Fe. This

tendency is presumably in part countered by the lower octahedral

stabilization energy of Zn (0 kcal/niole) relative to that of Fe

(11.4 kcal/mole), in the ferromagnesian silicate lattices (see Curtis,

1964).

Molybdenum, lead, silver, and tin are present in small to

undetectable amounts in the rocks of the Guichon Creek Batholith (see

Table 6; Olade, 1976). As shown in Table 6 (see also Brabec, 1971),

molybdenum ranges from less than 1 to 4 ppm, lead from less than 10 to

35 ppm, and silver is consistently less than 1 ppm. Granitic rocks

of intermediate composition typically have reported averages of about
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I ppm molybdenum, 15-20 ppm lead, and 0.5-0.7 ppm silver (Turekian and

Wedepohi, 1961; Parker, 1967). By comparison with Table 6 and Brabec

(1971), the bátholith appears to contain approximately normal

quantities of silver, whereas it may be slightly enriched in

molybdenum and depleted in lead. In Figure 26, molybdenum might show

a weak, positive correlation with LDI, although correlations involving

elements present in background and near background amounts are highly

suspect. However, the strong affinity of molybdenum for sulfur and

its common occurrence as an ore metal in the Highland Valley deposits

indicate that its geochemical behavior may be expected to resemble

that of copper. Attempts by Brabec (1971) to analyze for lead were

only partially successful, but suggest average concentrations less

than 10 ppm. Lead analyses listed in Table 6 are somewhat higher than

the concentrations suggested by Brabec, but are lower than the average.

values for granitic rocks described above. This is probably a

compositional imprint from the relatively primitive parent magma

(source area), perhaps reflecting the generally low content of

potassium feldspar into which lead is commonly partitioned during the

late stages of fractional crystallization. However, lead

determinations by Brabec (1971) on feldspar-plus-quartz separates were

below what he considered normal for most granitic rocks. Whole-rock

lead contents of suites of caic-alkaline plutonic rocks from island

arc and adjacent terranes in the northern Caribbean (Kesler and

others, 1975), Panama (Kesler and others, 1977), and the Papua New

Guinea-Solomon Islands regions (Mason and McDonald, 1978) are



correspondingly low, with reported averages ranging from about 5 to

7 ppm. The absence of any correlation in the Guichon Creek Batholith

between lead values at or above the analytical threshold and LDI (see

Figure 27) possibly result from the constancy of potassium-feldspar

content as crystallization proceeded. Tin is not detectable,

suggesting initially low concentration in the magma.

Trace analyses for other elements in unaltered and unmineralized

rocks from the Guichon Creek Batholith were published by Olade

(1976). He found systematic decreases in manganese, nickel, cobalt,

and vanadium from the maf ic-rich Hybrid and Guichon units to the

maf ic-poor Bethsaida Phase and related rocks. As a group, these

elements display a strong negative correlation with iron, magnesium,

and total ferromagnesian silicate content that is consistent with

their knowt siderophile nature. Barium averages 504 ppm in the

batholith and although it is depleted in the Guichon Variety

(306 ppm), systematic variations are lacking. Absence of appreciable

variations in rubidium abundances reported by Olade may be closely

related to similar behavior by potassium for which rubidium commonly

substitutes. Consequently, K/Rb ratios are mostly invariant.

According to Olade, K/Rb ratios for the batholith range from 132 to

1032 and average 368. Such ratios are relatively large compared to

the normal limits for granitic rocks of 150 to 300, and may indicate a

subcrustal origin for the batholith. Similarly, Glade has also

interpreted low Rb/Sr ratios (0.051) to indicate a deep mantielike

source. Typical continental sial has a ratio near 0.25.



Brabec (1971) reported analyses for mercury and boron in selected

rock samples from the Guichon Creek Batholith. The mercury content of

the batholith decreases regularly from an average 398 ppb in the

Hybrid Phase to 137 ppb in the Bethsaida Phase, a trend paralleling

that of copper with which mercury has a weak positive correlation.

Boron was consistently present in significant amounts only in rocks of

the Highland Valley Phase, which contained 20-69 ppm boron compared to

averages for compositionally similar granitic rocks in the range 9 to

15 ppm (Turekian and Wedepohl, 1961; Parker, 1967). Much of this

boron was probably vented during development of tourmaline-bearing

explosion breccias like those associated with copper mineralization at

the Bethlehem mine.

Concluding Remarks

Field and petrographic evidence (Northcote, 1969; McMillan,

1976a, 1978) and petrochemical variation diagrams presented above and

by Olade (1976) suggest, as proposed by these authors, that temporal

and spatial compositional variations in the Guichon Creek Batholith

conform with a model of fractional crystallizational of a magma of

intermediate composition (diorite or quartz diorite) by progressive

fractionation of chiefly plagioclase, hornblende, and biotite. This

parent magma was tapped periodically during the differentiation

process to produce basic to silicic compositional zonation from early,

peripheral, maE ic-rich quartz diorite and diorite (Hybrid Phase) to
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late, central, mafic-poor silicic granodiorite (Bethsaida Phase).

Relatively low K, Rb, Rb/Sr, and initial Sr87/Sr86 values, and high

K/Rb and Sr levels favor derivation from a primitive source region

depleted in alkalis and enriched in Sr; presumably subducted oceanic

crust or upper mantle. Such an origin is consistent with plate

tectonic interpretations for the evolution of the Canadian Cordillera

(e.g., Monger and others, 1972; Davis and others, 1978).
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HIGHLAND VALLEY MINERAL DEPOSITS

The major copper-molybdenum deposits occurring in the Guichon

Creek Batholith (see Figure 12) are restricted to the central Highland

Valley district (see Figure 15), approxImately coincident with the

west-central edge of the low-density root zone of the batholith (see

Figure 13), and with the area of intersection of the Lornex, Highland

Valley, and related faults (see Figures 12 and 15). These deposits

and their tonnages and grades as listed by Cranstone and others (1978)

are Valley Copper (908 million tonnes; 0.42 percent Cu), Lornex (454

million tonnes; 0.412 percent Cu and 0.015 percent Mo), J.A. (260

million tonnes; 0.43 percent Cu and 0.017 percent Mo); Highmont (136

million tonnes; 0.285 percent Cu and 0.031 percent Mo), and the

Bethlehem deposits of this study, which originally contained in excess

of about 120 million tonnes of ore with an average tenor of nearly 0.5

percent copper. Only the Bethlehem and Lornex orebodies are currently

producing. Several smaller deposits (see Figures 12 and 15) including

Ann 1 (Gnawed Mountain) (44 million tonnes; 0.27 percent Cu and 0.005

percent Mo), Minex (44 million tonnes, 0.27 percent Cu), Kraln (18

million tonnes, 0.45 percent eu), and South Seas (Trojan) 1.5+ million

tonnes, 0.35 percent Cu) are also present. Numerous, small, high-

grade veins, some with past production, are scattered throughout the

district.
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The craigmont mine, located at the south end of the bathollth

(see Figure 12) is the only important deposit occurring outside of the

central Highland Valley. The orebodies, as described by Carr (1966)

and Christmas and others (1969), were deposited during and slightly

after contact metasotnatic replacement of highly deformed Nicola Group

limestones in contact with the Guichon Creek Batholith. Resultant

masses of caic-silicate skarn are composed chiefly of magnetite,

specularite, epidote, garnet, actinolite, diopside, chlorite, calcite,

orthoclase, quartz, and tourmaline. Chalcopyrite is the only

important ore mineral, although rare bornite and digenite are locally

present. Small quantities of ilmenite and pyrrhotite are also found

in the ore. Some pyrite is disseminated in the wall rocks and low-

grade skarns. The ore carries almost no gold or silver. Prior to

commencement of mining, ore reserves were about 26 million tonnes of

1.77 percent copper.

Together, the mineral deposits of the Guichon Creek Batholith

contain in excess of 8 million tonnes of copper, equivalent to almost

half of the reserves in all other major copper deposits in British

Columbia that are in production or are considered promising for future

development (see ranstone and others, 1978). Consequently, the area

must be considered one of the world's largest porphyry copper

districts.

Detailed geologic descriptions of the major Highland Valley

porphyry copper-molybdenum deposits were recently published by

numerous investigators in the Canadian Institute of Mining and
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Metallurgy's special volume 15, "Porphyry Deposits of the Canadian

Cordillera" (Brown, 1976). In this same volume, McMillan (1976a) has

nicely summarized the general geologic features of these deposits.

The following comparisons of the hydrothermal alteration and

mineralization of the Highland Valley deposits derives largely from

the work of these authors (especially McMillan, 1976a), but includes

observations by the writer from drill core, dumps, surface outcrops,

and open cuts, at each of these deposits.

Most of the sulfides and much of the silicate alteration and

mineralization occurs in, or closely associated with, faults,

fractures, breccias, and closely spaced joints. Moreover, the density

of structural channelways is the most important control of ore tenor

in the Highland Valley and is largely correlative with proximity to

major fault and fracture zones and their intersections, to intrusive

contacts, and to zones of explosive brecciation.

Hydrothermal alteration and silicate veining in the Highland

Valley are generally similar to that classically associated with

porphyry copper-molybdenum mineralization in the southwest United

States (e.g., Creasey, 1966; Lowell and Cuilbert, 1970). Zona].

development of hydrothermal alteration from marginal propylitic

asemblages, through argillic and phyllic sequences, to a potassically

altered core is common, however, there is much variation in the extent

to which these zones are developed between individual deposits.
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Epidote is the characteristic indicator of propylitic alteration

in the Highland Valley. It is usually associated with chlorite and

carbonate and occurs mainly in veinlets and as a replacement of

ferromagnesian silicates and plagioclase. Peripheral propylitization

is pronounced at the Bethlehem and Krain deposits, but forms only a

narrow halo at Lornex. Propylitic alteration is present throughout

the mineralized zones at J.A. and Hlghmont, but is sporadic and weakly

developed at Valley Copper.

Argillic alteration is normally expressed as the assemblage

kaolinite and white mica, with or without montmorillonite, replacing

feldspars. Chlorite commonly replaces accompanying mafic minerals.

At Krain, Lornex, and Valley Copper, argillic assemblages are best

developed in relatively high-grade portions of the sulfide zones.

However, it occurs at the edges of the J.A. and Highmont systems.

Argillic alteration iS present in much of the mineralized rock at

Bethlehem, but is most obvious in the intervening area between the

central potassic core and peripheral propylitic zone.

Phyllic alteration in the Highland Valley deposits is defined by

the prominent development of white mica at the expense of mainly

feldspar. This reaction is typically pervasive in zones of closely

spaced fractures, or is restricted to selvages formed at the margins

of veins and veinlets commonly filled with quartz and (or) copper

sulfides. Locally pervasive, finely crystalline white mica is

widespread in the central parts of all the deposits, but Valley

Copper, and to a small extent Lornex and perhaps Highmont, are



characterized by the formation of unusually coarsely crystalline white

mica in selvages adjacent to veins and veinlets.

Potassic alteration is usually expressed in the deposition of

hydrothermal potassium feldspar and biotite. Potassium feldspar is

found in or adjacent to veins and veinlets in the central parts of

Valley Copper and also Lornex, where it is only sporadically

developed. The only coherent zone of relatively pervasive potassic

alteration occurs at J.A. where the upper portion of a porphyry stock

has been permeated by potassium feldspar. However, McMillan (1976a)

has implied that this feature may be more closely allied to late-

magmatic rather than to hydrothermal processes. Hydrothermal biotite

forms narrow veinlets and stringers and replaces primary biotite and

hornblende, and the matrix of some of the igneous breccias, at

Bethlehem. It defines well-developed, mappable zones largely

coincident with the Valley Copper, Lornex, and some of the Highmont

orebodies (Reed and Jambor, 1976; Jambor and Beaulne, 1977, 1978).

Secondary biotite, also occurs in the J.A. deposit.

Quartz veining, accompanied by nonexistent to weak or moderate

silicification of wall rocks, is present in all of the Highland Valley

deposits, but only at Valley Copper and Lornex does it form

discernable zones of stockworks and significant silicification.

Metallic, hypogene sulfide and oxide minerals are zonally

distributed in all of the major deposits. The succession is generally

from a central, bornite-rich zone outward through a chalcopyrite-

dominant zone to a peripheral halo containIng minor to trace amounts
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of pyrite. At Bethlehem, pyrite is replaced at the outermost edges of

the deposits by specularite. This progression is concentrically

arranged in the Bethlehem and Valley Copper deposits, but at Highmont,

Lornex, J.A., and Krain it is spatially related to porphyry dikes or

stocks, or the structures along which they were intruded. Metallic

mineral and alteration zones do not consistently correlate with one

another, nor do they have the same relationships to ore grade, between

deposits. Molybdenite has an erratic distribution that only partly

coincides with, that of copper.
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JERSEY, EAST JERSEY, HUESTIS, AND IONA ORE DEPOSITS

Introduction

The Bethlehem deposits formed along an irregular intrusive

contact separating two major plutonic units of the Guichon Creek

Batholith (see Figures 15, 28, and 29). Rocks of the younger

Bethlehem Phase form a digitated northward-elongated apophysis that is

intrusive into rocks of the older Guichon Variety. This apophysis

apparently followed the north-trending zone of structural weakness

that subsequently localized the intrabatholith porphyry dike swarm

that transects the property. Intrusive breccias; dacite porphyry

dikes; small masses of "granite," granodiorite, and porphyritic quartz

latite; faults and fractures; and hydrothermal mineralization and

alteration have been localized along digLtations in the contact of the

apophysis. Mining operations removed thin cappings of the Guichon

Variety from parts of the Huestis, Jersey, and East Jersey

orebodies. These cappings indicate that the current level of

exposures is near the roof of the apophysis. Although not shown in

Figure 28, between 50 and 60 percent of the property is mantled by

glacial deposits.

In the discussion to follow, it became necessary to distinguish

between Guichon Variety and Bethlehem Phase rocks that crop out in the

vicinity of the mine, and those that occur elsewhere. Therefore, the
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terms Guichon granodiorite and Bethlehem granodiorite are applied

respectively to those to units in the vicinity of the mine.

The location of rock samples collected and analyzed from the mine

area are shown on the unpatterned geologic sketch maps in Figures 30

and 31. Most of the rocks in and near the mine are relatively

coarsely crystalline, however, many of the dikes and small plutons

have aphanitic groundmasses and are given volcanic rock names to

distinguish them from entirely phaneritic units.

Host Rock Petrology

Guichon Granodiorite

Guichon granodlorite (B, Figure 91, Appendix IV) may

gradationally approach quartz diorite in composition (see Figure 32),

and some slightly leucocratic equivalents, in which hornblende is

partially converted to actinolite, contain no potassium feldspar

(sample 6, Tables 7 and 8, and Figure 32). The unit is typically

medium-crystalline hypidiomorphic granular and composed predominantly

of plagioclase (53-55 percent), quartz (15-19 percent), potassium

feldspar (9-12 percent), hornblende (5-10 percent), and biotite (5-8

percent), with minor amounts of magnetite, clinopyroxene, apatite,

sphene, and zircon. Potassium feldspar and quartz are interstitial

and partially replace plagioclase. Mafic minerals are of uniform size

and distribution. Modal and chemical analyses of representative
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Table 7. flodal Analya*a of 8athlehes Leucopbaae and Leucocratic Guichon Cranodiozir.e

Leucocratic Cutcho
8ethlehea Leucophage Ccanodiorite

Average
15 37 38 39 40 6

Slab T.S. Slab T.S. Slab T.S. Slab T.S. Slab T.S. Slab T.S.
Quartz 17.0/ 18.6 21.0 21.6 21.8 22.1 22.0 20.8 20.S 20.8 16.4 14.8Plagioclame 30.4/47.2 62.8 73.0 62.0 13.8 69.2 74.6 65.6 74.8 64.9 68.4 53.2Matica

14.6Augite
0.2Hornblande
9.0Siotite
2.8Magnettle 0.2 0.1 0.4 0.8Apatita 0.6 0.2 0.4 0.3 0.4Sphane 1.2 0.4 1.2 1.0 1.0 1.8Zitcon
0.6

Cbalcopyrita' 0.4 0.4 0.1 0.2

Eptdotet 0.4 0.2 0.1 0.2Chlorite2
0.2Actinolite' 3.6/1.8 12.2 5.2 8.2 4.4 4.5 3.4 4.2 4.6 7.3 1.2Carbonate1
0.2FCAP 4.0 7.2 2.6 6.4 5.1 14.0White etc

1.6 0.4Kaolintte 0.6 0.2Secondary biottte2
2.6

Groundnzaaa /Pheaocvyats 51.0/49.0

An content of plagioclaee * a * *Core 38. 41. 47. 43. 42. 49.Ooc 25.
Rim 8. 23. 22. 22. 19. 27.

ilevation (a) 1524. 1504. 1534. 1536. 1418.
1Reptaclng hornbl.ende.
2Rplaci8 btottt. I-.
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Table 8. Major Oxide and Minor Elementt Chemical Analyses,

and Densities2 of Bethlehem Leucophase and Leucocratic
Guichon Cranodiorite

Leucocratic

Guichon

Bethlehem Leucophase Average Granodiorite

15 37 38 39 40 6

Si02 66.9 67.8 68.1 68.6 67.9 62.8

Ti02 0.33 0.36 0.33 0.32 0.34 0.59

A1203 17.9 17.5 17.2 17.4 17.5 17.2

Fe03 0.8 0.9 0.7 0.4 0.7 4.3

MgO 1.2 1.2 1.1 0.7 1.1 2.6

CaO 5.2 5.0 5.0 4.7 5.0 5.4

Na20 5.8 5.5 6.2 6.0 5.9 4.5

0.13 0.19 0.17 0.20 0.18 0.49

Cu 86. 225. 40. 60. 103. 200.

Mo -1. -1. 1. 1.. -1. 5.

Pb -10. -10. -10. -10. -10. -10.

Zn -5. 5. 5. 5. -5. 10.

Ag -1. -1. -1. -1. -1. -1.

Total 98.3 98.5 98.8 98.3 98.6 97.9

LIII 15.2 1.5.7 16.1 17.3 16.0 9.1

Density 2.65 2.68 2.67 2.64 2.66 2.71

'Minor element chemical analyses (in ppm) by: Rocky Mountain
Geochemical Corp., Salt Lake City, Utah, 1975; minus (-) indicates
amount less than shown.

2.
0.004; see Appendix II for explanation.

3Total iron reported at FeO.
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samples of Guichon granodiorite are shown In Tables 4 and 6,

respectively (nos. 3, 4, 5, 7, and 8). Sample 3 is not plotted in

Figure 32. Small, rare, unmapped quartz monzonitic segregations occur

locally.

Plagioclase (An427) is present as polysynthetically twinned,

subhedral laths less than 5 mm long. These crystals commonly display

weakly to moderately developed normal zoning (especially sample 6)

with margins ranging from An27 to An32 and cores from An34 to An49.

Incipient alteration products preferentially replace the more calcic

cores, and include clay, white mica, epidote, clinozoizite, and minor

prehnite. The term "clay", as used In this report, refers to

optically unidentifiable, submicroscopic secondary minerals resulting

largely, but not exclusively, from the alteration of feldspars. X-ray

diffraction data indicate that this material is composed largely of

white mica, kaolinite, and subordinate montmorillonIte; but probably

includes variable small amounts of epidote group minerals, carbonate,

prehnite, and rarely chlorite.

Quartz and potassium feldspar occur in interstitial, anhedral,

angular masses less than 3 mm across, which commonly display patchy

extinction and marked optical continuity. Some potassium feldspar is

microperthitic, displaying small, discontinuous, lensoidal stringers

of sodic plagioclase.

Hornblende crystals are anhedral to subhedral and less than 3 mm

long. They are pleochroic from green to pale yellowish, brownish, and

bluish green. Horablende occurs interstitial to plagioclase only
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rarely. Twin seams are rather common. Hornblende is weakly altered

to chlorite, actinolite, carbonate, and epidote. Hornblende is rarely

partially mantled by biotite. Minor embayment of hornblende occurs

sporadically at crystal boundaries with quartz or potassium feldspar.

Biotite is subhedral to anhedral and less than 4 mm long. It

rarely occurs interstitial to plagioclase. Colors In thin section

range from dark brown ('y) to pale yellowish brown (ct). Biotite Is

weakly replaced by chlorite, magnetite, aphene, epidote, and hematite

(earthy and reddish-brown iron oxides, probably including variable

small amounts of goethite and jarosite). The secondary assemblage

chlorite-magnetite-sphene is particularly widespread. Margins of

biotite crystals are feebly and sporadically embayed by potassium

feldspar. Biotite in sample 6 is slightly recrystallized, a probable

result of weak thermal metamorphism from a nearby dacite porphyry

dike.

Magnetite, weakly altered to hematite, occurs as equant, anhedral

crystals less than 1.5 mm in diameter. The term "inagnetite", used

petrographically, refers to all black opaque minerals, including any

solid solutions with ilmenite.

Clinopyroxene, apatite, sphene, and zircon are common minor

accessories. Clinopyroxene, probably augite, occurs sporadically as

granular-appearing, partially resorbed cores in hornblende. Grains

are anhedral and less than 1 mm in diameter. Apatite is present as

small subhedral to anhedral crystals less than 0.2 mm long. Pale- to

medium- brown to slightly yellowish-brown, weakly pleochroic sphene
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occurs as anhedral masses less than 1 mm long, and is in part

interstitial to plagioclase. Sphene in leucocratic sample 6 contains

anhedral to euhedra]., prismatic to patchy inclusions of dark reddish

brown, anisotropic rutile up to 0.2 mm long. Some sphene is partially

altered to leucoxene in this sample. Subhedral to euhedral zircon

crystals less than 0.5 mm long are irregularly distributed through the

rock.

Bethlehem Granodiorite and Related Rocks

Bethlehem granodiorite (D-F, Figure 91, Appendix IV) is

transitional into quartz diorite variants, which locally contain no

potassium feldspar, and which are commonly somewhat leucocratic,

hornblende being partially to almost completely replaced by

actinolite. This leucocratic unit Is known as Bethlehem leucophase by

company geologists and that designation is retained in this report.

bioreover, a small north-trending intrusion In the bottom of the Jersey

pit is descriptively named Bethlehem porphyry. Although its age Is

uncertain, it is superficially similar in appearance to Bethlehem

granodiorite, but possesses a definite porphyry texture.

Bethlehem Granodiorite. Bethlehem and Guichon granodiorites are

separated by a steeply dipping, sharp but irregular intrusive contact

along which Bethlehem granodiorite may show weakly developed finely

crystalline margins. Scarce xenoliths of Guichon in Bethlehem have
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been reported from the East Jersey pit (Wood, 1968) and baa ore zone

(White and others, 1957). Other contact features include quartz

veinlets, which are present in both rock types; and the local

development of incipient foliation and diffuse, irregular, highly

variable concentrations of potassium feldspar in Bethlehem

granodiorite.

Bethlehem granodiorite ranges in composition from granodiorite to

quartz diorite (see Figure 32) and contains chiefly plagioclase (52-59

percent), quartz (21-2 9 percent), potassium feldspar (9-11 percent),

hornblende (2-10 percent), and biotite (1-3 percent). Typical samples

are medium-crystalline hypidiomorphic porphyritic senate to

equigranular and usually contain phenocrysts of plagioclase,

hornblende, minor biotite, and rare quartz, in a groundmass of

phaneritic plagioclase, quartz, potassium feldspar, horablende,

biotite, and magnetite; and aphanitic magnetite, sphene, apatite, and

zircon. Potassium feldspar and usually quartz are interstitial and

sporadically partially replace plagioclase margins. Maf Ic minerals

are of nonuniform size and distribution, and distinctive hornblende

oikocrysts are widespread. Maf Ic crystals in the groundmass are

somewhat more evenly distributed than are phenocrysts. Rare quartz

monzonitic segregations are sporadically distributed in the unit,

being somewhat more common near or at contacts with Gulchon

granodiorite. Because of their small size, Indistinct expression, and

highly irregular shape, these bodies were not mapped separately.

Modal and chemical analyses of samples representing Bethlehem
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granodiorite are given in Tables 5 and 6, respectively (nos. 13, 14,

16, 17, and 18). Sample 13 is not plotted in Figure 32.

Plagioclase (An413) occurs as subhedral, lath-shaped to

subequant crystals up to 5 mm in longest dimension. Polysynthetic

twinning predominates and most crystals show moderate to strongly

developed normal and, less commonly, oscillatory zoning, and vary from

An38 in cores, to An13 in some rims. Oscillatory zones as calcic as

An49 were measured. Compositions of groundmass crystals tend to be in

the lower part of this range, between approximately An29 and An13.

Plagioclase is slightly altered to clay, white mica, moutmorillonite,

very finely crystalline epidote (especially in calcium-rich cores and

zones), patchy minor carbonate, and rare clinozoizite. Very small

quantities of potassium feldspar sporadically occur with clay

alteration minerals in sample 16 and are probably deuteric. Minor

amounts of primary quartz and potassium feldspar sporadically replace

the margins of plagioclase crystals.

Anhedral to roundish to rarely euhedral quartz displaying

undulatory to patchy extinction commonly occurs as optically

continuous interstitial patches in the groundmass, and sparsely as

resorbed phenocrysts, both less than 4 mm across. In some places

quartz has reacted with plagioclase in the groundmass resulting in

pseudo-micrographic intergrowths. Rare occurrences of groundmass

quartz exhibiting euhedral crystal faces in contact with potassium

feldspar Indicate that at least locally crystallization of groundmass

quartz began slightly earlier; this is consistent with the presence of
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quartz phenocrysts, implying that the cooling magma was somewhat

enriched in quartz relative to the quartz-potassium feldspar eutectic,

or that water vapor pressure increased during the last stages of

crystallization.

Potassium feldspar is anhedral and restricted to the groundmass

where it is present as optically continuous interstitial patches less

than 4 mm across. Much potassium feldspar is microperthitic,

containing patchy to subparallel, discontinuous lenses of intergrown

sodium-rich plagioclase, generally less than 0.05 mm across.

Micrographic intergrowths occur sporadically near contacts with quartz

crystals. Reactions with margins of plagioclase crystals have

produced intererystalline areas of myrmekite. Most potassium feldspar

is weakly altered and contains a light to moderate dusting of medium

brown clay (kaolinite?).

tiorublende, occurring as phenocrysts (generally less than

3 percent of the rock) and as groundmass crystals, is pale brownish

green to pale or medium green, subhedral to euhedral, and less than

5 mm long. It is commonly present as distinctive olkocrysts

containing poikilitic inclusions of plagioclase, magnetite, sphene,

apatite, and rare hornblende. Single simple twins and twin seams are

common. Rare intergrowths with biotite are sporadically present. A

few hornblende crystals in one sample appear to be interstitial to

plagioclase. Hornblende is generally moderately altered to patchy to

massive chlorite, acicular to prismatic greenish to yellowish epidote,

and pale-green to pale-bluish-green aetinolite.
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Anhedral to subhedral biotite less than 4 mm long is a common

groundmass component, but also occurs rarely as phenocrysts (generally

less than 1 percent of the rock). Some biotite is intergrown with

plagioclase and hornblende, and most encloses lenses of quartz

oriented parallel to basal cleavage. Biotite is dark reddish brown

( =Y ) to pale yellowish brown (ct) in color. It is typically

variably altered to nearly isotropic chlorite, sphene, clinozoizite,

greenish-yellow epidote, magnetite, and minor white mica and

actinolite. Rarely, calcite and prehnite are found intergrown along

basal cleavage planes.

Primary, anhedral magnetite crytals less than 2 mm in diameter

are present in the groundmass, and rarely as very small phenocrysts in

some of the slightly more finely crystalline porphyritic samples.

Small (<0.05 mm in diameter) equant crystals of magnetite and

associated aphene are formed when iron and titanium are released

during the chioritization of biotite.

Common accessory minerals include sphene, apatite, and zircon.

Light-brown to dark-brown and yellowish-brown primary magmatic sphene

occurs as weakly pleocbroic, anhedral, interstitial patches, and

subhedral to euhedral crystals, all less than 1 mm in diameter.

Secondary sphene was described above. Euhedral to anhedral, subequant

apatite crystals are less than 0.4 mm long. Subhedral to anhedral

zircons are less than 0.5 mm long. In addition, one tiny patch of

tourmaline is present in sample 17, and two small stringers of

heulandite and one of chlorite were found in sample 16.
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Bethlehem granodiorite contains many small, unmapped masses of

Bethlehem leucophase.

Bethlehem leucophase. White and others (1957) and Wood (1968)

mapped an intergradational, leucocratic subphase of Bethlehem

granodiorite (see Figure 28). Bethlehem leucophase is a quartz

diorite (see Tables 7 and 8, and Figure 32) distinguished from normal

Bethlehem granodiorite by the absence of potassium feldspar, paucity

of biotite and magnetite, alteration of hornblende to actinolitic and

nonpleochroic tremolitic(?) fibrous amphibole, and the presence of

rut lie inclusions in sphene. Most of the rock is composed of

plagioclase (73-78 percent), quartz (17-22 percent), and actinolite

(3-5 percent). Mineralogical and textural dissimilarities between

Bethlehem granodiorite and leucophase are elaborated on below.

Plagioclase may be as much as 9 mm long and is somewhat more

anhedral than in Bethlehem granodiorite. Crystals are normally zoned

from cores as calcic as An47 to rims approaching An8; and weak to

moderately developed oscillatory zones as calcic as An25 were

measured. Albite twinning is usually poorly defined and consequently

compositions are somewhat less accurate than for other rock types.

Alteration is generally weak, with clays, epidote, and trace amounts

of calcite the usual products.

The groundmass was carefully examined in an attempt to document

albitization of pre-existing potassium feldspar. Small, untwinned and

apparently unzoned interstitial patches of plagioclase that are

-
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somewhat more altered to clays than surrounding crystals were

suspect. However, the biaxial interference figures of all the patches

measured is negative indicating An1729 (Smith, 1958), which is in

nearly the same range and with the same sign as other obviously

primary plagioclase, especially that in the groundmass and near

margins of phenocrysts. This uncertain material was point-counted as

a separate category, but did not exceed 2 percent, far less than the

average 8.8 percent potassium feldspar in thin sections of normal

Bethlehem granodiorite. In addition, no examples of partially

replaced potassium feldspar were found. The evidence, thus, suggests

that the leucocratic areas of Bethlehem granodiorite crystallized

without potassium feldspar.

Quartz is locally somewhat saccroidal, possessing sutured

boundaries with surrounding quartz and plagioclase.

Anhedral to subhedral, pale green to very pale yellowish green,

weakly to nonpleochroic, fibrous actinolite has replaced nearly all

hornblende. Some of the more weakly colored nonpleochroic material

probably approaches tremolite in composition. Replacement is commonly

pseudoniorphic, but rare remnants of horublende surrounded and largely

replaced by variably oriented aggregates of actinolite were found.

Alteration is slight, comprising pale green to almost colorless

chlorite, and some epidote. Finely crystalline uralitic(?) actinolite

occurs at the periphery of several large crystals of actinolite in

sample 15, and may have resulted from late-stage hydrothermal or

deuteric recrystallization of amphibole margins.
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Rare, tiny, equant crystals of magnetite, and traces of shreddy,

interstitial brownish-green biotite (phiogopite?) occur locally.

The leucophase commonly contains primary sphene that in many

places has anhedral to euhedral, prismatic inclusions of dark reddish-

brown rutile up to 0.2 mm long. Most of the rutile is pleochroic from

dark reddish brown to dark orangish brown to dark yellowish

(greenish?) brown.

Leucophase locally contains rare stringers carrying variable

proportions of quartz, epidote, chalcopyrite, prehnite, and carbonate.

Bethlehem Porphyry. Although the age of the Bethlehem porphyry

is unknown it has textural, mineralogical, and chemical similarities

to Bethlehem granodiorite and has been mapped as a subphase of that

unit. Contacts of the porphyry are sharp and steeply dipping where it

intrudes Cuichon granodiorite. It locally exhibits a weak foliation

and (or) a slight decrease in crystallinity adjacent to this

contact. As suggested in a later section, the Bethlehem porphyry may

be genetically related to the source of the hydrothermal fluids that

formed the Jersey orebody.

Bethlehem porphyry is texturally and compositionally similar to

typical Bethlehem granodiorite, varying between quartz diorite and

granodiorite (see Tables 9 and 10, and Figure 32) and containing

mainly plagioclase (58-71 percent), quartz (20-24 percent), potassium

feldspar (1-10 percent), hornblende (2-7 percent), and biotite (less

than 4 percent). However, it is slightly less potassic and possesses a
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Table 9. Hodal Ana1yes of Bethlehem Porphyry

Average

32 33 34 35 36

Stab T.S. Slab T.S. Slab t.S. Stab t.S. Slab4 1.5.

Quartz 18.0/3.4 23.0 15.0/4.4 26.0 21.6/2.2 22.6 19.2/0.6 22.2 18.5/2.7 23.5

PotassIum leldapar 9.6/ 8.4 0.8/ 2.0 8.0/ 7.8 7.8/ 8.4 6.6/ 6.1

Plagloclase 17.0/41.2 41.8 26.6/44.2 41.8 11.6/42.8 33.2 23.6/40.0 44.2 21.3142.4 40.3

lalics 2.6/4.8 3.8/5.0 3.2/3.8 2.8/4.6 3.1/5.1

dornbl.ende 0.8 4.4 6.0 2.8

(Epidote) (0.2) (0.1)

(Chiotite) (4.4) (0.6) (2.4) (1.0) (2.1)

(Carbonate) (0.4) (0.2) (0.1)

(Prehuita) (0.2) (0.1)

Btotite 0.2 0.6 0.2

(EpIdote) (0.4) (0.2) (0.2)

(Chlorite) (3.0) (2.0) (0.4) (2.6) (2.0)

tagnettt 0.2/ 0.8/ 1.0 1.0/0.2 0.6 0.6/ 0.4

ApatIte 0.2 0.1

Spfleoe 0.6 0.8 0.6 0.6 0.7

Rutile 0.2 0.1

Chalcopyrite1 /1.8 1.8 P 0.8 0.1

Bornite1 P 0.4 P 0.1

Epdote /0.2 0.6 1.0 2.0 0.2/ 0.8 1.1

ChLorite 7.4 2.6 2.8 3.6 4.1

Carbonate 1.0 0.4 0.4

Prehoite 2.8 0.6 1.8 0.2 1.4

ICAP 8.0 16.4 21.2 11.2 14.2

hIlt. mica /1.2 2.4 3.0 1.6 1.8

KaoLttta 0.4 0.1

Secondary bLotlte2 0.2 0.6 0.2

Secondary potassium feldspar3 0.6 2.8 0.2 1.6 1.3

lround5ss/P.0CflOCY.S 47.4/52.6 46.4)53.6 51.2/48.8 54.6/45.4 49.9/50.1

An content ol plagioclaae A * *

Core 43. 41. 37. 40. 40.

Use 41. 63. 55. 46.

Rim 15. 18. 19. 17. 17.

E1evatioo (a) 1347. 1314. 1117. 1305.

(-166) (-39)

114epiattng biotite and hotnblende.

horobleode.

3Replaelng pl5giaclase.

4ReCalculared to eliminate alteration mineralogy.



Table 10. Major Oxide an Minor Element1 Chemical
Analyses, and Densities of Bethlehem Porphyry 127

Average

32 33 34 35 36

sb2 65.6 68.5 66.6 66.2 66.7

T102 0.27 0.28 0.28 0.31 0.29

A1203 16.7 17.5 17.6 17.9 17.4

Fe03 2.0 2.7 2.6 3.0 2.6

MgO 0.9 0.9 0.7 0.8 0.8

CaO 3.0 4.0 4.1 4.4 3.9

Na20 4.8 5.4 5.3 5.3 5.2

1(20 1.68 0.88 1.37 1.32 1.3

Cu 4,500 600 5 40 1,300

Mo 1 2 1 -1 1

Pb -10 -10 '-10 -10 -10

Zn 10 15 10 20 14

Ag -1 -1 -1 -1 -1

Total 95.4 100.2 98.6 99.2 98.3

LDI 17.6 16e1 16.2 15.2 16.2

Density 2.64 2.69 2.69 2.69 2.68

1Minor element chemical analyses (in ppm) by: Rocky
Mountain Geochemical Corp., Salt Lake City, 1975;
minus (-) indicates amount less than shown.

= 0.004; see Appendix II for explanation.

3Total iron reported as FeO.
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more pronounced porphyritic hiatal appearance with generally larger

phenocrysts and a more finely crystalline grouudraass. In addition to

the usual plagioclase and hornblende, biotite and quartz are also

common phenocrysts. The groundmass is dominated by a mosaic of

optically discontinuous, sacchoroidal quartz and subhedral

plagioclase, with interstitial potassium feldspar and some

interstitial plagioclase. Unfortunately, Bethlehem porphyry is

exposed only within potassically altered portions of the Jersey

orebody, and even the freshest appearing samples have undergone

moderate chloritization of hornblende and biotite, weak to moderate

conversion of plagioclase to clays, and partial redistribution of

potassium to form secondary biotite and potassium feldspar. Overall,

however, these mineralogical readjustments are not radical and do not

mandate wholesale additions or subtractions of chemical components

from the rock. Consequently, at least the more weakly altered samples

probably represent a relatively close approximation of the original

mineralogy and chemistry of this unit.

Plagioclase (An5515) phenocrysts up to 8 mm long are

progressively zoned from cores as calcic as An to rims as sodic as

An15; weak to moderately formed oscillatory zones reach An55.

Groundmass crystals are optically negative indicating compositions in

the lower half of this range. Small amounts of prehnite and secondary

(remobilized?) potassium feldspar locally replace plagioclase.
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Quartz, in addition to its saceroidal occurrence in the

groundmass, is present as roundish, anhedral to euhedral, sutured

phenocrysts up to 4 mm long.

Small, anhedral patches of potassium feldspar less than 1 mm

across provide most of the interstitial framework of the rock. It

also occurs as patchy, internal and marginal replacements of

plagioclase and may be deuteric or secondarily introduced, or both.

Rare occurrences of potassium feldspar in minute quartz stringers,

sporadically accompanied by chalcopyrite and (or) bornite, suggest

that potassium feldspar is at least locally introduced.

Oikocrystic hornblende, locally occurring as phenocrysts

(generally less than 3 percent of the rock) up to 1 cm long, is

sporadically replaced by finely crystalline, pale-greenish-brown to

pale- to medium-brownish-green biotite occurring as thin, somewhat

whispy plates present singly or as interlocking aggregates. Nearly

complete pseudomorphic replacement of some hornblende was also

found. These colors and crystal habits are typical of secondary

hydrothermal biotite common in the potassic alteration zones of

porphyry copper-molybdenum deposits. Moreover, where dark-brown to

dark-reddish-brown and obviously magmatic biotite is in contact with

hornblende no evidence of replacement is present, showing that these

two minerals coexisted stably at the time of crystallization, and

further indicating a secondary origin for the green whispy biotite

described above. Secondary biotite is generally weakly chloritized.

Calcite, prehnite, chalcopyrite, bornite, and rare, vermicular
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kaolinite are other alteration products of hornblende not described in

typical Bethlehem granodlorite. No actinotitic amphibole was found in

any samples. Branching, interconnected patches of sphene occur as

unusually abundant inclusions that compose up to 20 percent of some

hornblende crystals.

Primary subhedral biotite, commonly as phenocrysts comprising up

to approximately 2 percent of the rock, is less than 5 mm long and is

irregularly distributed in the unit. Many crystals are olkocrystic,

containing inclusions of plagioclase, quartz, and magnetite.

Replacement by chalcopyrite and bornite is sporadic. Lenses of

prehnite are common in biotite phenocrysts.

Occurrences of magnetite and accessory sphena, apatite, and

zircon are similar to those described for normal Bethlehem

granodiorite. Inclusions of rutile in sphene are like those described

in the leucophase. Leucoxene is a common alteration product of

sphene. Prehnite is relatively abundant in this unit, occurring as

subhedral sheaves marginal to, and intergron with disseminated

chalcopyrite and (or) bornite. It is also common as lenses in

biotite, and locally as pervasive but quantitatively minor

replacements of plagioclase. Clots of yellowish-green, subhedral

epidote are widespread in the groundmass. Rare, nearly

submicroscopic, brown to reddish-brown spherulites occurring in the

groundniass and as replacements of hornblende in sample 35 are

speculated to be incipiently developed montmorillonite(?) as described

later in this paper. Stringers of calcite, quartz, and potassium
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feldspar, with or without chalcopyrite and (or) bornite, and of

prehnite were also seen in thin section.

Porphyritic Quartz Latite

Irregularly shaped intrusions of porphyritic quartz latite occur

in the southeast and west-central parts of the Jersey open pit (Figure

29) and in a slump block on the east wall of the Heustis pit (see

Figure 28). Contacts with Guichon and Bethlehem granodiorite are

generally sharp. However, a contact with the Bethlehem unit in drill

core was gradational over several centimeters. Porphyritic quartz

latite contains rare, small xenoliths of Bethlehem granodiorite, and

locally exhibits a weak foliation. Both features typically occur

within 6 mm of sharp contacts. Most contacts are vertical or dip

steeply to the west.

Porphyritic quartz latite (A, Figure 92, Appendix IV) is a finely

crystalline allotriomorphic to hypidiomorphic porphyritic and hiatal

rock that normally varies gradationally from porphyritic dacite to

porphyritic quartz latite in composition. The bulk of the unit is

made up of plagioclase (44-54 percent), quartz (22-32 percent),

potassium feldspar (13-25 percent), biotite (2-4 percent), and

hornblende (less than 2 percent). The mineralogy of representative

samples from this unit is depicted in Figure 32 and Table 11, the

chemistry in Table 12. These samples are plotted twice in Figure 32,

the more potassic plots are from modal analyses of feldspar-stained



Table 11. Modal Anatyeee of Porphyritic Quartz Latite

Avera8e

41 42 43 44

Slab T.S. Slab T.S. Slab T.S. Slab T.S.

Quartz 22.4/2.8 31.8 21.8/1.8 27.4 21.0/1.4 27.0 21.7/2.0 28.7

Poteasiu teidapar 22.2/ 17.8 24.8/ 18.8 16.0/ 13.2 21.0/ 16.6

Plagioclace 13.4/36.0 34.4 9.6/36.8 32.9 15.6/38.4 41.6 12.9/31.0 36.3

Mafica 1.6/1.4 3.4/1.4 3.4/3.2 2.9/2.0

Hornblende 0.4 1.2 1.0 0.9

(Chlorite) (0.2) (0.1)

Siotite 0.6 2.4 2.6 1.9

(Epidote) (0.6) (0.2) (0.3)

(Chlorite) (1.6) (0.4) (0.8) (0.9)

Magnetite 0.2/ 1.6 0.4/ 0.2 0.8/ 0.8 0.5/ 0.9

Apatite 0.2 0.2 0.1

Spheaa 1.2 0.2 0.5

Chalcopyrlte 0.2/ 0.1/

Sornite 0.2 0.1

Epidote 1.0 1.2 0.7

Chlorite 1.6 0.6 0.8 1.0

Montmorjllonita 0.2 0.8 0.2 0.4

Prehuite 0.2 0.4 0.2

FCAP 10.2 12.7 12.4 11.8

(roundmaBe/anocryats 59.8/40.2 60.0/40.0 57.0/43.0 59.0/41.0

An content of plagioclace

Core 43. 39. 44. 42.

Dac 46. 46.

Rim 16. 14. 16. 15.

ElevatIon (a) 1514. 1494. 1382.

I-.

tX.)



Table 12. Major Oxide and Minor Eleient1
Chemical Analyses, and Densities 133

of Porphyritic Quartz Latite

Average

41 42 43 44

sio2 68.4 70.3 71.8 70.2

Ti02 0.23 0.23 0.24 0.23

A1203 15.6 15.8 15.9 15.8

Fe03 1.7 2.3 2.3 2.1

MgO 0.8 0.7 1.0 0.8

CaO 2.4 2.4 2.9 2.6

Na20 4.6 4.3 4.5 4.5

K2O 2.33 2.15 2.14 2.21

Cu 25 225 -5 85

Mo 1 25 1 9

Pb -10 -10 -10 -10

Zn 15 15 15 15

Ag -1 -1 1 -1

Total 96.1 98.2 100.8 98.5

LDI 20.2 20.2 19.9 20.1

Density 2.65 2.65 2.67 2.66

'Minor element chemical analyses (in ppm) by:
Rocky Mountain Geochemical Corp., Salt Lake
City, Utah, 1975; minus C-) indicates amount
less than shown.

2
= 0.004; see Appendix II for explanation.

3Total iron reported as FeO.
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slabs, whereas the less potassic plots are corrected for the roughly

consistent 5 percent decrease in potassium feldspar relative to quartz

in their thin section modes. This discrepancy probably results from

the finely crystalline nature of these samples, which, under the

stereomicroscope, makes it difficult to distinguish small amounts of

quartz from enclosing large patches of potassium feldspar. The unit

contains a few small, unmapped, potassium feldspar-rich areas that are

of rhyolitic composition.

Phenocrysts of plagioclase, biotite, hornblende, quartz, and

minor magnetite occur in an aphanitic aplitic groundinass (57-60

percent) composed dominantly of subequal proportions of quartz,

potassium feldspar, and plagioclase, with minor, ragged, chioritized

biotite; all of which range between 0.007 and 0.8 mm in diameter.

Within the groundmass, saccharoidal quartz and anhedral to subhedral

plagioclase are separated by interstitial potassium feldspar and minor

plagioclase. Small amounts of magnetite, sphene, apatite, zircon, and

rarely tourmal me are also common.

Plagioclase phenocrysts are subhedral to anhedral, less than 7 mm

long, and possess sutured margins that are partially intergrown with

the groundmaas. They are polysynthetically twinned and progressively

zoned from cores as calcic as An44 to rims as sodic as Anf; many

crystals display variably developed oscillatory zones as calcic as

An46. Groundmass crystals are more anhedral and altered, and nearly

all are optically negative, indicating compositions in the lower half

of the range for phenocrysts. Plagloclase is partially altered to
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clay, montmorillonite(?), patchy (deuteric) potassium feldspar,

epidote, calcite, and rare prehnite.

Roundish anhedra]. to squarish to subhedral quartz phenocrysts

less than 3 mm in diameter have sutured to rather smooth boundaries

with the groundmass. Saccharoidal groundmass quartz occurs as

irregular to roundish anhedra separated by interstitial potassium

feldspar and (or), less commonly, plagioclase. Most quartz displays

partial, undulatory extinction.

Potassium feldspar is restricted to the groundmass where it

occurs as interstitial, anhedral patches up to 0.7 mm across. Most is

lightly altered to a brownish dusting of what is probably kaolinite.

Identifiable hornblende, occurring as subhedral phenocrysts less

than 6 mm long, is present in amounts up to 2 percent. It is

generally oikocrystic with inclusions of plagioclase, magnetite,

biotite, minor apatite and sphene, and rare zircon. Most crystals are

pleochroic from light to medium green and brownish green. Hornblende

is usually weakly altered to pale-green to green chlorIte, colorless

to pale-yellowish to lime-green epidote, potassium feldspar dendrites,

and prehnite.

Biotite occurs as subhedral phenocrysts less than 6 mm long that

comprise less than 3 percent of the rock, and as shreddy, chloritized

anhedra in the groundmass. Biotite is relatively free of inclusions,

although some phenocrysts contain tiny crystals of rutile and sporadic

lenses of quartz. Most crystals are pale (a) to dark brown to dark

reddish brown (=y) in color. Biotite is weakly to moderately altered
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to pale-green to green chlorite, colorless to pale-yellowish to

lime-green epidote, sphene, magnetite and brown montmorillonite(?) or

possibly vermiculite(?). It rarely appears to be partially

recrystallized.

Magnetite is present as small, unaltered, anhedral phenocrysts

and groundmass crystals less than 1 mm in diameter. It also occurs

with chlorite and sphene as an alteration of biotite.

Accessory minerals include sphene, apatite, zircon, minor rutile,

and rare tourmaline. Sphene is common as lense-shaped, anhedral

masses less than 0.2 mm long that result from chioritization of

biotite. Rare crystals of sphene in the groundmass are subhedral to

euhedral and less than 0.5 mm long. Most sphene is weakly pleochroic

from light to medium brown, and is partially altered to leucoxene.

Apatite occurs as stubby, euhedral. to subhedral crystals lass than

0.5 mm long. Subhedral to arthedral, subequant crystals of zircon less

than 0.3 mm long are widespread. Very small, dark brownish, subhedral

inclusions of rutile occur in biotite phenocrysts. One small anhedral

patch of tourmaline about 0.05 mm across was found in sample 42.

Minor, sporadic occurrences of prehnite are peripheral to, and

incergrown with the margins of magnetite. In addition, small, diffuse

stringers of potassium feldspar were found in a few samples of

porphyritic quartz latite.
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Igneous Breccias

Occurrences of igneous breccia containing clasts of plutonic rock

in a largely conuninuted matrix are widespread at Bethlehem and are

also found at the nearby South Seas (Trojan) and Highmont

properties. They occur locally within the north-trending zone

characterized by swarms of porphyry dikes in the central part of the

Guichon Creek Batholith. At Bethlehem, breccias are associated with

all but the Huestis orebody (see Figure 28). The limits of the

breccia mass at the northeast edge of the Jersey orebody are uncertain

outside of the pit margins. The southern extent of the main Ions

breccia has not yet been determined; however, its northern extension

and a smaller, parallel, roofed breccia extend northward into the East

Jersey pit. Exploratory drilling has intercepted several small

breccia bodies at depth in the southeast part of the lona zone. All

of the Bethlehem breccias are near the contact between Guichon and

Bethlehem granodiorites, but only locally are these two rocks actually

separated by breccia. The breccias are preferentially localized

within Bethlehem granodiorite, and none have been found entirely

within the Guichon unit. Bodies of breccia tend to be anastomosiag,

steeply dipping masses with a northerly elongation. With increasing

depth, they commonly decrease in size and some pinch out. Mining

operations and drilling have exposed breccia to depths of over 300 ni.
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Contacts between breccia masses and host rocks are usually

steep. They are sharp to gradational over as much as several

meters. Nany of the well-defined intrusive contacts show fingers or

embayments of breccia extending into the surrounding wall rock (Figure

33). Breccia contacts in the baa orebody may coincide with shear

zones that are common along the tops of protrusions of Bethlehem

granodiorite that extend up into the breccia from below. Although

small zones of horizontal fracture sheeting are present in the upper

parts of some breccias, their vertical counterparts have not been

observed In either the breccias or their adjacent host rocks. In

general, there is little evidence of severe fracturing in rocks

adjacent to the breccia masses.

The intimidating heterogeneity of the breccias, combined with

their usual Indistinctness in outcrop and the homogenizing effects of

hydrothermal alteration, make a complete and accurate characterization

of their textures, mineralogy, and lithology difficult. Forty large

hand samples from 24 localities in the brecclas were cut in three

dimensions and examined in the laboratory in an attempt to obtain

somewhat less ambiguous Information about the composition and

distribution of clasts and matrix, and the mineralogy and paragenesis

of hydrothermal alteration and mineralization. Several criteria were

useful for recognizing mineralization and alteration events that

occurred before and after brecciation. Evidence suggesting

prebrecciation hydrothermal activity includes: (1) presence, in

clasts, of sulfide and (or) silicate veinlets truncated at the clast
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Figure 33. Dike of green, chioritized, matrix-rich breccia
intruding Bethlehem granodiorite on the upper
south wall of the Jersey open pit. Approximate
scale 1 cm = 50 cm.
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margins; (2) occurrence of highly altered and (or) mineralized rock

fragments, unrelated to fractures, in a weakly or unmineralized

matrix, or matrix containing different secondary mineral assemblages;

and (3) close proximity of clasts having nearly the same texture and

primary igneous mineralogy, but different kinds or Intensities of

hydrothermal alteration and (or) mineralization. Most ore-grade

mineralization at Bethlehem is later than breccia consolidation. This

relationship is manifest in: (1) presence of abundant sulfide and

(or) silicate-bearing fractures that cut both clasts and matrix; and

(2) restriction of most, altered and (or) mineralized clasts to areas

having comparably altered and (or) mineralized clasts and matrix.

Multiple episodes of breccia formation are required by the sporadic

occurrence of clasts composed of breccia, and by discontinuous, rare

intrabreccia contacts that truncate plutonic clasts.

Breccia fragments include mainly Guichon and Bethlehem

granodiorites, many textural varieties of dacite porphyry, porphyritic

quartz latite and related variants, and silicic aplites. A few small

clasts of quartz and rarely tourmaline were also found. Guichon

granodiorite fragments ordinarily predominate, although locally any of

the aforementioned rocks may be in the majority. Clasts in the

breccia on the northeast wall of the Jersey pit are dominated by

varieties of dacite porphyry and porphyritic quartz latite. Pink-

stained dacite porphyry has not been found as a component of the

breccias. The diameters of many clasts are between 1 and 20 cm.

Their shapes vary from roughly equidimensional to tabular, and range
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from angular to rounded, with those that are subangular to subrounded

predominating. Rounding appears to have resulted chiefly from

corrasion during transport and rarely, judging by the lack of reaction

rims, from corrosion by magma or hydrothermal fluids. Blocks of

included dacite porphyry may be markedly tabular, suggestive of

prebrecciation sheet fractures or joints.

Coinminution of entrained plutonic fragments has resulted in a

cataclastic matrix reflecting the mineralogic composition of the host

rocks. Broken and crushed primary magmatic crystals of plagioclase

and quartz, with or without smaller amounts of orthoclase, hornblende

(±actinolite), and biotite, compose most of the matrix. Where

comininution was more intense, crystal fragments are mixed with, or

grade into, fine-grained to submicroscopic rock "flour." The matrix

is usually compact, but irregular vugs up to 30 cm long are not

uncommon. Indeed, one zone of large interconnected vugs up to about

3 ni wide and occurring in the east-central part of the Jersey orebody

extended from the surface to the bottom of the pit, and contained

fillings of chalcopyrite up to 30 cm thick throughout its vertical

extent. Ubiquitous, finely crystalline chlorite and (or) secondary

biotite are widely distributed throughout the breccia matrix, and

locally predominate over all other matrix components. Tourmaline and

secondary quartz are widespread but ordinarily minor constituents of

the matrix, and locally they partly replace a few clasts. However, in

some upper parts of the lona breccias, abundant, porous granular

quartz, commonly intergrown with finely to coarsely crystalline
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aggregates of tourmaline, encloses the plutonic fragments. This

quartz does not normally replace the fragments, so that it probably

filled open spaces in a loosely consolidated breccia. Induration of

the breccia, either as the result of or following deposition of this

quartz, preceded the formation of later sulfide-filled fractures that

crosscut both matrix and fragments alike. Breccia fragments in a

matrix that closely resembles some of the dacite porphyries have been

observed in two, small, isolated areas. Reaction between this matrix

and many of the fragments is indicated by contacts that are corroded

and gradational over as much as 8 cm. Contacts between fragments and

cataclastic matrix are generally very sharp. Lineations caused by the

subparallel alinement of matrix components are conformable to fragment

faces, and are attributed to either flowage or compaction, or both.

The breccia exposed on the south wall of the Jersey pit Is the

most distinctive on the property. It is characterized by abundant,

angular to subangular, white plutonic rock clasts enclosed in a green,

comminuted iatrIx (30-40 percent) containing abundant chlorite (see

Figure 34). Clasts are mostly of the surrounding granitic wall rocks

and this breccia mass is so indicated in Figure 29. Clasts in the

western portion of this breccia are mainly Guichon granodiorite and,

near its contact, porphyritic quartz latite. Those in the eastern

part are mostly Bethlehem granodiorite (northeast), and Leucocratic

dacite porphyry (south and southeast) closely resembling that exposed

just south of the East Jersey pit (see Figure 28). A few fragments of

the more common, darker colored dacite porphyry were also found.
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Figure 34. Igneous breccia exposed on the upper benches of
the south wall of the Jersey open pit.
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A mass of rather indistinct breccia is exposed on the upper

benches of the northeast wall of the Jersey pit (see Figure 29). A

preponderance of subangular to subrounded and locally spherical

porphyry fragments (about 75 percent) are set in a medium-brown to

dark-greenish-gray and cream-colored comminuted matrix (33 percent)

that includes substantial, weakly chloritized secondary biotite, some

ch1orte, and irregularly distributed occurrences of minute, radial

acicular clusters of colorless axnphibole(?) (See Figure 35). Because

of the difficulty of seeing many of the clasts in outcrop, lithologic

identifications were made primarily from slabs of 20 large samples

collected from 13 locations. Clast types, and the averages of visual

estimates of their abundance, are: dacite porphyry and presumably

related textural variants (52 percent); rocks generally resembling

porphyritic quartz latite (24 percent); Guichon granodiorite (10

percent); silicic aplite, including both potassium feldspar-rich and

-poor varieties (6 percent); Bethlehem granodiorite (5 percent); pink

aphanitic rock fragments apparently identical to the finely

crystalline margins of some dacite porphyry dikes (2 percent); and

minor unidentifiable fragments, quartz, and breccia (less than 1

percent). Much of the secondary biotite in the matrix is subhedral

and therefore grew to its present shape after breccia formation.

However, both strongly biotized and weakly or unbiotized clasts

coexist in the same sample suggesting a period of earlier potassic

alteration. This is confirmed by the occurrence of both structurally

controlled and pervasive hydrothermal potassium feldspar restricted to
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Figure 35. Outcrop of igneous breccia showing sphericity of
dacite porphyry clasts in brown biotized matrix.
Upper east wall of the Jersey pit. Approximate
scale: 1 cm = 5 cm.
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some individual fragments. Potassium feldspar is sporadically

abundant in the breccia matrix, but it is intergranular and does not

appear to replace clasts or matrix components. The breccia is only

weakly mineralized, and although a few fragments contain quartz,

chalcopyrite, pyrite, and (or) bornite, most metallization is later

than the breccia.

Breccias in the lona zone are virtually enclosed in Bethlehem

granodiorite, but clasts are predominantly of Guichon granodiorite.

The largely subangular to subrounded clasts and their average

estimated abundances in slabs of 8 large samples from 8 localities in

the lona breccias include: Guichon granodiorite (36 percent),

Bethlehn granodiorite (25 percent), rocks generally resembling

porphyritic quartz latite (19 percent), dacite porphyry and presumably

related textural variants (12 percent), unidentifiable fragments (3

percent), tourmaline breccia (1 percent), quartz (1 percent), pink

aphanitic rock fragments apparently identical to the finely

crystalline margins of some dacite porphyry dikes (1 percent), and

silicic aplites (1 percent). The comininuted matrix (36 percent) is

usually medium brown to dark olive gray to black in color, and

contains widely distributed, abundant chlorite and hydrothermal

biotite. In addition to the quartz-tourmaline flooding described

earlier, secondary biotite is a particularly abundant constituent of

the matrix in the upper parts of the Iora breccias. Two generations

of coimninuted breccia matrix are evident in one sample and are

assumedly the counterparts to the clasts of breccia mentioned above.
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An early episode of potassic alteration and weak sulfide metallizatlon

like that in the breccia on the northeast wall of the Jersey pit was

followed after breccia formation and consolidation by the main ore-

forming event discussed later in this report.

Breccia examined in drill core from the East Jersey orebody is

much like the lona breccias. The great majority of clasts are Guichon

granodiorite, but locally fragments of Bethlehem granodiorite, dacite

porphyry, varieties of porphyritic quartz latite, and white

plagioclase-quartz aplite are common. The matrix consists of the

usual chloritized and (or) biotized, comminuted host rock, and

contains sporadic but locally abundant secondary potassium feldspar,

quartz, and actinolite.

The north elongation of the Bethlehem breccia bodies probably

reflects control by the same structural discontinuity that localized

the parallel-trending Bethlehem granodiorite apophysis, major faults,

and emplacement of porphyry dikes. Major faults, as now exposed, do

not appear to have exerted either primary spatial or structural

control over the emplacement of the breccia masses. Moreover, all of

these faults exhibit movement younger than breccia consolidation.

Alternatively, it is possible that breccia intrusion and (or)

formation along pre-existing fault zones largely obliterated these

zones and that later shearing along currently exposed major faults may

have resulted from renewed displacement along these older

structures. The localization of breccia dikelets in small gouge zones

on the southeast wall of the Jersey pit indicates some local fault
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control of breccia emplacement. The coincidence of a few breccia

contacts with shear zones in the lona orebody may also be interpreted

as a structural control, or as the result of differential movement

during breccia compaction.

Granodiorite

An oblong mass of granodiorite is exposed west of the lona zone

(Figure 28). The unit apparently intrudes Bethlehem granodiorite, but

contacts with the older rocks are not exposed. Wood (1968) reported

the presence of orthoclase stringers In the granodiorite and suggested

that they were derived from a nearby aplitic granite intrusion that is

also exposed west of the lona zone (Figure 28). Because the

granodiorite has not been recognized as clasts in the breccias, it is

tentatively assigned a postbreccia age. The granodiorite (see Figure

32, Tables 13 and 14, and B, Figure 92 in Appendix IV) unit is

composed of medium to finely crystalline biotite-bearing granodiorite

that possesses a hypidiomorphic granular to porphyritic and senate

texture, and is primarily composed of plagiclase (48 percent), quartz

(28 percent), potassium feldspar (18 percent), and biotite (6

percent). Phenocrysts of plagioclase, biotite, and quartz occur in a

phaneritic, largely allotrioniorphic groundmass containing roughly

equal proportions of quartz, plagioclase, and potassium feldspar, with

subordinate ragged crystals of partially chloritized biotite. Other

primary groundinass constituents are magnetite, sphene, apatite,
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Table 13. Modal Analyses of Granite and Cranodiorite

Granite Granodiorite

Average

46 47 48 48a 45

Slab T.S. Slab T.S. T.S. T.S. Slab T.S.

Quartz 37.4 33.4 35.2 33.8 9.0 25.4 27.8 28.8

Potassium feldspar 35.8 37.0 26.6 30.6 34.6 34.1 17.6 15.0

Plagioclase 26.0 26.0 35.0 30.0 0.8 36.1 48.2 41.6

Spherulitic plagioclase 51.4

Mafics 0.2 3.0 6.0

Biotite 0.2 2.4 1.0 1.2 2.6

(Epidote) (0.4)

(Sphene) (0.2) (0.2) (0.1) (0.4)

Magnetite 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.6 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2

Hematite1 0.8 0.3

Apatite 0.2 0.2 0.1

Sphene 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.6

Epidote 0.4 0.4 0.1 0.8

chlorite2 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.6

Prehnite 0.6

FCAP 1.4 1.8 0,8 1.3 9.1

White mica 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.2

Kaoiinite 0.2 0.2 0.1

An content of plagioclase * 10.49

Core 29. 35.

Usc 31.

Rim 25. 15. 17.

Elevation (in) 1518. 1519. 1512. 1525.

1Earthy variety.

2Replacing biotite.

content from X-ray diffraction. See appendix I for explanation.

4lncludes spherulitic plagioctase.



Table 14. Major Oxide and Minor Element1 Chemical
Analyses, and Densities2 of Granite and Granodiorite

Granite Average Granodiorite

46 47 48 48a 45

Si02 76.9 73.4 76.0 75.4 70.8

Ti02 0.10 0.15 0.11 0.12 0.2

A120 12.7 13.4 13.0 13.0 15.6

Fe03 0.5 1.3 0.6 0.8 1.9

MgO 0.0 0.4 0.1 0.2 0.7

CaO 0.5 1.2 0.7 0.8 2.8

Na20 4.0 3.9 4.1 4.0 4.4

K20 4.25 3.57 3.75 3.86 2.36

Cu 10 15 15 13 135

Mo 2 -1 -1 1 -1

Pb -10 -10 -10 -10 -10

Zn -5 10 15 -l0 10

Ag -1 -1 -1 -1 -1

Total 99.0 97.3 98.4 98.2 98.8

LDI 28.9 25.1 27.9 27.2 20.6

Density 2.58 2.63 2.61 2.61 2.66

1Minor element chemical analyses (in ppm) by: Rocky
Mountain Geochemical Corp., Salt Lake CIty, Utah,
1975; minus (-) indicates amounts less than shown.

= 0.004; see Appendix II for explanation.

3Total iron reported as FeO.
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zircon, and rare hornblende and rutile. This granodiorite is

distinguished from Bethlehem granodiorite by the near absence of

hornblende, larger and more abundant crystals of quartz, larger

percentage of potassium feldspar, and the presence of biotite

phenocrys ts.

Subhedral to anhedral, stubby plagioclase phenocrysts up to 5 mm

long are progressively zoned from cores as calcic as An to rims as

sodic as An17; variably developed oscillatory zones as calcic as An37

typically occur roughly mid-way between cores and rims. Most smaller

groundmass crystals are optically negative suggesting compositions in

about the same range as that for phenocrysts. Polysynthetic twinning

is common and patchy extinction is pronounced in many cores. Many

plagioclase crystals are partially rimmed by optically continuous

overgrowths of potassium feldspar. Some crystals are slightly

intergrown with quartz along their mutual contact. Plagioclase is

weakly altered to clay, greenish-brown montmorillonite(?), white mica,

colorless to yellowish-green epidote, vermicular microcrystalline

kaolinite, and prehnite.

Quartz crystals up to 3 mm in diameter are always anhedral, and

in the groundmass they commonly comprise small optically continuous

patches that are usually interstitial to plagioclase or rarely

potassium feldspar. However, quartz also partially replaces these two

minerals locally. Most quartz displays patchy undulatory extinction.
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Anhedral patches of potassium feldspar up to 2 mm in diameter

occur interstitial to, and slightly intergrown with, plagioclase and

quartz. It is also present as optically continuous, partial

overgrowths on plagioclase. Most potassium feldspar is moderately to

strongly microperthitic, exsolved sodic plagioclase occurring In one

of t common habits: (1) multiple, thin, parallel laininae apparently

exsolved along either or both {OOl} and {O1O} cleavages; and (2)

small, discontinuous lensoidal stringers or patches in subparallel to

en echelon arrangement. Potassium feldspar is typically weakly to

moderately altered to cryptocrystalline, light-brownish kaolinite(?),

and rarely to the more recognizable microcrystalline wormy variety.

Wood (1968) found some apparently fracture controlled potassium

feldspar and suggested that this feature, combined with the textural

similarities to Bethlehem granodiorite, indicated that granodiorite

was derived from Bethlehem granodiorite by potassium metasomatism.

However, secondary potassium feldspar is rare in the granodlorite, and

most of it occurs as a primary constituent of the groundmass and is

not associated with secondary features.

Subhedral blotite phenocrysts comprise up to 3 percent of the

unit and are typically less than 7 mm long. They commonly contain

poikilitic inclusions of plagioclase, magnetite, quartz, and rarely

potassium feldspar. The groundmass contains ragged, subhedral to

anhedral, crystals of partially chloritized biotite. Most biotite is

pale yellowish brown (ce) to reddish to orangish brown (3=y).
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Alteration minerals Include variable small amounts of chlorite,

sphene, magnetite, epidote, and prehnite.

Unaltered hornblende occurs rarely and sporadically in the

groundmass as twinned, pale-green to pale-greenish-brown, subequant

anhedra less than 0.2 mm in diameter.

Small amounts of magnetite and accessory sphene, apatite, zircon,

and rutile are also present. Magnetite occurs as subequant, anhedral

crystals less than 1.5 mm in diameter. Very small anhedra are

commonly formed during the chioritization of biotite. Colorless to

brownish, weakly pleochroic sphene occurs as lensoidal clusters

sandwiched between the cleavage planes of biotite, and Is also formed

during chioritization. Small, primary, anhedral crystals of sphene

less than 0.2 mm in diameter are less common. ApatIte crystals are

anhedral to euhedral, subequant, and less than 0.8 mm long. Subhedral

zircon occurs as short, hackly, prismatic crystals up to 0.2 mm

long. Dark-brown to reddish-brown subhedral crystals of rutile less

than 0.05 mm long were found in an unusual polymineralic clot that

also contained crystals of magnetite, apatite, and epidote, in a

matrix of what Is apparently very finely crystalline carbonate. It is

uncertain whether these clots are primary or secondary features;

however, the absence of an apparent pseudomorphic habit, and of

remnants of unreplaced host mineral, as well as the usual magmatic

occurrence of most of these minerals (except carbonate and epidote?)

suggest that these aggregates are, at least in part, a primary

magmatic accumulation.
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The unit also has scattered, tiny, discontinuous stringers of

quartz that commonly contain prehnite and chalcopyrite where they

cross plagioclase crystals. Hematite is rarely present in these

stringers.

Granite and Aplites

A large, northerly elongated pluton cropping out west of the lana

open pit (see Figure 28) is called granite by previous investigators

(White and others, 1957; Wood, 1968) and by Company personnel.

Although the samples analyzed in Tables 13 and 14 and Figure 32 are

quartz monzonite and latite, some of the southern part of the mass

does appear to approach granite in composition and this name is

retained in the discussions below. Contact relations, as described by

earlier workers, are contradictory and the critical outcrops are now

obscured by mining operations. White and others (1957) described

marginal "chilling" in Bethlehem granodiorite adjacent to the granite,

whereas Wood (1968) described granite "chilled" against the

granodlorite unit and loria breccia. Although the interpretation by

Wood is favored, the apparent conflict would be resolved had the

granite mass formed by temporally distinct intrusions, consistent with

observed compositional and textural variations detailed below. Dirom

(1965) and White and others (1967) obtained a 198±8 m.y. potassiun-

argon age on a blotite concentrate collected from the granite.
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Further evidence suggestive of multiple ages of granite

emplacement may be provided by widespread silicic aplite dikes and

dikelets too small to be shown in Figures 28 and 29. These rocks

comprise a bimodal assemblage of quartz-rich quartz diorite

(trondhjemite) and of quartz monzonite to granite (see Figure 32 and

Tables 15 and 16) that form dikes and dikelets occurring in

widespread, north-, northwest-, and northeast-trending groups of

generally from two to six separate but anastomozing tabular bodies.

The potassium feldspar-rich varieties are texturally and

compositionally nearly identical to parts of the granite and the two

may be genetically related. However, the potassium feldspar-poor

aplites contain no potassium feldspar and may be more akin to dacite

porphyry magmatism, particularly some of the more leucocratic

varieties. Moreover, both types of aplites occur in pre- and

postbreccia masses as do the dacite porphyries. Both varieties of

aplite intrude Guichon and Bethlehem granodiorites and breccia, and

occur as fragments, or within fragments, in breccia. This is

consistent with the possibility of multiple ages of granite intrusion

suggested above. The aplites then, are of both pre- and postbreccia

age and may be in part equivalent to the dacite porphyries and

granites.

Granite. This unit is composed of compositionally and texturally

complex, intergradational phases that range from biotite-bearing

quartz monzonite (E and G, Figure 92, Appendix IV) and granite to



Table 15. Modal Analyses of Aplites.

Potassium Feldspar-poor Aplites Potassium Feldspar-rich Aplites

Average Average

74 75 76 77 78 79 80

Slab T.S. T.S. T.S. T.S. Slab T.S. Slab T.S. Slab T.S.

Quartz 43.8 43.2 43.2 34.0 40.1 36.6 34.4 35.6 34.2 36.2 34.3

Potassium feldspar 41.6 41.6 46.8 29.8 44.3 35.7

Plagioclase 55.8 44.6 44.4 51.4 46.8 20.4 15.0 16.8 18.0 18.6 16.5

Mafics 0.2 114 0.6 1.0

Biotite

(Epidote)

t4agnetite 0.2 0.2

My rinek it a

Epidote 1.0 0.4 21.2

Chlotite3 0.4

Carbonate 0.8 1.2 1.6

FCAP 10.4 9.0 11.8

White mica 1.2

Kaolinite4

An content of plagioclase 19-22 27. 17-39

Elevation (in) 1501. 1382. 1382.

tSome biotite appears to have been incorporated from the wallrock.

2Stringers contain 0.6 percent.

3Replacing biotite.

4Replaclng potassium feldspar.

5From X-ray diffraction. See appendix I for explanation.

(0.2)

0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.2

0.8 0.4

0.9 0.2 0.8 0.5

0.1

1.2 0.2 0.1

10.4 2.8 5.4 4.1

0.4

5.0 11.4 8.2

25. 20-34 28. 28.

1504. 1463.

H
Lfl
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Table 16. Major Oxide and MInor Element' Chemical Analyses, and
Densities2 of Aplites

Potassium Feldspar-poor Potassium Feldspar-

Aplites Average rich Aplites Average

74 75 76 77 78 79 80

Si02 77.6 78.6 79.0 78.4 77.5 77.2 77.4

Ti02 0.16 0.08 0.08 0.11 0,08 0.06 0.07

A1203 12.8 12.4 12.6 12.6 12.6 13.0 12.8

Fe03 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.6 0.6 0.6

MgO 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.4 0.3

CaO 2.3 1.0 2.2 1.8 0.7 0.5 0.6

Na20 4.5 6.0 5.4 5.3 3.3 4.2 3.8

K20 0.33 0.24 0.13 0.23 4.6 4.4 4.5

Cu 15 40 30 28 15 30 23

Mo -1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1

Pb -10 -10 -10 -10 -10 -10 -10

Zn 5 -5 5 -5 5 5

Ag -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1

Total 98.0 98.6 100.0 98.8 99.5 100.4 100.1

LDI 23.6 25.1 23.7 24.2 29.0 28.6 28.8

Density 2.64 2.62 2.63 2.63 2.61 2.61 2.61

1Minor element chemical analyses (in ppm) by: Rocky Mountain
Cechemical Corp., Salt Lake City, Utah, 1975; minus (-) Lrtdicates
amount less than shown

2 0.004; see Appendix II for explanation.

3Total iron reported as FeO.
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latite (F, Figure 92, Appendix IV). Most rocks are fine to medium

crystalline and possess textures that typically vary from

allo tr iomorphic granular (api itic) to al lo tr iomorphic p0 rphyr it ic and

senate. Average crystal size is about 1 mm in diameter. Graphic

intergrowths of quartz and potassium feldspar are common. Spherulitic

phases (latite) are present locally and are described later in this

section. Most of the granite contains roughly equal proportions of

quartz (35-37 percent); potassium feldspar (27-36 percent); and

plagioclase (26-35 percent); with small amounts of platty to shreddy

biotite (0.2-2.4 percent); and accessory muscovite, magnetite,

apatite, sphene, zircon, rutile, epidote, and cassiterite(?).

Plagioclase occurs as phenocrysts in some areas. According to

Northcote (1969),. this unit in part resembles rocks of his Witches

Brook Phase.

Subequant, anhedral to rarely euhedral quartz crystals up to 3 mm

in diameter occur individually and in aggregates as much as 5 mm

across. Quartz forms micrographic intergrowths with plagioclase as

well as potassium feldspar. Shadowy and undulatory extinction are

common. Two separate periods of quartz crystallization are

probable. Apparently early formed, subhedral to euhedral, quartz

crystals are enclosed and partially replaced by interstitial potassium

feldspar, which, along with small amounts of plagioclase, are variably

replaced by evidently later anhedral quartz.
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Potassium feldspar, present as anhedral crystals and interstitial

patches up to 5 mm long, is pronouncedly microperthitic, containing 20

to 30 percent exsolved sodic plagloclase occurring in habits similar

to those described for granodiorite, but with the lensoldal stringers

greatly predominating. Reaction relations with quartz are described

above. Most potassium feldspar is weakly altered to submicroscopic

dusty brown kaolinite('Z) and, less commonly, to microcrystalline

vermiform kaolinite.

Anhedral to rarely subhedral plagioclase is up to 4 mm long and

displays weakly to moderately developed progressive zoning that

produces cores as dade as An35 and rims as sodic as Anj5. Most

crystals are polysynthetically twinned. Margins are sporadically

replaced by quartz and, rarely, potassium feldspar. Plagioclase is

weakly altered to clay, white mica, wormy kaolinite, and colorless to

pale yellowish-green epidote.

Biotite is the only ferromagnesian phase in the granite. It

occurs as ragged to subhedral plates less than 2 mm in diameter. Most

are pleochroic from pale yellowish to greenish tan (o) to yellowish to

orangish brown and dark olive green (=y). Poikilitic inclusions of

quartz, plagioclase, magnetite, and apatite are locally abundant.

Biotite is variably altered to chlorite, sphene, magnetite, white

mica, and epidote.

Very ragged plates of muscovite up to 1 mm in diameter appear to

be primary constituents of the granite.
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Magnetite, partially altered to hematite, forms primary anhedral

crystals and crystal aggregates up to 7 mm long.. It has also been

created by the chioritization of biotite, where it is recognizable as

smaller, subequant, anhedral crystals aligned along the basal

cleavage.

Accessory minerals are apatite, sphene, zircon, rutile, epidote,

and cassiterite(?). Apatite occurs as anhedral crystals up to 0.5 mm

long. Sphene is present as primary, anhedra]. to wedge-shaped crystals

less than 1 mm long. It rarely contains brown to reddish-brown

inclusions of rutile less than 0.1 mm long. Sphene is very

sporadically altered to a yellowish- to orangish-brown

cryptocrystalline material (anatase?), and is locally semiopaque and

possibly partially metamict. Anhedral to euhedral zircon crystals up

to 0.2 mm long are widespread. Rare, acicular crystals up to 0.5 mm

long, and having optical properties approximating those of needle-tin

cassiterite (colorless rutile?), were found in one sample of

granite. Several anhedral to subhedral crystals of yellowish-green

epidote appear to have crystallized as a late-stage, primary

constituent of sample 46. Such an occurrence in granitic rocks would

be consistent with recent experimental work by Naney (1977).

Small amounts of deep brownish-red hematite are locally present

in the granite and typically occur as: (1) alterations of magnetite;

(2) discrete, subequant, anhedral crystals up to 0.05 mm in diameter;

and (3) vermicular masses as much as 0.5 mm long.
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Granite locally contains small, irregular, northerly elongate to

linear masses of spherulitic albite-microperthite latite (sample no.

48 in Tables 13 and 14; see also Figure 32). These bodies are

predominantly composed of 4 nun and smaller spherulites of

microcrystalline to cryptocrystalline intergrowths of sodic

plagioclase and potassium feldspar. The spherulites are embedded in

an aphanitic, allotriomorphic granular groundmass of smaller

spherulites and largely microcrystalline sodic plagioclase, potassium

feldspar, and less commonly, quartz. Quartz also occurs as relatively

coarse anhedra within many spherulites, and in places has developed as

arcuate bands that for a time apparently grew coincidently with the

spherule and were later covered by reprecipitation of feldspars.

Although a few phenocrysts (up to 2 mm long) of apparently more calcic

plagioclase are present, all of the more finely crystalline, visible

plagioclase has low relief and is untwinned. These optical properties

suggest a highly albitic composition that was later confirmed by X-ray

diffraction analysis (see Table 13 and appendix I). The spherulites

and their groundmass have commonly crystallized around thin (less than

0.01. mm) plates of strongly to moderately chioritized, green to

brownish-green biotite that are as much as 1.5 mnz in diameter. Other

minerals include: anhedral, subequant to vermiform masses of red

hematite less than 0.05 mm long; clots of anhedral, colorless to

semiopaque sphene crystals up to 0.5 mm in diameter that are partially

altered to leucoxene, and which contain poikilitic, subhedral

inclusions of rutile less than 0.03 mm long; anhedral, subequant
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magnetite crystals up to 0.2 nun in diameter; aggregates of anhedral to

subhedral prismatic crystals of pale greenish epidote(?) less than

0.04 nun long; apatite anhedra and subhedra up to 0.3 mm long; brownish

to reddish-brown rutile occurring as inclusions in sphene (above) and

as separate individual anhedra up to 1 mm long, and locally enclosing

poikilitic, anhedral quartz crystals; and small, anhedral crystals

less than 0.3 mm long that may be axinite(?).

Spherulites such as those described above are apparently rare in

plutonic rocks. Smith's (1974) recent treatise on the feldspar

minerals, which incorporates an extensive review of available

literature, contains no mention of similar spherulitic textures in

granitic rocks. However, spherulites composed of intergrown

potassium-rich feldspar and quartz are common in devitrified glassy

volcanic rocks, and Lofgren (1971) has produced an association of

alkali-feldspar spherulites and quartz, resembling that in the

granite, by experimentally induced, alkali-rich (0.01-24 molal),

hydrothermal (240°-700°C, 9-20 weight percent H20, and 0.5-4 kb)

devitrification of a natural rhyolitic glass having a chemical

composition almost identical to the granite . Spherulitic masses

composed of microcrystalline sodium-rich (Or2 to
2o

and potassium-

rich (Or60 to Or85) feldspar were nearly always present in runs below

650°C. Ubiquitous microscopic quartz was found poikilitically

enclosing multiple or single spherules, as individual anhedral

crystals between sphertiles, or as crystals or crystal clusters either

lining or within mariolitic cavities. Lofgren suggested that trace
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amounts of cristobalite could be intergrown with the feldspar.

Locally, sheaves or fibrous crystals apparently recrystallized to form

a very finely crystalline, equigranular aplitic mixture of quartz and

feldspar.

It is suggested that for the locally spherulitic granite body,

the processes examined by Lofgren proceeded in reverse; alkali- and

volatile-rich hydrothermal fluids, derived from the differentiating

Guichon Creek Batholith, or from processes operating in or near its

lower crustal or upper mantle source area, locally intercepted, and

perhaps partially remelted, portions of the granite body. Spherulite

formation may have commenced at this time, or a later rapid release of

confining pressure and volatiles, such as probably occurred during

metallization would have forced rapid crystallization of the remelted

and possibly partially recrystallized granite. Such processes could

have promoted the consequent or continued development of

microcrystalline and cryptocrystalline spherulitic textures.

Additional experimental observations by Lofgren (1971) suggest

further physio-chemica]. restraints on the proposed system. Muscovite,

not observed in spherulitic granite, began to form in runs at 4 kb.

Shapes of spherulites varied distinctly with the temperature at which

they formed; circular spherulites like those in the granite formed

only at temperatures below 400°C. Although the alkali content of the

solutions was relatively high, Lofgren believed that they might exist

locally in "an ash flow or some other form of cooling magma." In

practice these high concentrations are probably unnecessary, because
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in even the most dilute (0.01 molal Na2S1205) solutions the

spherulites, orb texture, and axiolites formed in runs of less than

20 days duration at 500°C and 1 kb pressure.

Aplites.--Both the potassium feldspar-rich (B, Figure 92,

Appendix IV) and -poor (C-D, Figure 92, Appendix IV) aplites have

finely to medium crystalline allotriomorphic granular to

inequigranular to rarely slightly porphyritic textures, with diffuse,

irregular patches and stringers of more coarsely crystalline material

scattered throughout. Plagioclase is the usual phenocryst. Some

rocks are markedly graphic and (or) micrographic, containing

intergrowths of quartz with potassium feldspar and (or) plagioclase.

Graphic intergrowths are most common along centers of small dikelets,

where anhedral crystals of plagioclase, quartz, and potassium feldspar

are typically as much as 5 mm long. Minor amounts of myrmekite have

developed locally along the contacts between plagioclase and potassium

feldspar crystals.

The aplites are mafic poor, composed almost exclusively of

plagioclase (17-56 percent), quartz (36-44 percent), and potassium

feldspar (0-47 percent), and contain only rare magnetite and

biotite. Accessory minerals include sphene (only In potassium

feldspar-deficient aplites), and rare apatite, zircon, schorlite, and

rutile.
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Plagioclase crystals are anhedral and, usually less than 2 mm

long. Weakly to moderately developed polysynthetic twinnitg typically

has narrow, closely spaced twin laminae. Progressive and minor

oscillatory zoning is weakly developed. Common alteration products

are clay, white mica, carbonate, and epidote (usually associated with

stringers), with minor quartz, and rare chlorite.

Quartz forms anhedral, subequant crystals and patches generally

less than 2 mm long, which become highly angular and optically

continuous in strongly micrographic rocks. Shadowy to pronounced

patchy extinction is common. Quartz sporadically embays the margins

of plagioclase and potassium feldspar crystals.

Potassium feldspar, like plagioclase, occurs as anhedral crystals

mostly less than 2 mm long. Nicroperthitic intergrowths are

prominent, and irregular patchy to lensoidal stringerlike shapes, and

laminae with feathery and anastomosing modifications, are most

abundant. Many appear to be composite versions of Ailing's (1938)

string, band, and plume perthites. Potassium feldspar is weakly to

moderately altered to brownish, microcrystalline to cryptocrystalline

kaolinite(?).

Biotite is present in significant amounts only In those aplites

containing potassium feldspar. It occurs as pale-yellowish-brown (ci)

to medium-reddish-brown (=y) ragged, subhedral "books" up to 0.6 mm

long, and a few samples contain plates up to 1 mm long and as little

as 0.007 mm thick. Biotite is variably altered to chlorite, sphene,

magnetite, and minor epidote.
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Anhedral, irregular to patchy occurrences of magnetite are as

much as 0.5 miii in diameter. However, some rocks have thin plates up

to 1.2 mm long and less than 0.5 mm thick, which appear to occupy

short segmented fractures. There is minor alteration to limonitic

minerals.

Accessory minerals are rare in aplites. Sphene is present only

in potassium feldspar-deficient rocks where It forms angular to

irregularly shaped anhedra up to 0.8 mm long, and commonly encloses

abundant inclusions of anhedral magnetite. Apatite occurs as

subequant anhedra and subhedra, and as slender prismatic euhedra up to

0.05 mm long. Zircon forms subequant anhedra up to 0.1 mm in diameter

and, less commonly, slender prisms up to 0.2 miii long and 0.03 mm in

cross section. Some crystals are surrounded by brownish halos, even

where included in feldspar, and are probably greatly radioactive.

Schorlite exists as anhedral, highly irregular patches that appear to

be secondary, and as small acicular clusters of uncertain origin.

Yellowish-brown to brownish-yellow rutile forms subhedral prismatic

crystals up to 0.3 miii long. It was found only In potassium feldspar-

bearing aplites.

Aplite generally contains scattered stringers of epldote,

chlorite, and carbonate, which are rarely cut by stringers of quartz.
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Dacite Porphyry

Dikes of dacite porphyry exposed on the Bethlehem property

(Figure 28) are part of the north-trending intrabatholith swarm

described previously. At Bethlehem, the dikes are clearly of several

ages. They predate and are probably coeval with ore deposition. They

also predate and postdate brecciation, and although the individual

relationships have not been satisfactorily distinguished, more than

one age of postbrecciation dike emplacement was recognized locally.

Most dikes are less than 15 m wide, but some are as much as 60 m. The

prevailing trend is northerly, but a significant number strike

northeasterly. Dips are normally within 20 degrees of vertical. The

large dike at the east margin of the area (Figure 28) is texturally

distinct, closely resembling the Bethsaida Phase of the batholith, and

is probably not intimately related to the others on the property.

Dikes of dacite porphyry intrude older lithiogles, including

breccias and other dacite porphyries. Contacts are sharp and locally

highly irregular. They are steeply dipping and have finely

crystalline margins that range from several to more than 100 cm in

thickness. The margins of some dikes contain inclusions of breccia

along their mutual contact, demonstrating that the breccias were

lithif led prior to emplacement of at least some of the dacite

porphyries. However, the profusion of clasts of dacite porphyry in

the breccias, and a gradational contact between breccia and the mass

of leucocratic dacite porphyry immediately south of the East Jersey
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pit (see Figure 28 and Wood, 1968), documents the earlier age of some

dacite porphyry intrusions. The ].eucocratic dacite porphyry is the

only exposed mass with a demonstrable prebreccia age of formation.

Potassium-argon age determinations on amphibole and biotite

concentrates from these rocks and reported by Dirom (1965), White and

others (1967), and Northcote (1969) are generally indistinguishable

from ages obtained by the same authors for major phases and varieties

of the batholith.

The dacite porphyry unit contains a texturally and

compositionally variable group of finely to medium crystalline,

allotriomorphic to hypidiomorphic porphyritic biatal dacitas and minor

andesites like those shown in Figure 32, Tables 17-20, and A-D and

F-I, Figure 93, Appendix IV. The second average symbol in Figure 32

is from 3 samples of pink-stained dacite porphyry (described below)

that are also plotted with solid triangles. Dacite porphyry is mainly

composed of plagioclase (54-81 percent), quartz (7-35 percent), and

hornblende (0.6-18 percent). Typically, 35 to 61 percent pheiaocrysts

of altered plagioclase (29-52 percent), altered hornblende (1-12

percent), quartz (up to 5 percent), and minor magnetite occur in pale'

to medium-gray, greenish-gray, and brownish-gray groundmasses composed

predominantly of a mosaic of aphanitic to phaneritic (less than 1 mm

long), allotriomorphic granular plagioclase, quartz, altered

hornblende, and rarely potassium feldspar. Much of the groundmass in

some samples is microcrystalline to cryptocrystalline and commonly has

microphenocrysts of sphene, apatite, and zircon, and rarely biotite.



Table 17. Modal Analyses of Potassium Feldspar-stained Rock S1ab of Dacite Porphyry.
49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60

Quartz P 4.6 11.2/0.4 4.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 2.4 0.4 0.4 2.6 27.4/1.0
Potassium feldspar 20.4/
Plagioclase 42.2 40.8 9.2/44.2 48.6 47.2 34.6 35.8 39.4 31.8 41.8 40.6 28.8/34.2
Plafics 7.0 5.8 2.6/4.2 5.8 10.6 5.4 5.8 4.8 2.8 1.6 5.2/1.4

(Epidote) (0.6) (1.4) (0.6) (1.0) (0.2) (2.2) (3.6) 1(1.4)
(Chelcopyrite) (0.2) (0.6) P (0.2) (0.2)

Magnetite 1.4 0.2 1.8/ 1.0 0.6 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.4 /0.4
Chalcopyrita 0.2 0.6 0.2 0.2 P
Epidote1 0.6 0.4 4.2 0.2 1.6 2.0 1.0 0.2 2.6 3.6 /1.6

Groundmasa/pheflocrysts 48.6/51.4 47.0/53.0 51.2/48.8 39.2/60.8 52.4/47.6 52.2/47.8 56.6/43.4 51.0/49.0 62.2/37.8 52.0/48.0 51.4/48.6 61.4/38.6

Elevation (a) 1463 1504 1484 1523 1504 1351 1504 1548 1463 1565 1565 1544

Phenocrysts

Range Average a

61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69
Quartz 23.8/0.2 13.0/0.6 11.4/0.4 0.8 15.6/0.6 2.2 0.4 <4.6 1.1 1.4
Potassium feldspar
Plagioclaee 21.2/45.2 29.6/41.4 31.6/38.6 46.8 35.6 32.2/36.4 44.2 28.8 28.8-48.6 39.9 5.4
hafics 7.4/0.4 8.0/1.4 8.8/0.6 1.2 3.0 5.6/1.2 2.6 5.8 <10.6 3.6 2.8

(Epidote) 1(1.2) /(1.0) (6.4) (0.6) (2.0)/(5.4) (5.6) (0.2) (6.4) (1.6) (2.0)
(Chalcopyrita)

(0.1) (0.1)
MaRnetite 0.2/ 0.2/ 1.0 0.2/ 0.8 0.2 <1.4 0.4 0.4
Chalcopyrtte P P P P 0.6 0.1 0.1
Epidotet 0.4/1.2 4.8/1.0 4.2/4.4 1.0 1.8 2.8/5.4 6.2 0.2 (..2 2.3 2.1

Groundaass/phenocrysts S.0/47.0 55.6/44.4 56.0/64.0 45.0/55.0 57.8/42.2 56.4/43.6 64.0/56.0 64.6/35.4 35.4-60.8 47.1 6.3

ilevattun (a) 1544. 1544. 1524. 1524. 1483. 1483. 1465. 1552.

'Replacing mattes, plagiociase, and ground mass.

0'
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table 18. (odsi Analyses of Thin Sections of Dacit. Porphyry (coatd neat page>.
49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 51 58 59 60

Quartz 0.2 24.0 21.2 11.4 19.8 0.4 0.2 18.4 5.8 0.8 21.0 29.4Potassius feldspar 1.4 13.8
Plagioclssa 33.8 49.2 46.0 63.6 65.4 37.8 26.6 69.4 25.6 31.4 38.6 49.0

liorablend. 9.2 0.8 3.8 0.4 8.8
(Epidote) (0.2) (0.4) (1.8) (0.2) (0.8) (0.6> (3.2> (1.0) (0.4>(Colorite) (1.2) (1.4) (0.6) (0.4) (0.2) (1.8) (7.0) (9.2) (2.0)(Actinolit) (1.6) (7.0) (5.2) (5.2) (3.4) (1.0)
(Carbonate) (0.2) (0.4)
(Sphene) (0.4)

Biocite 0.2 0.2
(Epidote) (0.4) (0.4)
(ChLorite) (0.2) (1.0) (1.0)(Aettholite) (0.4)
(Spflene) (0.2) (0.4)

Magnetit. 2.8 1.0 1.4 1.4 0.2 1.4 0.4 0.8 1.4 0.2 0.6Apatite 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.6 0.2 0.4Spheoe 0.2 0.8 0.4 1.2 0.6 1.0 1.0 0.4 0.2 0.4 0.8Zircon
0.2

Plagloclaae spheruliiee

Pyrice
Chalcopyrite P

Epidote 1.2 1.4 0.8 6.2 0.4 2.8 2.0 2.2 0.8 6.0 3.6 3.0Chlorite 2.6 2.4 0.8 0.4 1.4 1.8 0.6 7.0 9.2 3.0Montrtllonjte 0.4
Actinoitte 2.0 7.0 5.2 5.2 5.4 1.0
Carbonate 0.2 0.6 1.6 0.6 0.2
Secondary plagioclase 0.2
?rehnjte

0.2 0.2hauiaudite
0.2

ICAP 15.8 11.2 7.8 1.4 9.4 1.2 4.0 2.8 7.2 2.8 6.4 13.6White mica 0.8 3.4 0.2 0.2KaoL jolt.

An content of plagioclaee3 * * * a * * *
Core 41. 42. 39. 43. 36. 47. 43. 39. 42. 37. 43. 38.Onc 49. 52. 51. 54. 54. 46. 37. 40. 36. 0.Rj 35. 17. 20. 23. 24. 41. 49. 23. 22. 30. 35. 18.

Groundma,a5 34.8 49.0 51.6 48.8 42.8
(Quarcz;Piagiocia.a)2 (20:80) (32:68)t(47:33)t (60:40) (24:76)

tQuertz:pl.agioctaae ratios in the groundsasa have been includad in the calculations of the range, average, and standard
deviation for these ainerala.

of quartz to plagioclasa were determined by visual e.tie&te using high sagnifications. or were obtained Iros a graphof dai quartz content versus 5102 (see text for explanation). Ratio, obtained graphically are indicated with a t.
content, of unroned plagioelaae are averaged together with the core, of zoned crystals.

4Short stringer, only slightly sore eodlc than its primary host.
5Groundrsass includas quartz and plagioclase only; all other ceonente were individually indentifiable.
6An contents I roe X-ray dill rection. See appendix I far explanation.
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2ab1 18. Nodal Anaiy..s of Thin SecUon. of Dacita Porphyry (continuatiOn)

Range varag. o

61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 169

Quartz 27.4 9.6 13.0 11.6 0.4 12.2 8.0 5.6 1.2-35.1 19.1 7.1Potaa.iu. feidapar
<13.8 1.1

Plagiociaa. 53.4 47.6 34.6 41.4 31.2 35.2 26.6 38.4 34.6-71.1 54.9 10.8

Ilorobjenda
1.8 <9.2 1.2 2.8

(Epidote) (1.0) (2.8) (7.6) (5.6) (1.0) (6.4) (4.0) (0.4) (<7.6) (1.9) (2.3)(Chlorite) (4.0) (7.2) (9.4) (5.6) (6.0) (4.8) (3.8) (<9.4) (3.2) (3.2)
(A<tinolite) (15.2) (<15.2) (2.0) (3.9)
(Carbonate) (0.2) (0.2) (0.4) (0.1)
(Sphen.) (0.4)

Biotit.
£0.2

(Epidot.) (0.4) (<0.4) (0.1)
(ChjotjCe) (1.8) (1.8) (0.2)
(Actinolite)

(cO.4)
(Sphen.) (0.4) (,.4) (0.1)

Magnetite 0.2 0.6 0.6 1.4 1.6 0.2 2.8 0.8 0.7
Ap$tite 0.4 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.2 <0.6 0.2 0.2
Spheae 1.4 1.4 1.0 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 1.2 l.4 0.7 0.4
Zircon

<0.2
PLagLocl.aaa spbtu1.tt.s 18.2 19.6 12.4 19.6 2.5

Pyrite 0.4 <0.4
Chalcopyrite P 0.2 0.4

Epidote 5.8 8.0 11.8 12.0 1.6 13.4 10.4 1.4 0.4-13.4 4.7 6.2
ChLorite 5.8 7.2 9.4 5.6 6.0 4.8 3.8 £94 3.6 3.1Rontrtklontt. 0.8 0.2 <0.8 0.1
Actinoiji.

15.2 <15.2 2.5 3.9
Carbonata 1.4 0.8 2.6 0.6 0.2 0.6 (2.6 0.5 0.7
Secondary piegiociasu

£0.2
Prehnite 0.4 1.0 0.8 £0.8 0.1
Heulandite

£0.2
FCAP 4.6 3.4 8.4 2.0 4.6 14.0 9.0 8.2 1.2-15.8 6.9 4.4htte &Ca 2.0 0.6 0.8 8.4 4.0 7.0 <8.4 1.4 2.3Kaolinjta 1.0 £1.0

M content of plagiocl.a.3 629..52 643.51 * a * C *
Core 46. 46.* 44* 33 34. 47. 41. 46. 33-47 41. 4.
Qac 48. 44. 52. 47. 58. 36-58 47. 7.

24. 23. 24. 35. 24. 17-49 27. 9.

Grouodn.na5 24.2 44.2 32.8 27.4 £57.6 18.1 21.7
(quarcz:Plagioclaae)2 (10:90) (40:60) (40:60) (SO:SO)t



Table 19. Average Modal Analysis of Dacite Porphyry

Recalculated1 to Eliminate Alteration Mineralogy.

Stained Slabs

Phenocrysts Thin Sections2

Range Average a Range Average a

Quartz <4.6 1.1 1.4 7.2-35.1 19.1. 7.1

Potassium feldspar £13.8 1.1

Plagioclase 28.8-52.2 40.6 5.7 53.8-80.6 69.4 7.1

Mafics <12.1 5.2 2.8

Hornblende 0.6-17.6 8.5 4.4

Biotite 2.6 0.4 0.8

Magnetite <1.4 0.4 0.4 <2.8 0.8 0.7

Apatite <0.6 0.2 0.2

Sphene <1.4 0.7 0.4

Zircon <0.2

An content of plagioclase

Core 41. 4.

Osc 47. 7.

Rim 27. 9.

'Recalculated from Tables 17 and 18.

2Quartz:plagioclase ratios in the groundwass included in these calculations.
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TabLe 20. MaJor Oxide and Minor Klemenc Chemical AnaLyea. and Densities2 o Dacita Porphyry.

49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 51 58 59 60

St02 63.4 66.6 66.4 64.5 68.2 67.0 69.0 67.4 69.2 64.4 61.1 68.9
hO2 0.38 0.32 0.30 0.41 0.23 0.34 0.33 0.33 0.27 0.32 0.30 0.28
*1203 17.6 17.0 16.9 17.5 [9.7 17.7 [7.8 17.3 16.9 17.9 11.1 16.1
eO3 3.4 2.8 2.8 3.1 0.5 2.5 1.4 1.6 1.9 3.2 2.5 2.8

MgO 1.2 1.1 1.0 0.2 0.2 0.8 1.2 1.2 0.7 1.4 1.1 0.8
CáO 5.0 3.4 3.7 6.6 4.1 5.6 5.6 4.9 3.9 5.2 4.9 4.29
Na20 5.9 5.2 4.9 4.8 6.5 5.4 5.2 5.9 6.0 4.4 4.6 4.9
1(20 0.33 1.15 1.98 0.14 0.38 0.05 0.05 0.13 0.19 0.17 0.18 0.16

Cu 125. 630. 210. 5. 85. 70. 335. 545. 10. 125. 135. 280.
Mo 2. 4. 1. 1. 4. -1. -2. -1. 2. 1. -1. 2.
Pb 10. -10. -10. -10. -10. -10. -10. -10. -10. -10. 10. 10.
Zn -5. 25. 5. -5. 5. 10. 35. -5. -5. 10. 15. 15.Ag-1. -1. -1. -1. -1. -1. -1. -1. -1. -1. -1. -1.

total 97.2 97.6 98.0 97.3 99.8 99.4 100.6 98.8 99.1 97.0 91.8 98.8

LOt 11.9 16.1 16.6 11.7 18.3 13.5 14.9 14.9 16.8 11.8 14.0 15.3
Density 2.72 2.67 2.68 2.12 2.64 2.71 2.69 2.66 2.65 2.67 2.69 2.68

Range Averags a

62 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69

Si02 66.4 65.3 64.3 64.0 66.1 64.6 65.9 66.0 63.4-69.2 66.2 1.7
ti02 0.28 0.31 0.36 0.33 0.33 0.35 0.32 0.40 0.23-0.41 0.33 0.04
*1203 16.9 18.4 18.2 11.9 17.5 18.2 18.2 17.1 16.7-19.7 17.6 0.7

2.5 2.7 3.5 3.0 3.7 4.0 3.0 [.4 0.5-4.0 2.6 0.9
HgO 1.0 1.6 1.2 1.4 1.1 1.2 1.1 1.8 0.2-1.8 1.1 0.4
CaO 4.1 5.8 6.1 5.9 3.8 5.8 4.4 5.3 3.4-6.6 4.9 0.9
Na20 5.1 3.8 39 4.2 5.5 4.0 5.5 5.1 3.8.6.5 5.1 0.1
XO 0.20 0.24 0.16 0.13 0.75 0.38 0.40 0.11 0.05-1.98 0.36 0.4

Cu 430. 235. 445. 5. 295. 584. 235. 20. (5)630 240. 195.
Mo -1. 2. -1. -1. -1. 1. -1. 2. (-1)-4 -2.
Pb -10. 10. -10. -10. -10. -10. -10. -10. (-10)-lU -20.
Zn 10. 20. 20. 15. 15. 20. 20. -5. (-5)-aS -13.
Ag -1. -1. -1. -1. -1. -1. -1. -1. -1. -1.

total 96.5 98.2 97.8 96.9 98.8 98.6 98.9 97.8 98.2

1.01 14.7 11.9 10.8 11.2 14.2 10.9 13.9 13.6 10.8-18.3 13.8 2.2
Density 2.66 2.67 2.70 2.11 2.70 2.72 2.69 2.68 2.64.4.72 2.69 0.02

1Minor element chemical analyses (in ppm) by: Rocky Mountain Geochemical Corporation. Salt Z.ake City. Utah. 1975;
minus (-) indicates aunt less than shown.

0.004; see appendix It.

3TotsJ. iron reported as FeO.
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The groundmass in some rocks comprises saccharoidai. quartz with partly

irtter8tltial plagioclase, whereas some others also contain

interstitial quartz. Mafic minerals In the groundmass are nearly

always identifiable under the petrographic microscope at ordinary

magnifications; however, plagioclase and quartz are not, and the total

modal quartz and plagioclase In some samples indicated in Table 18

Includes approximate estimates of grouudmass quartz:feldspar ratios

obtained by visual estimates under high magnification, and by rough

extrapolation using a graphical correlation between Si02 and quartz

obtained from rocks where all minerals were coarse enough to allow

complete point counts. The error envelopes of this graph suggest that

quartz may be estimated to within about ±6 percent for a given value

of Si02.

Plagioclase phenocrysts generally occur as subequant to stubby

and elongate, subhedral to euhedral and anhedral crystals less than

7 long. Groundmass plagioclase is almost always anhedral and

granular. In some rocks, especially those having relatively coarsely

crystalline groundmasses, phenocryst margins are scalloped and

intimately intergrown with the groundmass. This late reaction feature

sporadically results in significant corrosion of plagioclase

phenocrysts. Polysynthetic and Carlsbad twinning are prominent only

In phenocrysts or larger groundmass crystals, and some phenocrysts

also display synneusis twinning and (or) weak glomeroporphyritic

development. Patchy extinction is common. Compositional zoning is

well developed only in phenocrysts, most of which are progressively
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zoned. The bulk of most crystals, including the cores, range from

An33 to Afl47. Weakly to moderately developed partial oscillatory

zones as calcic as An36 to An58 are common, but quantitatively

minor. The outer 1 to 3 percent of most crystals is of somewhat more

sodic composition, ranging from An17 to An41, and rarely appears to

have formed discrete overgrowths. Flat-stage extinction angle

determinations on samples in Table 18 gave the following average

approximate compositions: cores An416 (c= hh144), partial

oscillatory zones typically as calcic as An472 (a An65), and

rims = An261 ( a=An70). Sample 55 displays weak reverse zoning.

Determination of the optic sign of some of the larger groundmass

crystals or smaller phenocrysts from each sample gave negative and a

few positive signs, suggesting that groundmass plagioclases have

compositions near An30 (Smith, 1958). A few rocks contain phenocrysts

with a second, subdued, stringerlike optical domain, which maximum

extinction angle determinations suggest is very slightly more sodic

than the host domain. This may represent very small scale, local,

hydrothermal (deuteric?) remobilization of primary plagioclase. Some

micrographic intergrowths of quartz and plagioclase are present near

their mutual contacts. Alteration minerals include: clay; epidote,

colorless to pale-green and yellowish-green to lime-green, and

partially psuedomorphic; carbonate; prehnite; fine-scale

silicification; potassium feldspar, rare patches and stringers in

rocks having potassium feldspar as a groundmass constItuent; and
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traces of sphene, actinolite, or heulandite replacing plagioclase

cores.

A few unresorbed and relict, partially resorbed quartz

phenocrysts indicate that probably nearly all initially crystallized

as isolated euhedral to subhedral, doubly terminated, subequant,

bipyramidal crystals, commonly with a squarish cross section, and less

than 3 mm in diameter. Nearly all have been variably corroded by

reaction with the plagioclase-rich groundmass, resulting in a

preponderance of rounded and amoeboid to highly irregular, strongly

resorbed shapes. Contacts with the groundmass range from sharp to

diffuse to highly diffuse and intimately intergrown. Many phenocrysts

are enclosed in, or partly to almost completely replaced by a corona

of randomly to radially intergrown quartz and generally lesser

plagioclase. A few euhedral, sharply bounded phenocrysts are also

surrounded by a similar corona, suggesting that the coronas have not

always developed entirely by direct reaction between the groundmass

and phenocrysts and may instead be a nucleation effect. Patchy,

cross-hatch extinction is common. Groundmass quartz typically has an

anhedral, angular to granular aplitic habit. Some rocks contain

saccharoidal groundmass quartz with partially interstitial

plagioclase, reflecting unusually late crystallization of plagioc].ase

relative to quartz.

Partial resorption of early formed quartz phenocrysts apparently

resulted during development of late-stage disequilibrium with the

dacite magma. Nearly all quartz phenocrysts are partially resorbed
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indicating that this back reaction was widespread and underway at the

time of final crystallization. Any mechanism that results in

disequilibrimn between solid and liquid phases, including volatile

loss, change in bulk chemical composition, recovery from undercooling,

or a change in depth within the crust, could cause resorption. Jones

(1975) addressed the problem of partly resorbed quartz phenocrysts in

Guichon Creek Batholith dikes. Drawing on experimental work of Tuttle

and Bowen (1958), Luth and others (1964), and Luth and Tuttle (1969),

he suggested that changes of water pressure from 5 to 0.5 kb may have

occurred during upward intrusion of dike magmas from areas of high to

low water pressure, or may have resulted from surface venting or

dilatant fracturing of host rock. He concluded that such a change in

water pressure would shift the quartz-feldspar boundary of the

quaternary quartz-albite-orthoclase-water system relative to the dike

compositions, so that feldspar rather than quartz became stable, and

resorption of previously formed quartz phenocrysts would then occur.

Noreover, a drop in water pressure would quench the dike magmas,

produce their finely crystalline groundmasses, and preserve partially

resorbed quartz phenocrysts.

Euhedral to anhedral, but mostly subhedral, stubby crystals of

hornblende are less than 1.1 cm long. Phenocrysts are prominent In

most rocks and characteristically contain poikilitic inclusions of

plagioclase, magnetite, quartz, apatite, and sphene. Light- to

medium-greenish-brown to brownish-green pleochroism is typical, and

simple laminar twins are common. Alteration to greenish actinolitic
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amphibole is common. Most of this secondary amphibole is pale green

to bluish green to colorless in thin section, and pseudoinorphically

replaces hornblende. Ragged, unreplaced patches of hornblende in an

actinolitic host are recognizable by their slightly brownish

pleochroism and shadowy extinction. Other alteration mInerals

Include: colorless to pale-green to yellowish-green to dark lime-

green epidote; medium- to light-green chlorite; chalcopyrite; calcite;

sphene, commonly associated with actinolitic amphibole and

interlayered with chlorite; prehnite, usually intimately intergrown

with chlorite and (or) chalcopyrite; magnetite; and rare heulandite,

occurring with epidote and actinolite in cores of hornblende crystals.

Small amounts of potassium feldspar are present as untwinned,

anhedral crystals (0.1-0.3 mm in diameter) and crystal aggregates (up

to l mm long) in the groundmass of a few dikes. It also occurs as

irregular patches up to 0.5 mm long, which are Interstitial to

groundmass plagioclase and quartz. Rocks containing groundmass

potassium feldspar always have a few biotite microphenocryats. Weak

kaolinitic alteration is ubiquitous.

Biotite occurs as rare, pale-yellowish-brown to tan (ci) to

medium- and dark-reddish brown (=y) microphenocrysts, which are

subhedral to anhedral, up to 1 mm long, and slightly deformed.

Biotite is partly to completely altered to chlorite and associated

lensoidal stringers of aphene and magnetite alined parallel to basal

cleavage. Fibrous to prismatic crystals of epidote, displaying
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anomalous interference colors, sporadically replace biotite. Rocks

containing biotite usually have potassium feldspar in the groundmasse

Magnetite occurs as anhedral, roughly equidlmensional to squarish

crystals less than 1 mm in diameter. Clots of these crystals may be

as much as 3 mm in diameter. Apatite inc1usons are common in some of

the larger crystals and clots.

Accessory minerals, which occur both in the groundmass and as

sporadic microphenocrysts, comprise apatite, sphene, and zircon.

Anhedral to euhedral apatite crystals less than 1.0 mm long are

commonly included in plagioclase and in, or marginal to, magnetite.

Primary sphene forms anhedral to subhedral crystals and patchy to

elongate crystal aggregates up to 2.2 mm long. It is rarely altered

to leucoxene or anatase(?). Some secondary(?) sphene is closely

associated with the growth of very finely crystalline anhedral opaque

minerals, probably including magnetite and chalcopyrite. Zircon

occurs as subhedral to euhedra]. and anhedral crystals up to 0.7 mm in

diameter, and is commonly surrounded by pleochroic halos where

included in chlorite. Axthedral, bloodred specks of hematite are

disseminated in the groundmass of a few rocks.

The groundmass of some samples (e.g., nos. 62, 63, and 66)

contain spherulitic to myrmekitic, microcrystalline and

cryptocrystalline intergrowths of plagioclase and quartz, which form

coronas, commonly in radial arrangement about phenocrysts of quartz

and some plagioclase. Such phenocrysts are typically, but not always,

highly corroded. Some of the coarser, groundmass quartz in some
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samples of dacite porphyry was free of inclusions, had slightly higher

birefringence, and was therefore distinguishable from the larger mass

of undefined inclusion-rich quartz and untwinned and unzoned

plagioclase. Consequently, the groundmass modes obtained from thin

sections are somewhat depleted in quartz relative to plagioclase. Two

slightly different generations of quartz are implied.

The groundmass of dacite porphyry also contains tiny clusters of

chlorite flakes and sporadic epidote anhedra that have apparently

replaced hornblende and rarely biotite, plagloclase, and quartz.

Incipient, microcrystalline to cryptocrystalline prehnite and

chalcopyrite are also present.

Marty of these rocks are traversed by tiny, widely spaced

stringers containing variable proportions of chlorite, epidote,

actinolite, quartz, calcite, chalcopyrite, prehnite, and white mica.

Dacite porphyry appears to closely resemble plagioclase-quartz-

hornblende porphyries associated with island-arc deposits in such

regions as Panama (Kesler and others, 1977), Puerto Rico (Cox and

others, 1973), and Papua New Guinea (Hine and Mason, 1978).

Pink-stained Dacite Porphyry

The youngest intrusive rock at the Bethlehem mine is a relatively

coarsely crystalline variety of dacite porphyry containing pink

plagioclase (Figure 36) in the vicinity of the Jersey and East Jersey

orebodies. The unit forms a major north-striking dike that extends
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Figure 36. Outcrop of pink-stained dacite porphyry on upper
benches of east wall of Jersey open pit.
Approximate scale: 1 cm = 10 cm.
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from the west side of the lona open pit, north to the intervening area

between the Jersey and East Jersey orebodies (see Figure 28 and 29).

A mass of unknown shape and dimensions was also encountered in one

drill hole below the central bottom of the Jersey pit. Contact

features of pink-stained dacite porphyry are comparable to those of

unstained dacite porphyry which it intrudes.

Although pink-stained dacite porphyry (J, Figure 93, Appendix IV)

is similar in texture and mineralogy (see Table 21) to the older,

unstained dacite porphyries described above, it can usually be

recognized, even where it is not stained (E, Figure 93, Appendix IV),

by the larger size and greater abundance of its plagioclase and quartz

phenocrysts. Both units are shown as solid triangles in Figure 32,

and the more quartz-rich average is for pink-stained porphyry.

Most of the unit is moderately altered, medium to finely

crystalline, hypidiomorphic porphyritic dacite containing 59 to

67 percent phenocrysts of altered plagioclase (48-51 percent), altered

hornblende (3-10 percent), quartz (6 percent), and minor magnetize and

altered biotite in an aphanitic, allotriomorphic granular mosaic of

plagioclase, quartz, chlorite (mostly altered hornblende), and

sporadically preserved(?) potassium feldspar. Rare Inclusions of

potassium feldspar in quartz phenocrysts, and the presence of altered

biotite, suggest potassium feldspar was more abundant prior to

alteration. Micrographic intergrowths of plagioclase in quartz are

ubiquitous, and especially well developed along the quartz-rich

margins of partially resorbed quartz phenocrysts. Most of the



Table 21. Modal Analyaea of Pink-itained Dacite Porphyry.

Average

70 71 72 73
Slab T.S. Slab T.S. Slab T.S. Slab5 T.S.

Quartz 5.6 23.4 5.6 18.8 6.4 18.0 5.9 20.1
Pataasium feldapar 8.6 ** ** 2.7
Plagioctaae 46.8 33.4 48.4 33.0 48.2 32.8 50.0 33.7

(pidote) (1.8) (2.2) (2.6)
Nafica 2.6 4.8 1.0 6.0
Hornblende

(Epidote) (1.6) (2.2) (5.6) (5.2) (2.4) (3.2) (3.2) (3.5)
(Chlorite) (2.4) (7.4) (5.2) (5.0)
(Carbonate) (0.2) (0.4) (0.2)

biotite
(Eptdot*) (0.2) (0.2) (0.1)
(Chlorite) (0.2) (0.4) (0.2)

Magnettte 0.8 0.6 (1.6 5.0 0.2 0.6 0.5 0.7
Apatite 0.2 0.6 0.6 0.5
Sphene 0.8 0.6 1.6 0.5

Chalcopyrtte P

Epidote 4.4 5.2 8.2 10.2 5.8 4.8 6.7
Chlorite 4.4 9.4 7.6 7.1
Carbonate 4.2 5.0 3.0 4.1
FCAP 5.0 0.2 9.2 4.8
White mica 12.2 21.2 21.8 18.4

Groundmaaa/pheflocr.,et, 39.8/59.2 32.4/67.2 38.4/60.8 37.6/62.4

An content of piagioclale 213.24 37* 30*

E1evatto (a) 1494. 1483. 1531.

**Rare inclusions of potassium fPldspat in quartz phenoctyets. and preaence of altered btottte. suggest potassium feldspar
was more abundant prior to alteration.
tMode recalculated to eliminate elteratton mineralogy.
2An content from X-ray diffraction. See appendta I (or emplanatton.



groundmass minerals are between 0.01 and 0.1 mm in diameter, but

individual patches of optically continuous quartz are as much as

0.5 mm long. Sphene, apatite, and zircon are typically present as

microphenocrysts less than 0.6 long. Rare schorlite was also

found. Because samples collected from this unit are moderately

altered, containing 31 to 46 percent alteration minerals, chemical

analyses were not attempted.

Subequant to somewhat elongate subhedral phenocrysts of

plagioclase up to 8 mm long are moderately altered to white mica,

clay, carbonate, epidote, and rarely chlorite. Most display remnant

polysynthetic twinning, but not zoning. Flat-stage maximum extinction

angle determinations gave An37 and An30 for samples 71 and 72,

respectively. Contacts with the groundmass are sharp. Groundmass

plagioclase occurs largely as granular to angular anhedra, which are

commonly intergrown with larger masses of optically continuous

quartz. An X-ray diffraction pattern run on a plagioclase separate

included a few small peaks attributed to hematite, pointing to it as

the pink coloring agent. However, pink hydrothermal laumontite may be

important locally.

Equidimensional phenocrysts of quartz up to 4 mm in diameter are

euhedral to squarish, changing to rounded and amoeboid with increasing

resorption. Glomerocrysts are common and usually less than 5 nun in

diameter. Resorption is relatively weak, forming reaction rims of

quartz-rich mic rog raphic interg rowths with plagioclase, typically less

than 0.2 mm wide. Patchy, cross-hatch extinction is common.
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Groundinass quartz occurs as anhedral, angular to granular forms that

grade into larger, optically continuous, highly irregular patches up

to 0.5 mm long, which enclose plagioclase to form a micrographiclike

texture.

Anhedral potassium feldspar, aplitically intergrown with

plagioclase and quartz, occurs locally in the groundmass of pink-

stained dacite porphyry. It is relatively unaltered.

Hornblende and blotite occurred largely as phenocrysts and

microphenocrysts that are now completely replaced by chlorite,

epidote, carbonate, sphene, magnetite, and white mica. Only

hornblende appears to have been present in the groundmass. Biotite

can usually be distinguished by the strong preferred orientation of

alteration minerals parallel to basal cleavage. Both hornblende and

biotite contain poikilitic inclusions, largely of plagioclase and

quartz, and perhaps magnetite and sphene. Pseudomorphic shapes

indicate that hornblende was present as subhedral to euhedral

prismatic crystals up to 5 mm long, and biotite as subequant,

subhedral plates less than 4 mm in diameter. Hornblende may have been

weakly glomerocrystic. Distinctive clots composed largely of epldote

and chlorite, and as much as 11 mm in diameter, apparently began as a

replacement of hornblende, but overgrew the margins of the original

host crystal(s) and replaced surrounding groundmass and phenocrysts.

Crystals of anhedral, subequant, ragged magnetite occur in the

groundmass and as small phenocrysts less than 2 mm in diameter. It

generally contains abundant inclusions of, or is iatergrown with,
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apatite and sphene. Rarely, white mica has crystallized along

octahedral cleavages.

Accessory minerals are sphene, apatite, zircon, and schorlite.

Sphene is present as yellowish- to greenish-brown, angular to

wedge-shaped, anhedra and subhedra less than 0.6 mm long, and is

variably altered to leucoxene. Stubby, anhedral to euhedral, prisms

of apatite are up to 0.3 mm long. Zircon forms nearly equidlinensional

to slightly elongate subhedral crystals up to 0.3 mm long. Thaces of

highly irregular patches of anhedral schorlite up to 0.8 mm across

occur sporadically in the groundmass, and may be secondary.

Petrochemistry

The order of intrusion derived from discussions in the preceeding

sections for plutonic rocks exposed at the Bethlehem mine began with

emplacement of the Guichon granodiorite and was probably followed in

the order: (1) Bethlehem granodiorite and leucophase, and possibly

Bethlehem porphyry; (2) porphyrltic quartz latlte; (3) prebreccia

dacite porphyry, occurring as breccia clasts and as a pluton south of

the East Jersey zone; (4) breccia; (5) granodiorite; (6) granite; (7)

postbreccia dacite porphyry; and (8) pink-stained dacite porphyry.

The Bethlehem porphyry may be younger, but has been incorporated with

Bethlehem granodiorite and related rocks because of similarities in

texture, mineralogy, and chemistry. The granodiorite unit has

compositional affinities to both porphyritic quartz latite and
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granite. However, it is not recognized among clasts in the breccias

and is therefore assigned a postbreccia age. Nearly all of the

exposed dacite porphyry Intrusions appear to be members of the

postbreccia suite. Prebreccia dacite porphyries have almost identical

equivalents among this later suite, and consequently their

mineralogical and chemical variations are discussed as part of the

postbreccia group. As described earlier, the quantitatively miniscule

aplites have multiple, in part uncertain, ages. The potassium

feldspar-rich aplites have chemical and mineralogical trends much like

the granite, whereas the potassium feldspar-poor, plagioclase-quartz

aplites have components of the trends of both the granite and the more

leucocratic dacite porphyries. As a result, the aplites are not

charac terized separately.

Nineralogical Variations. Temporal variations in the amounts and

proportions of igneous minerals are portrayed in Figures 32, 37, and

38. The QAP diagram of Figure 32 shows two, largely separate clusters

of rocks. The first group is comprised of potassium feldspar-bearing

units that show a marked increase of quartz and potassium feldspar

relative to plagioclase, following the sequence of intrusion. The

second is a potassium feldspar-deficient group dominated by the dacite

porphyries, and represents a major hiatus in this trend. The

resultant bimodal distribution closely resembles that of plutonic

suites associated with volcanic arc porphyry copper mineralization in
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the northern Caribbean (Kesler and others, 1975) and Panama (Kesler

and others, 1977).

Late-stage emplacement of potassium feldspar-poor porphyries is

complicated by the early hydrothermal alteration of this mineral to

secondary plagloclase and clay minerals, near the copper orebodies.

In an attempt to avoid this problem, most of the analyzed samples are

from relatively weakly altered dacite porphyry dikes that intrude

rocks displaying stable primary potassium feldspar. Moreover, the

contacts between these dikes and their walirocks were closely

scrutinized for similar alteration effects to determine if fluids

indigeneous to the dacites might have destroyed preexisting potassium

feldspar in the dikes. Walirock at the contacts does not appear to

have undergone this kind of alteration. Consequently, except for the

pink-stained dacite porphyry whIch is substantially altered

throughout, the potassium feldspar contents of the dacite porphyries

are believed to largely reflect the content In the magma.

The dual populations of the QAP diagram are generally maintained

on the QAP-B-H illustration in Figure 37. The potassium feldspar-rich

group evolves from rocks having nearly equal proporations of biotite

and hornblende, through biotite-dominant units, to the granodiorite

and granite, In which biotite is the sole ferromagnesian silicate.

This progression is reversed with emplacement of the hornblende-rich

dacite porphyrles.
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Changes in the absolute abundances of primary igneous minerals

with the approximate temporal order of intrusion of the plutonic rocks

at Bethlehem are displayed graphically in Figure 38. In general, with

decreasing age and increasing differentiation (1) plagioclase and the

anorthite content of its cores, total mafic minerals (including

magnetite), and hornblende all decrease; (2) quartz and potassium

feldspar increase; and (3) biotite and the anorthite content of

plagioclase rims and oscillatory zones remain roughly constant.

Intrusion of the late-stage dacite porphyries has caused major

reversals of trends for groups (1) and (2). Additionally, biotite

almost disappears, and the anorthite contents of rims and oscillatory

zones of plagioclase increase significantly. Bethlehem leucophase

sporadically causes marked hiatuses in these mineralogical trends.

Major Oxide Variations. Increasing differentiation of the

Bethlehem host rocks with decreasing age is expressed by progressive

increases in their average Larsen differentiation indexes and

concommitant decreases in average bulk rock densities (Figure 39).

These trends, like those of the mineralogical variations described

previously, undergo major reversals upon emplacement of the dacite

porphyries.

The ratios of alkalis to silica in rocks from the mine area

(Figure 40) are comparable to those for the batholith (cf. Figure 17)

and reflect its subalkaline composition. The granite and aplites,

however, are more highly fractionated and contain more alkalis and
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silica than even most of Northcote's (1969) Witches Brook Phase

(Olade, 1974, 1976). Rock units of the mine also display the same

unexpectedly weak positive correlation (sr=0.420) between alkalis and

silica that characterize magmatic differentiation in the batholith.

The minimum statistically significant Spearinan rank correlation

coefficient at the O.025t-probability level for the Bethlehem plutonic

suite is equal to 0.265.

A progressive enrichment of alkalis relative to iron and

magnesium is demonstrated by the AFM diagram of Figure 41. This line

of descent approximately follows the temporal sequence of emplacement

from early Guichon granodiorite to the late granite unit, but with a

regression to more iron- and magnesium-rich rocks upon intrusion of

the dacite porphyry. The alkali enrichment trend closely approximates

the caic-alkaline trend of the batholith (cf. Figure 18). However,

the Peacock index is about 64 and suggests an even more calcic

magma. This is consistent with the relatively high anorthite contCnt

of plagioclase in the Bethlehem plutonic rocks, and probably also with

the basic compositions of the late-stage dacite porphyries.

The erratic, magnesium-deficient dacite porphyry sample occurring

above the calc-alkaline trend line (number 52, Tables 18 and 20) in

Figure 41 contains about 10 percent mafic minerals including 7 percent

secondary amphibole. The unexpectedly low MgO analysis (see Table 20)

may result from analytical errors or may reflect the presence of

inordinately iron-rich actinolite. The abundance of more common

magnesium-rich actinolite and rarely tremolite(?) replacing hornblende
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in the Bethlehem leucophase unit probably accounts for the relatively

high magnesium:iron ratios displayed by these rocks.

The alkali enrichment trend displayed by the APH plot is poorly

discriminated on the NKC diagram (Figure 42), which is dominated by

the potassium feldspar-deficient dacite porphyries, plagioclase-quartz

aplites, and leucocratic varieties of the Guichon and Bethlehem

granodiorites. With decreasing age and increasing LOl, prior to

intrusion of the dacite porphyries, the rocks show an initial relative

enrichment of sodium, followed upon emplacement of the porphyritic

quartz latite unit by substantial increases in potassium with respect

to sodium and calcium. The latter part of this trend very roughly

approximates the normal progressive enrichment of potash relative to

soda and lime that usually results from the differentiation of calc-

alkaline magma. Olade (1974, 1976) showed that a similar trend for

the Guichon Creek Batholith resulted from the crystallization of

potassium feldspar-rich rocks of the Witches Brook Phase. A parallel

to the trondhjemitic differentiation trend displayed by the batholith

(see Figure 19) is not obvious in Figure 42.

The AKF illustration in Figure 43 shows an obvious rock-type

effect. All of the maf ic-rich granodiorites, quartz diorites, and

dacites plot in the Fe-Mg-rich part of the diagram near the F apex.

This is largely attributable to the abundance of ferromagnesian

silicates (hornblende, actinolite, and epidote) having low

Al203:CaO+Na20 molecular ratios, combined with the generally low K20

contents of these rocks. Mafic-rich units containing significant
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biotite and potassium feldspar plot near the biotite compositional

field, whereas those without, or with only small amounts of these

minerals, and composed of substantial amounts of amphibole and (or)

epidote, occur along or near the F end of the A-F join. Leucocratic,

highly silicic rocks plot nearer the K or A apexes.

A weak to moderately developed temporal trend is expressed on the

AKF diagram for the biotite- and potassium feldspar-bearing, predacite

porphyry plutonic succession. This trend extends from early Guichon

granodiorite at the lower boundary of the biotite field, progressively

through Bethlehem granodiorite and porphyry at the top of the field,

and porphyritic quartz latite and the granodiorite near the middle of

the diagram, to granite adjacent the A-K join. The trend occurs

largely in response to decreasing abundances of mafic minerals,

increasing biotite:hornblende ratios, and increasing amounts of

potassium feldspar. It is terminated and (or) followed by intrusion

of the more maf Ic potassium feldspar- and biotite-deficient dacite

porphyrles, which plot back near the F apex.

The ACF diagram (Figure 44) shows rock groupings much like those

on the AKF diagram. Ferromagnesian silicate-bearing rocks containing

small to modest amounts of potassium feldspar cluster near the center

of the diagram. Leucocratic, highly silicic rocks plot closer to the

A apex. The predacite porphyry plutonic rocks display a progressive

decrease In CaO, FeOT, and MgO with decreasing age. This trend is

ascribable to decreases in (1) the abundances of maf Ic minerals, and

(2) the anorthite content of plagioclase (see Figure 38), with
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increasing differentiation. It Is terminated and (or) followed by

emplacement of the more mafic and more calcic dacite porphyries, which

plot near the center of the diagram with earlier rocks of the series.

Major oxide variations with decreasing age of emplacement of the

Bethlehem plutonic succession are illustrated in Figure 45. Except

for perturbations caused by the intergradational Bethlehem leucophase,

the average weight percent of major oxides in each unit undergo

relatively systematic changes with time. CaO, FeOT, MgO, and Ti02

decrease with decreasing age, whereas Sb2 and 1(20 increase. Na20

increases from Guichon granodiorite to Bethlehem granodiorite and

leucophase, and then declines regularly to a minimum value In the

granite unit, which contains about the same quantity Na20 as the

Guichon granodborite. The quantity of Al2o3 remains nearly constant

between Guichon granodborite and Bethlehem granodiorite and related

rocks, but decreases progressively with emplacement of the potash-rich

porphyritic quartz latite, granodiorite, and granite. Each of the

above major oxide trends, however, experiences pronounced reversals

due to the presence of the dacite porphyries, and in this respect

these trends are consistent with all temporal chemical and

mineralogical variations presented for the Bethlehem plutonic

sequence.

Larsen variation diagrams for the Bethlehem plutonic rocks are

presented in Figures 46-53. With the exceptions of Na20 and 1(20, all

of the major oxide components show tightly grouped linear clusters of

data points exhibiting strong correlations with LDI. Ti02, A1203,
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°T' MgO, and CaO correlate negatively with LDI, but correlations

between LDI and S102, and possibly K20, are positive. Data points for

20 are somewhat scattered and the resulting correlation is weak

(sr=O.429). There is no correlation between K20 and Si02 (srO.l67),

and especially between Na20 and LDI (sr=0.00l). The variation

diagrams for major oxides display chemical trends closely resembling

those for the Guichon Creek Batholith, Na20 being the only notable

exception. The scattering of points at the low end of the PeOT curve

is caused by the low iron contents of highly actinolitic and (or)

leucocratic rocks of the Bethlehem leucophase, plagioclase-quartz

aplites, and dacite porphyry (sample no. 52).

There is no indication of progressive K20 enrichment between

successive major plutonic phases of the batholith. Consequently, any

weak K20 enrichment trends in the rocks at the Bethlehem mine, and

those, if any, associated with Witches Brook Phase magmatism, more

likely resulted from differentiation that occurred locally either

within the batholith or at the source of the magma. The restriction

of potash-rich units found on the Bethlehem property to margins and

cupolas of the irregular Intrusive apophysis of the Bethlehem

granodiorite suggest that they are genetically related to

differentiation occurring at the apophysis. Differences In sodium

variation trends between the Bethlehem plutonic rocks and major phases

and varieties of the batholith may be companion effects since both

sodium and potassium are commonly mobilized by the same or similar

geochemical mechanisms.
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Plutonic rocks from the Bethlehem mine area are rather widely

distributed on the Si02-K20 plot of Figure 23. However, they have low

1(20 abundances similar to intrusive rocks from the Guichoxi Creek

Batholith and the island-arc regions described earlier. The dacite

porphyry unit, in particular, contains unusually small amounts of

potash, especially with respect to its relatively high silica

content. As shown in Table 20, these rocks have 1(20 concentrations

that range from 0.05 to 1.98 weight percent and average 0.36 weight

percent, but they contain from 63.4 to 69.2 weight percent Si02, with

an average of 66.2 weight percent. Although these K20-deficient

dacite porphyries have relatively large quantities of Si02, a

characteristic in common with the batholith, they appear to be

approximately equivalent to the "low K suite" of intrusive rocks

recognized by Gulson and others (1972) and Mason and McDonald (1978)

In some island arcs of the southwest Pacific.

Minor Element Variations. Minor element analyses for total

contained copper, molybdenum, lead, zinc, and silver in samples of the

plutonic rocks at Bethlehem are listed with major oxide analyses in

tables presented previously. Figure 54 shows average (except

granodiorite) metal concentrations plotted against the order of

intrusion of the Bethlehem plutonic rocks. Bethelehem porphyry has

been excluded because it occurs entirely within the Jersey ore zone

and is strongly mineralized. With the possIble exception of zinc, no

temporal trends in metal values are apparent. However, many samples
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contain small amounts of microscopic, epigenetic copper-sulfide

mineralization that would obscure any primary magmatic trends.

Moreover, concentrations of lead, silver, and, in part, molybdenum are

at or below their respective detection limits, and any trends that may

exist cannot be identified at these levels of analytical sensitivity.

Zinc appears to decrease In abundance with decreasing age and

increasing fractionation until it increases again with intrusion of

the dacite porphyry. Zinc is present in unusually small amounts in

Bethlehem leucophase. Marked changes in zinc concentration in

Bethlehem leucophase and dacite porphyry closely parallel similar

changes in the temporal chemical and mineralogical trends outlined

previously and imply that zinc occurs largely as a primary constituent

of the rocks. Indeed, average zinc abundances in the plutonic rocks

at Bethlehem are in close agreement with those for the major phase and

varieties of the Guichon Creek Batholith. The temporal variations for

zInc most nearly approximate those of hornblende (cf. Figure 38), and

especially those of FeOT (cf. Figure 45) for which zinc commonly

substitutes in the lattice of ferromagnesian silicates. Major

decreases in zinc and FeOT in Bethlehem leucophase probably occurred

when these components were flushed out during actinolization of

hornblende.

Copper and zinc both show weak negative correlations with the

Larsen differentiation index (Figures 55 and 56). For copper, this

tendency is attributable to progressively decreasing quantities of

maf Ic minerals that are ordinarily partially replaced by traces of
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chalcopyrite. For zinc, decreasing abundances of primary zinc-bearing

ferromagnesian silicate minerals cause a similar effect.

ConcludlnR Remarks. Variations in the Larsen differentiation

index, bulk rock densities, and the abundances of mineral phases and

chemical components of plutonic rocks exposed at the Bethlehem mine

define relatively systematic changes with decreasing age of

emplacement. However, all of these trends undergo dramatic reversals

upon intrusion of the dacite porphyries. These reversals are

documented only for the postbreccia dacite porphyry units, but must

apply equally to those of prebreccia age. The Bethlehem leucophase

causes highly erratic fluctuations in many of the chemical and

mineralogical trends, but it appears to be a local, lntergradational

variety of normal Bethlehem granodiorite and therefore is probably not

of great petrogenetic importance.

Excluding the dacite porphyries and the older Guichon

granodiorite, the rocks appear to form a coherent differentiation

sequence resulting from the progressive fractionation of Bethlehem

granodiorite magma in or near an irregular intrusive apophysis of the

main Bethlehem Phase of the Cuichon Creek Batholith. The modest

amounts of potash associated with this differentiation sequence may

have been derived from Bethlehem granodiorite and (or) the now potash-

deficient dacite porphyries, possibly by the separate or combined

effects of flow-age differentiation, filter pressing, and (or) volatile

transfer of alkalis. The diffuse, intergradational, irregular
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distribution of potassium feldspar in Bethlehem gratiodiorite along

parts of its highly digitated, intrusive contact with Guichon

granodiorite suggest that flowage differentiation and filter pressing

were operative at least locally. These mechanisms may have aided in

the formation of many of the leucocratic subvarietles of plutonic

rocks at Bethlehem. Northeote (1969) has invoked the volatile

transfer of alkalis toward the cooler, low-pressure margins and

cupolas of magmas to account for some of the late-stage

differentiation in the Guichon Creek Batholith. Therefore, the

presence of abundant volatiles associated with porphyry copper

mineralization may in part explain why both magmatic and hydrothermal

potassium feldspar are locally highly concentrated in mineralized

areas. Why some Highland Valley ore deposits contain copious

hydrothermal potassium feldspar and others only late-stage potassium

feldspar-rich rocks may be chiefly a consequence of the timing between

late-magmatic concentration and crystallization of alkalis, and the

accumulation or introduction of a hydrous fluid phase combined with

the onset of hydrothermal circulation.

The dacite porphyries represent a substantially less

differentiated, more maf Ic and more basic, potash-deficient magma that

was Intruded during and following development of the potash-rich

differentiation sequence. The dacite porphyries may be Bethlehem

granodlorite from which most of the alkalis were removed prior to

injection into the dike swarm. This interpretation could also ecplain

the more calcic composition of their plagioclases. The dacite
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porphyry magma was probably derived locally in the cupolas and

apophyses of the Bethlehi granodiorite magma chamber, but may have

evolved deeper in the primary magma chamber below the batholith. In

the latter case, the porphyritic quartz latite, granodiorite, and

granite units could be considered members of the Witches Brook Phase,

and, in part, might be the potash-rich equivalents (derivatives?) of

the dacite porphyrles. Alternatively, the relatively more primitive

dacite porphyry magma may have ascended directly from much greater

depths, perhaps from near the zone of partial melting that originally

generated the primary magma for the batholith. However, such a source

makes it difficult to explain the abrupt change in compositions and

textures of the dikes south of Highland Valley. Such a change is most

easily understood if the dikes are viewed simply as periodic

Injections of the differentiating phases and varieties of the

batholith.
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Genesis of Breccias and Dacite Porphyries

The association of breccias and dacite porphyries with copper

mineralization at Bethlehem was stressed by Carr (1960, 1966) and Wood

(1968). Wood (1968) proposed that the breccias formed primarily as

intrusion breccias caused by magma stoping along the leading edges of

the Bethlehem granodiorite intrusion. However, several

characteristics of the breccias would preclude such an origin. These

features include: (1) numerous fragments of Bethlehem granodiorite

and those of younger porphyritic quartz latite and dacite porphyry;

(2) the occurrence of breccia elsewhere than at the contact between

the Guichon and Bethlehem units; (3) the absence of Bethlehem

granodiorite as matrix material; and (4) the paucity of xenoliths in

Bethlehem granodiorite.

Carr (1966) postulated that impermeable "chilled" rinds formed

around dacite porphyry magmas that were intruded into cold, well

fractured country rocks, so that the volat lies released during later

stages of crystallization re impounded. Explosive release of these

volatiles and consequent brecciation occurred when increasing internal

pressures exceeded the confining pressures imposed by the host

rocks. However, the scarcity of prebrecciation porphyry masses and

the comparatively small number of dacite porphyry fragments In most of

the breccias (except at the northeast wall of the Jersey pit) indicate

that the major episode of dacite porphyry magma emplacement followed,

rather than preceded, breccia formation.
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The Bethlehem breccias are here interpreted to have originated by

explosive release of volatiles trapped in the upper parts of the magma

chambers(s) that ultimately produced the dacite porphyry dikes with

which brecciation Is so closely associated in time and space. A vapor

(aqueous fluid) phase may have begun to separate from the dacite

porphyry magma(s) as a result of pressure decreases and concominitant

crystallization (e.g., Norton and Cathles, 1973; Whitney, 1975, 1977)

accompanying the upward emplacement of the melt from deeper levels

within the partially crystallized batholith or its underlying,

differentiating magma chamber. Higher level intrusion of the

prebreccia dacite porphyry dikes probably occurred at this time, and

were accompanied or quickly followed by the early, prebreccia,

potassic alteration and copper mineralization found in some of the

breccias.

Mass transfer of magma across the vapor-saturated surface in a

cooling pluton by convection or reintroduction of magma within the

partially molten core would, according to Whitney (1975), greatly

enhance the formation of a vapor phase. Moreover, he has indicated

that small amounts of CO2 presumably present in the melt would also

substantially augment exsolution of the aqueous fluid. More recent

experimental work by WhItney (1977) suggests that vapor generation

extends to greater depths (7 km) in magmas of granodioritic and quartz

dioritic (dacitic) composition, as compared to those of quartz

monzonitic composition (3-4 km), and that the more basic magmas would

Intrude closer to the surface and remain partially molten longer, thus
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providing a source of vapor generation very close to the surface

(volcanism) and for an extended period of time.

Norton and Cathies (1973) and Whitney (1975, 1977) postulate that

a vapor saturated cap may form when coalescing, upward-migrating

aqueous fluids exsolved from a magma are trapped by the cooled rind of

the pluton. Several features of the Bethlehem breccias suggest that

subsequently, in contrast to the simple collapse mechanism of breccia

formation proposed by Norton and Cathles (1973), fracturing of the

cooled rind and adjacent walirocks permitted the rapid escape of these

volatiles, perhaps expressed at the surface in explosive volcanic

venting, with consequent brecciation in a fluidized system as proposed

by Reynolds (1954). Features which imply forceful (intrusive) breccia

emplacement, rather than collapse, include: (1) the transgressive

nature of breccia contacts (see Figure 28), particularly in the Jersey

pit (Figure 29); (2) the occurrence, below Bethlehem granodiorite roof

rocks, of breccia containing fragments predominately of Guichon

granodiorite; (3) the heterogeneous distribution of fragment

lithologies; (4) the presence of abundant cataclastic matrix,

including interstitial rock "f1our" and (5) the rounded shapes of

many fragments.

Rapid escape of contained volatiles would have abruptly enhanced

crystallization of the adjacent dacite porphyry melt, thus causing the

formation of a second "chill" rind, which might then trap much of this

melt. However, small quantities of magma probably escaped at this

time to form those few areas where the breccia contains dacite
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porphyry matrix. After compaction and consolidation of the breccias,

additional pulses of magma injection, withdrawal, and (or)

crystallization accompanied by fracturing and faulting may have broken

the second rind and permitted the injection of the postbreccia dacite

porphyry intrusions. Repeated tapping of this magma in the

tectonically mobil, volcanic arc setting of the batholith would

explain the multiple ages of dacite porphyry emplacement. A

significant portion of the more finely crystalline fragments of dacite

porphyry, including some of those pinkish aphanitic clasts closely

resembling the finely crystalline margins of many of the poscbreccia

dikes, were probably derived from the initial "chill" rind.

The various breccia masses may be the byproducts of several

vapor- saturated caps, or of a single cap that vented along more than

one channeiway. The lithologic diversity between bodies of breccia

and the absence of physical continuity between some, suggest multiple

sources, consistent with the expected irregular topography of a magma

cupola. Pressures necessary to cause an "explosive" release of

trapped volatiles may have resulted simply from the accumulation of

these volatiles in a restricted water-rich magma or from subsequent

injection of magma originating at depth in or below the crystallizing

batholith.

Regardless of mechanisms, dacite porphyry intrusions and

brecciation were accompanied and (or) closely followed by widespread

and intense fracturing and associated hypogene mineralization and

alteration, which presumably was accomplished by fluids and
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mineralizers derived from late-stage concentration in the dacite

porphyry magma chamber(s).

Structural Geology

Numerous faults, joints, and zones of closely spaced fractures at

Bethlehem have exerted varying degrees of control on the emplacement

of dacite porphyry dikes, intrusive breccias, and (or) hydrothermal

alteration-mineralization. Detailed examinations of these structures

were made in the Jersey orebody and most of the results are

illustrated on contoured Schmidt equal area projections. Poles to the

planes of each structure are projected from the lower hemisphere, and

the points of intersection with the Schmidt net are contoured using a

slightly modified, computerized version (C. E. Corbato, written

commun., 1967; T. C. Theodore, oral commun., 1979) of a technique

recommended by Kamb (1959). This technique allows the extraction of

information having statistical significance. As opposed to standard

contouring methods employing a one percent counting circle to generate

contours representing various percentages of the total number of data

points (see Billings, 1954, p. 112-114), Kamb's method uses a variable

circle size which is a function of the total number of data points and

the level of significance chosen. As explained by Kamb (1959, p.

1908):

. . the area A of the conventional (Schmidt)

contouring procedure is so chosen that, if the
population lacks preferred orientation, the number
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of points E expected to fall within a given area A
is three times the standard deviation of the
number of points n that will actually fall within
the area under random sampling of the
population. This insures that the observed
orientation densities, if obtained by random
sampling of a noapreferentially oriented
population, will not fluctuate wildly from the
expected density E/A. Observed densities that
differ from EtA by more than two or three times
the standard deviation a (for random orientation)
are then likely to be significant, and the more so
if the significantly higher densities are
clustered in one portion of the diagram. The
observed densities are therefore contoured in
intervals of 2a, at the values 0, 2a, 4a, etc.,
the expected density E for no preferred
orientation being 3a.

"For a given area A, expressed as its
fraction of the area of the hemisphere, the
distribution of n valves for random samples of
size N is binomial, and for a population without
preferred orientation we find

alE (1-A)/NA (1)

where E=NA."

If G is set equal to the integral coefficient of a and EGa, then

a=E/G, and (1) above may be modified so that the area of the counting

circle (as a fraction of the area of the net) is then AG2/(N-fG2).

T. C. Theodore (oral coinmun., 1979) has found that some useful detail

is lost from contour distributions resulting from chosing E3a and has

suggested E2a as a possible compromise.

In the contoured, equal aqrea projections of poles to faults,

joints, and mineralized fractures in the Jersey pit, and with respect
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to the above stipulations, the following conventions apply:

(1) nnumber of data points;

(2) cacounting area as a percentage of the stereogram;

(3) ethe number of data points expected within a given counting

area for a uniform distribution across the entire stereogram (i.e.

e = E in above discussion). Moreover, e is set equal to 2o and any

larger value is considered significant;

(4) a=standard deviation of the number of points that will

actually fall within the counting area under random sampling of the

population were it to lack preferred orientation.

Stereograms are contoured in consecutive Integral multiples of e,

which is represented by the dashed contour lines. The traces of

planes representing important concentrations of contours were selected

by inspection and are shoin with arrows and numbers representing the

direction and degree of dip.

Stereograms for data sets containing more than 500 attitudes are

only approximately representative of these sets. This results from

the inverse relationship between counting area and the number of data

points being counted. Beyond 500 points the counting areas cease to

overlap completely and some points may escape counting. However, this

creates no problems in the illustrations given because attitudes

derived from such stereograms are confirmed by stereographic plots of

smaller, derivative structural domains.
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Faults

Faults are arbitrarily divided into major, intermediate, and

minor types on the basis of gouge zone thicknesses of greater than 3 m

(10 feet), 3 in (10 feet) to 0.3 in (1 foot), and less than 0.3 in (1

foot), respectively. Most of the major faults and many of the

intermediate ones trend north to slightly northeast (see Figures 28

and 29). They occur in the east-central part of the Huestis pit, the

west-central part of the Jersey pit (Jersey fault), the east-central

part of the East Jersey pit (East Jersey fault), and the central part

of the lona zone. These faults are commonly complex, anastomozing

systems with dips that are vertical or steep to the west, although

dips of the lona faults are unknown, but inferred to be steep.

Horsetail patterns are displayed by the East Jersey fault at the north

and south ends of the East Jersey pit, and by the Jersey fault on the

north wall of the Jersey pit. Although McMillan (1971; oral conmun.,

1975; 1976a) and MeMillan and others (1978) have "weak" evidence that

the Jersey fault extends 1.7 km southward to the J.A. orebody, it is

not known to extend north of the Jersey pit. Major and intermediate

faults of other orientations are less common, but several strike.

northeastward and dip steeply to the southeast. A few of the larger

faults have northwest trends, particularly in the lona ore zone, but

their extent is not known. Numerous minor faults, and many

tntermediate ones are subparallel and adjacent to the major faults;
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most strike north-northeast, although others strike northeast and

northwestward, and a few trend eastward.

Many of the faults cut the Bethlehem breccias. Although they may

have been partly synchronous with dacite porphyry dike injection, most

have evidence of later movement. However, significant offsets have

been detected at only three faults. Drilling between the East Jersey

and lona ore zones has confirmed 60 to 90 m of apparent left-lateral

displacement of breccias and copper mineralization along a northeast-

trending fault (see Figure 28). A dacite porphyry dike in the East

Jersey pit has undergone 12 m of apparent left-lateral offset along a

northeast-trending splay of the East Jersey fault. Immediately south

of the Jersey pit, Wood (1968) mapped a dacite porphyry dike with 38 m

of apparent right-lateral offset along a west-trending fault.

According to interpretations by Smith (1974) the Bethlehem

deposits lie at the approximate intersection of three aeromagnetic

lineaments that trend N. 8° E., N. 530 W., and N. 25° W. Although the

N. 8° E. lineament probably coincides with major north-trending

faults, the other lineaments do not have a recognized geologic

expression. There are no corresponding lineaments from aerial

photographs for these three trends (cf. Northeote, 1969).

Hollister and others (1975) have proposed a highly speculative

model for the structural evolution of the Highland Valley ore deposits

that involves multiple episodes of simultaneous right-lateral

displacement on the Lornex and Highland Valley faults, followed by

abandonment of the offset segments of each. The ore deposits were
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localized in tension fractures that opened in response to movement

along these faults. However, the statement by Hollister and others

(1975, p. 812) that ". . . the Bethlehem ore bodies formed entirely

within the various strands of the Lornex fault. " states a highly

tenuous, undemonstrated correlation between this structure and the

north-trending faults at Bethlehem. Such a correlation is not readily

apparent from detailed geologic mapping in the Highland Valley by

McMillan (1976a) and McMillan and others (1978), who also present

evidence suggesting that movement on the Highland Valley fault is

minor, and largely left lateral. Moreover, detailed mapping in the

Jersey pit during the present study strongly suggests that at least

the Jersey fault terminates at or near the north edge of the open pit,

and is therefore not an important throughgolng structure comparable to

the Lornex fault. The Bethlehem ore deposits are not formed entirely

within strands of major north-trending faults. Although this is

largely true of the East Jersey orebody (incorrectly identified as the

Jersey orebody by Hollister and others, 1975, p. 809) and possibly the

lona ore zone, the geometries of the Jersey (shown later) and Huestis

deposits do not coincide with those of large north-trending faults.

Nonetheless, the basic assumption that the faulting and fracturing

that localized the Bethlehem deposits Is related to the stress field

that produced the Lornex and Highland Valley fault systems seems

highly probable.
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Faults in the Jersey orebody are dominated by north-northeast-

trending faults that strike about N. 21° E., and dip 70 degrees to the

northwest (Figures 57, 58, and 59). Although faults with other

orientations are common, they do not form groups with statistically

significant preferred orientations. Major, intermediate, and minor

faults have essentially the same attitudes. However, there is a

suggestion in Figure 57 that dips increase slightly with increasing

gouge zone thickness. Such a correlation would be expected if the

smaller faults are interpreted as splays of the larger, more steeply

dipping faults and fault zones.

The distribution of faults in quadrants of the Jersey orebody is

displayed in Figure 58. The north-northeast-trending group is about

equally prominant in all quadrants, but appears to have somewhat more

consistent attitudes in the northeast and southwest quadrants. This

is in part a rock-type effect of the breccias and is discussed

below. Dips seem to be slightly steeper in the eastern half of the

orebody and perhaps partially reflect late-stage control of faulting

by some of the steeply dipping dacite porphyry dikes that are abundant

in this area. No other consistent fault attitudes are apparent in the

quadrants of the Jersey orebody.

The north-northeast-trending group of faults in the Jersey pit is

predominant in all rock types except the young, pink-stained dacite

porphyry dikes (Figure 59). Although the number of measurements Is

small, these dikes seem to contain mainly east-northeast-trending,

near-vertical faults. These apparently aberrant attitudes closely
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(b)

Figure 57. Contours of poles to fault planes grouped according to
gouge zone thickness (where determined) in the Jersey orebody.
(a) All faults; n = 630; ca = 0.6%; e 3.97: a 1.99

(b) Gouge zones < 1 foot thick; n 426; ca 0.%; e 3.6;
a = 1.98

(c) Gouge zones 1-10 feet thick; n = 136; ca = 2.9%; e = 3.8;
a 1.94

(d) Gouge zones > 10 feet thick; n = 25; ca = 13.8%; e = 3.45;
a = 1.72
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L&)
Figure 59. Contours and plots of poles to fault planes in rock types

exposed in the Jersey orebody.
(a) All faults; n = 630; ca = 0.67; e 3.97; 0= 1.99
(b) Guichon granodiorite; n = 233; ca = 1.7%; e = 3.93; C 1.97
(c) Bethlehem 8ranodiorite; n 152; ca = 2.6%; e = 3.9');

0= 1.95
(d) Bethlehem porphyry; n 6

(e) Porphyritic quartz latite; n = 33; ca = l9.8; a 3.57;
0= 1.78

(f) Breccia (granitic fragments); n = 85; ca = 4.5%; e = 3.82;
a 1.91

(g) Breccia (porphyry fragments); n = 52; ca = 7.1%; e = 3.71;
0= 1.86

(h) Dacite porphyry; n = 57; ca = 6.6%; e = 3.74; 0 1.87
(i) Dacite porphyry (stained); n = 12
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parallel the attitudes of prominent joints (discussed below) in the

dikes, and imply a genetic interdependence. Because this jointing is

widespread and not restricted to areas of east-northeast-trending

faults, it is presumably the earlier structure, and has acted to

direct late-stage stresses into an approximately east-west plane of

failure.

The attitudes of north-northeast-trending faults that cut the

breccias have an unusually tight, concentric distribution on the

stereograms for that rock type. This is attributed to faults that

formed after structural homogenization of host rocks during

brecciation and subsequent consolidation, compaction, and induration

of the resulting fragmental material. Movement that produced the

north-northeast-trending faults began or recurred after breccia

formation, and after the postbreccia intrusion of the unstained dacite

porphyries, but apparently terminated prior to emplacement of the

pink-stained dacite porphyry dikes. This event of fracturing probably

coincided with the main introduction of copper-bearing hydrothermal

fluids.

Forty attitudes measured by D. Cavers (written commun., 1974) on

"altered" shear zones on the east wall of the Huestis pit have an

average attitude of about N. 100 E., 600_700 W. These are surely

equivalent to the group of faults of similar trend found in the Jersey

pit.
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Joints

The plutonic host rocks for the Bethlehem ore deposits are

intensely jointed. Three to four (rarely five and six) sets of

joints are common In outcrop. These features were examined In detail

in the Jersey pit to aid in Interpreting the nature and orientation of

the stress field in which the deposits formed, and to ascertain the

influence of jointing in controlling the deposition of ore and gangue

minerals. Measurements were taken every 30 in, or with each change in

rock type. Joints were separated Into primary, secondary, tertiary,

and quaternary groupings based on their apparent prominence In

outcrop. On the stereograms that follow, traces of planes chosen by

Inspection to most closely represent important concentrations of data

points are shown as solid (major concentrations) and dashed (minor

concentrations) lines.

Primary and secondary joints (Figure 60) striking N. 28°-29° B.

and dipping 74°-78° NW. are well developed, and closely parallel the

north-northeast-trending faults. Joints striking N. 62°-74° W., and

dipping 76°SW. to 88°NE., are moderately developed in the primary,

secondary, and tertiary groupings. Other consistent attitudes among

the four groupings are lacking.

Joints are separated according to the quadrants in which they are

located in the Jersey pit, and are illustrated on stereograms in

Figures 61-64. As shown, the steeply dipping, northeast- and

northwest-trending system of primary and secondary joints are
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Figure 60. Contours of poles to joint planes in the Jersey oreody.
(a) Primary joints; n 37; ca = l.O<; e 3.96; a =
(b) Secondary joints; n 361; ca l.l; e = 3.96; a = i.8
(c) Tertiary joints; n = 251; ca = 1.6'; e = 3.4; a= l.7
(d) Quaternary joints; n = 64; ca = 5.9; e = 3.76; G= i.P
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Figure 61. Contours of poles to p
of the Jersey orebodv.
(a) NW quadrant; n 97; ca
(b) NE quadrant; n 78; ca
(c) SW quadrant; n 112; ca
(d) SE quadrant; n 110; ca

rimarv joi

= 4.0%; e
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Figure 62. Contours of poles to s
of the Jersey orebody.
(a) NW quadrant; n = 94; ca
(b) NE quadrant; n = 69; ca
(c) SW quadrant; n = 100; ca
(d) SE quadrant; n = 98; ca
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Figure 63. Contours of poles
the Jersey orebody.
(a) Nld quadrant; n = 80;
(b) NE quadrant; n = 50;
(c) SW quadrant; n 58;
(d) SE quadrant; a 64;

to
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predominant and nearly equally developed throughout the deposit. The

weaker northwest set is also present among the tertiary joints in all

but the northeast quadrant. The marked concentration of subhorlzontal

(N. 340 E.; 24°SE.) tertiary joints in the northwest quadrant, and to

a smaller extent in the southwest quadrant, occurs mainly in Guichon

granodiorite and is discussed below. Quaternary joints appear to be

randomly distributed, but their small numbers may preclude recognition

of significant orientations.

Figures 65-69 demonstrate that joints in all of the Bethlehem

plutonic units occurring in the Jersey pit, except the pink-strained

dacite porphyry, are dominated by the steeply dipping, northeast- and

northwest-striking system of primary and secondary joint sets.

Concentrations of prominent, east-northeast-trending, steeply dipping

primary and some secondary joints seem to be unique to the pink-

strained dacite porphyry. These fractures probably formed as late-

stage cross (extension) joints (Balk, 1938) oriented perpendicular to

the planes of flowage paralleling the margins of the dikes. As

pointed out previously, these joints, many of which are mineralized,

appear to have in part localized the faults of east-northeast

orientation found in the dikes.

Guichon granodiorite hosts a preferentially oriented assemblage

of moderately developed, tertiary joints of unusual attitude (Figures

63a and 68a). Most of these joints strike about N. 37° E., but dp

approximately 26°SE. They are interpreted to represent primary flat-

lying joints in the sense of Balk (1938), and are believed to
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Figure 65. Contours and plots of poles to joint planes in rock tvnes
exposed in the Jersey orebodv.
(a) Guichon granodiorite; n = 425; ca = 0.9%; e = 3.96; 0 = 1.98
(b) Bethlehem granodiorite; n = 176; ca = 2.2%; e = 3.91; 0 1.96
(c) Bethlehem porphyry; n = 17
(d) Porphyritic quartz latite; n = 41; ca = 8.9%; e 3.64;

0= 1.82
(e) Breccia (granitic fragments); n = 174; ca = 2.27; e = 3.l;

= 1.96
(f) Breccia (porphyry fragments); n = 29; ca = 12.9%; e = 3.48;

0= 1.74
(g) Dacite porphyry; n = 186; ca = 2.1%; e = 3.92; 0 = 1.96
(h) Dacite porphyry (stained pink); n 27; ca = 12.9%; e 3.48;

o= 1.74
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Figure 66. Contours and plots of poles to nrimarv joint planes in
rock types exposed in the Jersey orebody.
(a) Guichon granodiorite; n = 154; ca 2.5'; e = 3.O;

a = 1.95
(b) Bethlehem granodiorite; n = 63; ca = 6.0°'; e = 3.76;

a = 1.88
(c) Bethlehem porphyry; ii = 6
(d) Porphyritic quartz latite; n 13
(e) Breccia (granitic fragments); n 68; ca = 5.6; e = 3.78;

a = 1.89
(f) Breccia (porphyry fragments); n = 12
(g) Dacite porphyry; n 64; ca 5.9%; e 3.76; a = 1.88
(h) Dacite porphyry (stained pink); n 14
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Figure 67. Contours and plots of poles to secondary joint planes in rock
types exnosed in the Jersey orebodv.
(a) Guichon granodiorite; n 143; ca = 2.7%; e 3.89; G = 1.95
(b) Bethlehem granodiorire; n = 58; ca = 6.5%; e = 3.74; G = 1.87
(c) Bethlehem porphyry; n 6
(d) Porphyrytic auarrz latite; n = 12
(e) Breccia (granitic fragments); n = 64; ca = 5.9%; e = 3.7;

a = 1.88
(f) Breccia (pornhvry fragments); n = 8
(g) Dacite porphyry; n f2; ca = 6.1%; e = 3.76; a = 1.88
(h) Dacite porphyry (stained pink); n = 7
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Figure 68. Contours and plots of poles to tertiary joint ulanes in
rock types exposed in the Jersey orebody.
(a) Guichon granodiorite; n 102; ca = 3.8%; e = 3.85; = 1.92
(b) Bethlehem granodiorite; n = 44; ca = 8.3%; e 3.67:

= 1.83
(c) Bethlehem r'rrhvry; n 5

(d) Porphyritic quartz 1-tite; n 12
(e) Breccia (granitic frginents); n = 35; ca = 10.3%; e = 3.59;

a = 1.79
(f) Breccia (porphyry fragments); n = 4
(g) Dacite porphyry; n = 45; ca = 8.2%; e = 3.67; 0 1.84
(h) Dacite porphyry (stained pink); n = 5
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Figure 69. Contours and plots of poles to quaternarv joint nianes in
rock types exposed in the Jersey orebody.
(a) Guichon granodiorite; n = 28; ca = 12.5%; e = 3.50; Y = 1.75
(b) Bethlehem granodiorite; n 11
(c) Bethlehem porphyry; n = 1
(d) Porphyritic Quartz latite; n = 3
(e) Breccia (granitic fragments); n = 7
(f) Breccia (porphyry framcnts); n = 1
(g) Dacite porphyry; n = 14
(h) Dacite porphyry (stained pink); n = 1
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represent a crudely developed subhorizontal sheeting that formed in

roof rocks of Guichon granodiorite during intrusion of Bethlehem

granodiorite magma. This observation supports the previous

speculation that the deposits are localized near the top of a cupola

in the Bethlehem granodiorite.

Measurements of 184 joints taken from two traverses along the

east wall of the Huestis pit by D. Cavers (written coinmun., 1974) show

two prominent joint sets, one striking about N. 61° W., and dipping

nearly 78°NW., the other striking approximately N. 22° E., and dipping

about 63°NW. These appear to be the same major sets found in the

Jersey pit, and document the widespread occurrence of this joint

system at Bethlehem.

Mineralized Fractures

Veins (greater than 2.5 cm thick) and veinlets (less than 2.5 cm

thick) containing fillings of secondary minerals that were obvious in

outcrop (i.e., greater than about 2 mm thick), and which were not

faults or recognizable members of a discernable joint set, were

recorded as mineralized fractures. Many of the attitudes of these

structures represent an average of numerous, closely spaced fractures

with subparallel strikes and dips.

Contoured stereograms of the attitudes of mineralized fracture3

in the Jersey pit are illustrated in Figures 70-72, where they are

separated according to thickness of mineral filling, quadrant
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Figure 70. Contours of poles to mineralized fracture nlanes grouped
according to thickness of mineral filling in the Jersey orebodv.
(a) All mineralized fractures; ii = 144; ca = e = 3.89;

a = 1.95
(b) Mineral filling < 1 inch thick; n 118; ca = 3.3; e 3.87;

0= 1.93
(c) Mineral filling > 1 inch thick; n 26; ca = 13.3%; e 3.47;

a = 1.73
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Figure 71. Contours of poles to mineralized
quadrants of the Jersey orebody.
(a) All mineralized fractures; n = 144

= 1.95
(h) NW quadrant; n = 41; ca 8.9%; e
(c) NE quadrant; n = 28; ca = 12.5%; e
Cd) SW quadrant; n = 40; ca = 9.1%; e
(e) SE quadrant; n = 35; ca 10.3%; e

248

fracture planes in

ca = 2.7%; e = 3.89;

3.64; = 1.82
= 3.50; a = 1.75
3.64; a = 1.82

= 3.59; a = 1.79
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Figure 72. Contours and plots of poles to mineralized fracture planes
in rock types exnosed in the Jersey orehody.
(a) All mineralized fractures: n = l44 ca = e 3.9:

a = 1.95
(b) Guichon granodiorite; n = 78; ca = 4.9%; e = 3.80; a = 1.90
(c) Bethlehem granodiorite; ri 10
(d) Bethlehem porphyry; n = 1
(e) Porphyritic quartz latite; n = 2
(f) Breccia (granitic fragments); n = 39; ca = 9.3%; e 3.63;

a = 1.81
(g) Breccia (po'-nyry fragments); n = 2
(h) Dacite porphyry; n = 9
(i) Dacite porphyry (stained); n = 2
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location, and host rock. As shown, the well-developed, steeply

westward dipping, north-northeast trend prominent among faults and

joints also dominates the mineralized fractures. The weak to

moderately defined, steeply dipping northwest trend expressed In the

joint pattern described previously also is manifest among the

mineralized fractures in Figures 70 (a and b), 71 (a, d, and e), and

72 (a, b and f).

Veins (Figure 70 (c)) have somewhat steeper dips than do veinlets

(Figure 70 (b)). The reason for this is uncertain, and may only be a

function of the small number of veins observed and measured. Figure

71 indicates that the preferentially oriented mineralized fractures

are homogeneously distributed in the deposit, although the weak

northwest trend is more noticeable in the southern half. Insufficient

data were collected to permit comparisons of mineralized fracture

orientations between most host rock units. Nonetheless, measurements

In Guichon granodiorite (Figure 72 (b)) and the breccia on the south

side of the pit (Figure 72 (f)) suggest that the north-northeast and

northwest orientations are of principal importance.

Structural Analysis

Many randomly oriented faults, joints, and fractures occur in the

Jersey orebody. However, the contouring technique utilized in the

construction of the stereograms ignores these attitudes in preference

for those having a statistically preferred orientation. A large
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proportion of these randomly orlerted structures probably resulted

from dilational stresses attendant on intrusion of a rising, expanding

batholith, which was periodically being enlarged by injections of melt

from an underlying, differentiating magma chamber. Consequently, a

tensional tectonic regime must have periodically existed, at least

locally, in the upper parts of the pluton during its emplacement.

These conditions would have been conducive to the intrusion of dikes,

the formation of breccias, and volcanic venting, as well as deep

circulation of hydrothermal fluids. Features such as the development

of sheeting in Guichon granodiorite overlying the intrusive apophysis

of Bethlehem granodiorite are probably second-order phenomena

associated with individual pulses of magma.

The Guichon Creek Batholith was also subject to regional stresses

whose magnitude and orientation were largely independent of intrusion

mechanics. A simplified regional stress pattern that easily explains

the orientation, magnitude, and sense of displacement of

preferentially oriented faults, joints, and mineralized fractures in

the Guichon Creek Batholith, and in several of the Highland Valley

deposits, is represented diagrammatically by the strain ellipse in

Figure 73. The configuration is basically one of wrench-fault

tectonics involving a regional, subhorizontal, right-lateral shear

couple. According to work by Wilcox and others (1973) four varieties

of fractures may form during wrench deformation, and any one or all of

these fractures can become faults if wrenching continues. In Figure

73, the fracture directions are x-x' (the strike of the primary wrench
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Figure 73. Strain ellipse (modified
from Wilcox and others,
1973).
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fault), c-c' and d-d' (vertical, conjugate shear fractures), and b-b'

(tension joints or normal faults).

The orientation and the sense of displacement of the wrench fault

(x-x', Figure 73) parallel those of the Lornex and Guichon Creek

faults (see Figure 12). The trends of the largest major faults in the

Jersey, East Jersey, and Huestis orebodies are subparallel to the

wrench zone. Dextra]. movement on the Lornex and Gujehon Creek faults

would enhance the formation of a subhorizontal, right-lateral shear

couple in the intervening rocks. Experimental work by Wilcox and

others (1973) shows that fault blocks are common along wrench zones,

and their presence along the Lornex fault are consistent with a wrench

fault interpretation.

The two sets of conjugate shear fractures (c-c' and d-d, Figure

73) can be either joints or faults, or both, depending on the

magnitude of wrenching (Wilcox and others, 1973). These fractures

typically intersect at angles of 60 to 70 degrees and are transected

by the direction of maximum compression (Wilcox and others, 1973;

Price, 1966). Such fractures form in a predictable orientation along

the wrench zone (Wilcox and others, 1973). The low-angle fractures

(d-d') intersect the wrench zone (x-x') at angles between 10 and 30

degrees. As strike-slip faults they have the same sense of

displacement as the wrench fault and are called synthetic faults. The

strongly developed north-northeast-trending faults, joints, and

mineralized fractures in the Jersey and, to the extent that they are

known, the Huestis and East Jersey orebodies, appear to be coincident
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with these low-angle fractures. The Lornex fault could also be

interpreted as a synthetic fault. In contrast to the low-angle

synthetic fractures, high-angle fractures (c-c') make angles between

70 and 90 degrees with the wrench fault. If displacement occurs along

these fractures they are designated antithetic faults and their sense

of strike-slip movement is opposite that of the wrench fault. The

weakly to moderately developed northwest-striking joints and

mineralized fractures in the Jersey and Huestis deposits are probably

members of the high-angle (antithetic) fracture set. Synthetic faults

are subparallel to the wrench fault, have the same sense of

displacement, and are therefore expected to be pronounced. For the

opposite reasons, antithetic faults would be subdued, or might not

develop at all. These expectations are consonant with the relative

Intensities of faults developed at Bethlehem.

The angles between the synthetic and antithetic faults and

fractures at Bethlehem are slightly larger than the 60-70 degrees

predicted by Figure 73. Moreover, the antithetically orientated

fractures appear to be rotated clockwise relative to the synthetic

direction so that northwest strikes are common. Enlargement of the

acute angles (doc and d'oc', Figure 73) typically occurs as

compression continues and the synthetic and antithetic faults rotate

away from each other (internal rotation). This is a normal

consequence of simple compression without the proposed subhorizontal

shear couple. At Bethlehem, however, the synthetic fractures have

held their position relative to the predicted wrench fault direction,
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while the antithetic fractures have independently rotated clockwise.

Such differential rotation (Wilcox and others, 1973) can occur during

right-lateral wrenching, and the effect increases with increasing

amounts of simple shear as measured by angle s (shear angle) in Figure

73. This external (regional) rotation tends to move the synthetic

faults (d-d', Figure 73) clockwise away from the wrench fault (x-x'),

but is opposed by the counterclockwise internal (local) rotation. As

a result, there is little rotation of the synthetic faults in either

direction. However, the high-angle antithetic faults (c-c') formed at

a high angle to the wrench, and continuing deformation cause both the

internal and external rotations to be clockwise. The high angle of

formation of antithetic faults generally precludes significant lateral

displacement compared to their synthetic counterparts, and in some

cases can prevent the formation of antithetic faults (Wilcox and

others, 1973).

Paleomagnetic and stratigraphic evidence compiled by Symons

(1971) indicate that the Guichon Creek Batholith and surrounding rocks

of the southern end of the Interior Plateau have undergone as much as

400±100 of post-Triassic, clockwise rotation, relative to the stable,

central and northern parts of the plateau. Clockwise rotation of

antithetic faults and fractures in the batholith may record some of

the earliest effects of this movement.

The Highland Valley fault as described by McMillan (1976a) and

McMilland and others (1978) is probably antithetic. Wilcox and others

(1973, p. 87) explain that "Antithetic fractures inherit some of the
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tensional component of a wrench deformatIon and commonly become nearly

vertical normal faults with negligible lateral displacements." These

investigators also found that at some locations synthetic faults

deviate into the wrench fault trend. Some of the major northerly

trending fault zones at Bethlehem (e.g., Jersey and East Jersey

faults) may be of this nature. Some of the northeast- and northwest-

striking joints may have formed as feather joints adjacent to certain

of the important north- and north-northeast-trending faults.

Tension joints or normal faults can develop parallel to the short

axis of the strain ellipse (b-b', Figure 73) (Wilcox and others,

1973). Such fractures may be represented at Bethlehem by stereograms

having minor concentrations of data points consistent with the

presence of weakly developed, northeast-striking joints and faults

(see Figures 57a-c, 58a-c, 59a-c, 60a-b, 62a, 65a, 66a, and 67a).

Episodic tensional events associated with emplacement of the

Guichon Creek Batholith could be preferentially localized in part

along the conjugate shear fractures; thus, accounting for the north-

northeasterly trends of the digitated apophysis of Bethlehem

granodiorite, and of the dacite porphyry dike swarm, as well as the

northwest-southeast orientation of such features as the Gnawed

Mountain dike.
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Cone luding Remarks

In summary, the orientation and consistency of attitudes among

the north-northeast- and northwest-trending faults, joints, and

mineralized fractures in the Bethlehem orebodies, and in at least some

of the other Highland Valley deposits (Osatenko and Jones, 1976;

Waidner and others, 1976) suggest that they originated as a conjugate

system of shear fractures that were established prior to, and perhaps

synchronously with, hydrothermal alteration and mineralization. The

intensities and preferred orientations of these structures closely

conform to a pattern of northeast-dreeted regional compressive stress

acting as a subhorizontal, right-lateral shear couple. Such a pattern

conforms to that expected from the oblique, northeast-dIrected plate

convergence that is believed to have existed along the nearby coastal

margin of Late Triassic British Columbia. Moreover, convergent

wrenching on any scale tends to enhance compressive wrench zone

structures (Wilcox and others, 1973). Right-lateral offset on the

Lornex and Guichon Creek faults would have caused substantial local

increases in the effectiveness of the proposed regional shear couple,

and may have been an Important mechanism by which stresses generated

during oblique plate convergence were translated toward the

continent. Northeast-southwest compressive stresses (without

wrenching), culminating in failure along conjugate shear fractures,

has also been invoked by Wldner and others (1976) to account for

fault and fractures patterns found in the Lornex orebody. The
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orientatIons, relative degrees of development, and senses of

displacement of preferentially oriented faults, joints, and

mineralized fractures in the Guichon Creek Batholith, and in several

of the Highland Valley mineral deposits, appear to obviate any chance

of substantial compression along other significantly divergent

directions.

Mineralogy and Geochemistry of Hydrothermal Mineralization

Common epigenetic minerals in the Bethlehem ore deposits include

white mica, chlorite, epidote, carbonate, quartz, actinolitic

amphibole, montmorillonite (i.e., smectite), kaolinite, prehnite,

chalcopyrite, bornite, pyrite, specularite, secondary biotite,

goethite, malachite, tourmalirie, molybdenite, and magnetite. These

minerals occur in veins, veinlets, stringers, Irregular blebs, and

disseminations. Stringers and veinlets predominate. Veins typically

contain variable proportIons of specularite, quartz, carbonate,

epidote, chalcopyrite, bornite, pyrite, and tourmaline. They occur in

a zone peripheral to the central parts of the Jersey and Huestis

orebodies, but, in contrast, they are more centrally located in the

East Jersey and lona ore zones.

Fracture-controlled mineralization predominates throughout most

of the Highland Valley deposits. Whitney (1977) believes this to be a

function of the relatively high intrusion temperatures of the more

basic tonalitic tnagnias occurring in island-arc volcanic settings. His
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experimental evidence suggests that the generation of a hydrothermal

fluid phase in these rocks may persist to greater depths than in

quartz monzonite-hosted deposits of continental terranes. Decreased

permeability with depth confines transport of fluid8 to structural

hiatuses, thus restricting the size of alteration and mineralization

halos, and resulting in dominantly fracture controlled hydrothermal

eirculation.

Copper Distribution

The four Bethlehem orebodies are outlined in Figures 15 and 28.

A detailed plan view and cross section of the Jersey orebody was

constructed from blast-hole assays and is shown in Figure 74.

Mineralization in the Jersey orebody is concentrically zoned; a

central core of high-grade copper ruetallization is surrounded by a

peripheral zone of progressively diminishing copper grade. At depth,

the high-grade core splits into downward-extending roots. All rock

types exposed within zones of mineralization are mineralized. Copper

mineralization is commonly higher in grade and more uniformly

distributed in the breccias, which probably reflects their higher

initial porosity and their greater frangibility relative to

surrounding granitic host rocks. Major faults, and many intermedIate

ones, have only a secondary influence on overall ore disposition.

Although these structures locally provided channel ways for ore

deposition and seepage of mineralizing fluids into the peripheral vein
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system, they do not appear to have been a primary control of copper

metallization in the central part of the orebody (Figure 74). Pods of

sheared copper sulfides in faults indicate postore movement, but

nowhere has displacement been sufficient to offset the outline of the

ore zone. The Jersey and Huestis orebodies are roughly oval in

plan. In contrast, the East Jersey and lona deposits are elongate

northward, reflecting control by breccias and major shear zones. The

East Jersey orebody has been described by several authors, including

Coveney (1962), Coveney and others (1964), and Ewanchuk (1969). The

orebody is composed of multiple, narrow, northerly trending ore shoots

that dip steeply westward. Most of these bodies occur within breccia

and commonly coincide with shear zones. Copper mineralization in the

lona ore zone is chIefly confined to the breccias, but these are

unevenly minerlized. Zones of weak mineralization are interpreted to

be areas where the breccias were tightly consolidated and resistant to

fractures. Moreover, fragments and wall rock of Bethlehem

granodiorite in the braccia are usually only weakly mineralized,

whereas the reverse is true for the more mafic Guichon granodiorite.

Consequently, rock composition has influenced the distribution of

copper metallization; a characteristic also observed in the Jersey

orebody. As discussed later, there is no obvious simple correlation

between type or intensity of hydrothermal alteration and grade of

copper.
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Age of Mineralization

The intimate spata1 association of copper mineralization with

the emplacement of late-stage plutonic phases of the Guichon Creek

Batholith suggests a close temporal relationship as well. Hollister

and others (1975) proposed a series of rather convoluted assumptions

regarding the timing and relationships between presumed movements

along the Lornex and Highland Valley faults, and mineralization events

in the Highland Valley deposits. They concluded that these deposits

formed in the order Highmont, Bethlehem and J.A., Krain, and Valley

Copper and Lornex. Jambor (1976) effectively argued against some of

the basic assumptions used to develop this paragenetic sequence, and

has presented significant evidence (Jambor and Beaulne, 1977, 1978)

indicating that Highmnont, Lornex, and Valley Copper formed nearly

contemporaneously following crystallization of the Bethsaida Phase and

the related, composite Gnawed Mountain dike. The intimate spatial and

temporal association of copper metallization with dacita porphyry

plutonisrn at Bethlehem, described below, combined with close textural,

mineralogical, and chemical similarities between the dacite porphyries

and Bethlehem granodiorite, and, as discussed ear1er, the probable

derivation of the dacite porphyries from differentiated Bethlehem

granodiorite, all imply a genetic association between copper

mineralization and Bethlehem granodiorite magma. Consequently, the

Bethlehem orebodies would be older than deposits of post-Bethsaida

Phase age.
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Similarities in the mineralogies and lithogies (described above)

of the tona, East Jersey, and northeast Jersey breccias, as well as

similarities in their kinds, styles, and distributions of alteration

and mineralization (discussed below), suggest that these three

hydrothermal systems together form a discrete cogenetic group. The

degree of development and the disposition of alteration and

mineralization are comparable between the Jersey and Huestis deposits

but generally differ from that developed in the East Jersey and lona

zones. Moreover, the breccia occurring within and along the southern

margin of the Jersey orebody is mineralogically and lithologically

unlike others on the property. Consequently, the Jersey and Huestis

deposits are tentatively assigned to a second, separate,

mineralization event. Concentric zonal patterns of alteration and

mineralization (described below) associated with the Jersey

hydrothermal system are, in part, superimposed on the northeast Jersey

breccia, implying that mineralization in the Jersey and Huestis

deposits followed that in the northeast Jersey breccia, and therefore

the East Jersey and lona ore zones also.

Profuse copper-bearing fractures occur throughout the breccias at

Bethlehem, and crosscut both fragments and matrix alike. Thus, the

main episodes of metallization postdated breccia consolidation.

However, the presence of some altered and mineralized, copper-bearing

fragments in the lona and northeast Jersey breccias demonstrate that

significant hydrothermal activity preceded breccia development in

these areas.
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The maximum relative age of known hydrothermal mineralization

relative to plutonism is in part dependent on the uncertain position

of the Bethlehem porphyry unit in the plutonic succession. This rock

has close textural, mineralogical, and chemical affinities to

Bethlehem granodlorite, and also possesses several features indicative

of a close genetic relatioship to copper mineralization in the Jersey

orebody, including the following: (1) Bethlehem porphyry cuts off

veinlets containing quartz, chlorite, secondary biotite, bornite, and

chalcopyrite, but is also mIneralized by these samecomponents; (2)

amounts of secondary biotite, copper suif ides (especially bornite),

and quartz (veinlets) increase in Guichon granodiorite host rocks near

contacts with Bethlehem porphyry; (3) there is a paucity of fractures

in the porphyry relative to surrounding rocks; and (4) the porphyry

contains copper suif ides that apparently are spatially unrelated to

fractures. Either alteration and mineralization began or first

occurred during emplacement and crystallization of the Bethlehem

granodiorite and related rocks, or Bethlehem porphyry was intruded

later during the main postbreccia mineralization event in the Jersey

orebody.

The presence of more widely spaced fractures and proportionately

lower grades of ore In some of the younger of the dacite porphyry

dikes that postdate brecciation may indicate that either

mineralization or fracturing, or both, largely preceded this late

period of dike emplacement. Furthermore, structural evidence

presented earlier suggests that the main northeast- and northwest-
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trending fracture sets developed before emplacement of the pink-

stained dacite porphyry. However, bornite and chalcopyrite in joints

of the pink-stained dacite porphyry indicate that some copper sulfide

deposition continued beyond the cooling of this youngest unit.

A potassium-argon age of 199±8 m.y. was reported by Dirom (1965),

White and others (1967), and Northcote (1969) on a mixture of maginatic

and hydrothermal biotite from the lona ore zone. This age is in

agreement with the 198±8 m.y. age for the Guichon Creek Batholith

determined by the same authors, and is likewise consistent with 202+4

and 198±5 m.y. potassium-argon ages for hydrothermal white mica from

the Valley Copper deposit (Jones and others, 1973), and with a 200±2

m.y. rubidium-strontium isochron from a chalcopyrite-bearing

potassium-feldspar vein from the Craigtnont mine (Christmas and others,

1969).

Hypogene Metallic Minerals

Common hypogene metallic minerals on the Bethlehem property are

chalcopyrite, bornite, pyrite, specularite, and molybdenite. Minor

amounts of inagnetite, chalcocite, and, according to White and others

(1957), powellite are also present. Microscopic traces of

tetrahedrite, stibnite, galena, and possibly scheelite and linnaeite

have been reported (Cockfield, 1948; White and others, 1957; Wood,

1968).
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Chalcopyrite, bornite, and pyrite are present in veins; however,

veinlets and narrow stringers of these suif ides and of molybdenite

predominate in the ore zones. Disseminated, finely crystalline

suif ides that replace primary and secondary ferroinagnesian silicate

minerals adjacent to metallized fractures are common, but

quantitatively subordinate to fracture-controlled mineralization.

Dispersed clots composed of finely divided, aphanitic, anhedral

crystals of chalcopyrite and (or) bornite are abundantly distributed

through the rock in many places. These sulfide aggregates usually

occur in tiny fractures or in maf Ic minerals or even plagioclase and

quartz adjacent to fractures. Bornite locally replaces primary

magnetite crystals. Irregularly shaped blebs of suif ides are abundant

where deposition has occurred ifl vuggy parts of the breccias.

Distributions of specularite, pyrite, chalcopyrite, and bornite

in the Jersey pit (Figure 75) were determined using semiquantitative

visual estimates obtained from detailed field observations, and from

microscopic examination of all samples collected from the open pit and

from drill core. Specularite occurrences are chiefly vein controlled

and are peripheral to those of pyrite. Together, the distributions of

both these minerals form crudely concentric zones about a bornite-rich

core. The outer zone of low grade copper mineralization (Figure 74)

approximately coincides with the pyrite halo, and the high grade core

is largely contained within the bornite-rich central zone.

Chalcopyrite is present throughout the deposit and is most abundant

within the outer limits of the pyrite zone. Reconnaissance work
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suggests similar zonal patterns in the Ruestis orebody and also that

specularite is present peripherally to the lona ore zone. Mineralogic

and chemical variations between the hypogene metallic mineral zones in

the Jersey pit are shown in Table 22. Features of particular interest

are: (1) high bornite:chalcopyrite ratios in the bornite-rich core;

(2) low total sulfide content; and (3) a well-defined zone of

specularite beyond the pyrite halo.

As shown in Figure 76, well-developed steeply west-northwest-

dipping and north-northeast-striking faults and fractures are the

dominant members of the preferentially oriented structural domains

discussed earlier to localize relatively thick accumulations of

hypogene metallic mierals. Additionally, the subhorizontal fractures

in Figure 76(c) probably represent highly mineralized, sheeted joints

developed in Guichon granodiorite roof rocks (cf. Figure 68(a)).

Strongly metallized, east-northeast-trending joints in Figure 76(d)

largely reflect the presence of relatively thick, Joint-controlled

fillings of specularite and subordinate chalcopyrite (Figure 77(e) and

(h)) in the prominently jointed, pink-stained dacite porphyry (cf.

Figure 65(h)). The northwesterly trending, antithetic joints and

fractures are also mineralized. Because these structural elements are

poorly developed, however, they did not consistently localize visibly

thick mineral fillings, and therefore usually escaped measurement.

Randomly oriented faults, joints, and fractures in part attributed to

mechanical disruption attendant on emplacement of the various plutonic

units also host substantial hypogene metallic mineralization.



Table 22. Features of Metallic Mineral Zones in the Jersey Pit1

Dominant

Metallic Total Bn Py Fe S
Zone Mineral(s) Sulf ides Cp Cp Cu Metal

Bornite core (bn-cp) Bn 1-2% >1 <<1 <0.4 <0.4

Outer margin of bornite
core to inner margin
of pyrite halo (cp-bn) Cp 1-3% <1 <<1 >0.4 <0.4

Pyrite halo (py-cp) Py+Cp 1-5% <<1 1 "2.5 "0.8

Specularite zone (sp-cp) Sp <1% <<1 <<1 >2.5 <<0.4

'The ratios of Fe:Cu and S:metal are calculated in terms of weight percent of the
indicated metallic mineral assemblages; other values are volume percent.
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Figure 76. Contours of poles to fault, fracture, and loint Dianes
containing metallic minerals in the Jersey orebody, and grouped
by structural type.
(a) All faults, fractures, and joints; n = 167; ca = 2.3%;

e = 3.91; = 1.95
(b) Faults; n = 86; ca = 4.4%; e 3.82; c = 1.91
(c) Fractures; n 50; ca = 7.4%; e = 3.70; 1.85
(d) Joints; n = 31; ca = 11.4%; e = 3.54; = 1.77
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Figure 77. Contours and plots of poles to fault, fracture, and
joint planes containing metallic minerals in the Jersey
orebody, and grouped by mineral and structural types.
(a) Faults, fractures, and joints containing bornite;

n = 33; ca 10.87%; e = 3.57; a = 1.78
(b) Faults, fractures, and joints containing chalcopyrite;

n = 113; ca = 3.4%; e 3.86; = 1.93
Cc) Faults containing chalcopyrite; 11 = 53; ca 7.0%;

e = 3.72; o 1.86
Cd) Fractures containing chalcopyrite; n = 42; ca 8.7%;

a = 3.65; = 1.83
(a) Joints containing chalcopyrite; n 18
(f) Faults, fractures, and joints containing molybdenite;

a 32; ca 11.1%; a = 3.56; = 1.78
(g) Faults, fractures, and joints containing pyrite;

a = 22; ca = 15.4%; a = 3.38; c = 1.69
(h) Faults, fractures, and joints containing specularite;

a = 66; ca = 5.7%; e = 3.77; 1.89
Ci) Faults containing specularite; n 47; ca = 7.8%;

a = 3.69; o = 1.84
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Chalcopyrite and bornite are the only economically extractable

copper suif ides at Bethlehem, and their combined abundances within the

ore zone rarely exceed 2 percent by volume. Chalcopyrite is commonly

associated with chlorite, bornite, pyrite, quartz, prehnite,

carbonate, actinolite, secondary biotite, epidote, specularite,

molybdeulte, and tourmaline. It commonly surrounds flakes of white

mica, chlorite, and prehnite. Bornite is usually associated with

chalcopyrite, chlorite, secondary biotite, quartz, prehnite, and

locally, in veins, with carbonate and specuarite. Bornite and

chalcopyrite, as well as the other hypogene metallic minerals, are

common in the major northeast-trending sets of faults, fractures, and

joints (Figure 77).

Concentrations of pyrite in the halo zones are normally less than

one percent by volume, although locally they reach five percent.

Pyrite is equally rare in all of the deposits of the Guichon Creek

Batholith. it is typically accompanied by chlorite, chalcopyrite,

epidote, carbonate, quartz, and locally with molybdenite. in addition

to its abundance in the major north-northeast-striking structures

(Figure 77(g)), a discontinuous, north-northwest-trending zone of

subparallel-trending pyrite veinlets associated with variable

proportions of quartz, chalcopyrite, and minor inolybdenite traverse

the south-central wall of the Jersey pit. Veinlets spaced from 1 to

12 cm apart occur in swarms up to 10 m wide that occur irregularly

across the nearly 120 m width of the zone.
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Traditionally, molybdenite in porphyry copper deposits is

considered to be formed relatively deep in the central part of the ore

zone, and generally correlates with high copper grades (Lowell and

Guilbert, 1970). Although it is now being recovered from boa ores

(0.0125 weight percent Mo), it is usually sporadically distributed and

commonly peripheral to the central parts of the other Bethlehem ore

zones. This mineral is similarly distributed in the Valley Copper

deposit (Osatenko and Jones, 1976), but its occurrence in the Highmont

(Reed and Jambor, 1976), J.A. (McMillan, 1976b), and Lornex (Waldner

and others, 1976) deposits, while irregular, is in part marginal to,

but also overlaps the copper ore zones. Individual occurrences of

molybdenite at Bethlehem are customarily monomineralic or associated

with chalcopyrite, quartz, and bornite in veinlets or less commonly in

quartz stockworks. Molybden±te is also localized in the

preferentially oriented, north-northeast-trending faults, joints, and

fractures (Figure 77(f)). Relatively abundant occurrences of

molybdenite encountered during mapping in the Jersey pit were in

quartz stockworks in porphyritic quartz latite on the west side of the

pit, and in some of the quartz-pyrite-chalcopyrite veinlets on the

south-central wall of the pit.

Specularite is present in minor amounts as disseminations, but

usually occurs in peripheral veins and veinlets associated with green

mica, quartz, carbonate, epidote, chalcopyrite, bornite, and rarely

tourmaline. It is ubiquitous in deposits north of Highland Valley,

but, with the exception of Highmont, is rare or absent in deposits in
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and south of the valley. Variable, minor amounts of specularite

precipitate along the fringes of some porphyry coppermolybdenum

systems (e.g. Lowell and Cuilbert, 1970), but distinctly expressed

specularite zones partially fringing the copper ore zone (Figure 75)

are not described in available literature. Deposition of much

specularite occurred in the pronounced northnortheaststriking sets

of faults, joints, and fractures in the Jersey orebody (Figures 77(h

and 1)), and also in the strongly developed eastnortheasttrending

joints in the pinkstained dacite porphyry (cf. Figures 77(h) and

65(h)) that crops out along the common outer margin separating the

Jersey and East Jersey hydrothermal systems (see Figure 28).

Other hypogene metallic minerals occur erradically In some of the

Bethlehem deposits. Magnetite forms widely dispersed patches of

finely disseminated, anhedral crystals, as well as veinlets, that were

observed sporadically throughout the Jersey orebody. It was deposited

in the deeper central parts of the deposit and outward into the zone

of propylitic alteration. Occurrences tend to be monmineralic.

Hypogene chalcocite is rarely found both in the central and marginal

parts of the Jersey orebody. It exists as black to steel gray,

subhedral to euhedral crystals less than 5 mm long growing on vuggy

calcite. Primary chalcocite is relatively common at HIghmont (Reed

and Jambor, 1976). According to White and others (1957), powellite

was common in shallow open cuts in the southern part of the lona

zone. Small, euhedral crystals of tetrahedrite were rarely found in

bornitecarbonate veins by Wood (1968). Narrow, microscopic rims of



tetrahedrite were found on bornite grains from the Jersey pit (White

and others, 1957). White and others (1957) also collected a mass of

chrysocolla enclosing crystals of stibnite from the Bethlehem

property. These same authors also detected inclusions of galena in

bornite from the Snowstorm mine. Cockfield (1948) first identified

scheelite in Bethlehem drill core. Low but persistent tungsten values

in the early lona working were attributed to specks of a bluish-white

fluorescing mineral discovered in an old adit in the lona zone, and

tentatively identified as scheelite by White and others (1957). One

microscopic occurrence of linnaeite(?) was reported from the Jersey

deposit by these same investigators.

iypogene Nonmetallic Alteration and Vein Minerals

Common hypogene nonmetallic minerals include white mica,

chlorite, epidote, quartz, carbonate, kaolinite, montmorillonite,

actinolite, zeolites, secondary biotite, and secondary plagioclase.

Smaller amounts of prehnite, tourmaline, sphene, leucoxene, rutile,

mixed-layer clays, secondary potassium feldspar, gypsum, and probably

vermiculite are also present. Possible allunite was mentioned by

White and others (1957). In addition to the vein-type occurrences of

hypogene minerals previously emphasized for the Bethlehem property,

alteration selvages in host rocks adjacent to faults, joints, and

fractures commonly contain highly variable proportions of most of the

above minerals, but especially white mica, chlorite, carbonate,
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epidote, and lesser quartz, kaolinite, montinorillonite, and secondary

plagioclase. Selvages are ordinarily 1 m or less in width, but are as

much as 30 in wide adjacent to the larger major faults.

Zonal development of hydrothermal alteration in the Jersey

orebody (Figure 78) is similar to that described for most porphyry

copper deposits. Distributions of epidote and secondary biotite in

the Jersey orebody approximately outline propylitic and potassic

alteration zones, respectively. The intervening area, dominated by

white mica and chlorite, is probably equivalent to a zone of phyllic

alteration. The potassic zone is atypical because of the near absence

of secondary potassium feldspar. Significant hydrothermal alteration

is restricted to the immediate area of the orebody. Only zeolite

mineralization, and the epidote zone and associated chlorite, extend

beyond the limits of conspicuous copper sulfide mineralization.

The north-northeast-trending, steeply northwest dipping synthetic

fracture set in the Jersey orebody has localized prominent

accumulations of hypogene nonmetallic vein and alteration minerals.

Figures 79 and 80, which show groupings of structural elements

according to mineral species filling or forming selvages around

faults, fractures, or joints, illustrate the dominance of this

structural orientation over the northwest- and east-northeast-trending

sets for controlling mineralization. However, marked thicknesses of

late-stage, carbonate-zeolite assemblages (cf. Figures 79(a and b)),

epidote (Figure 79(i)), and zeolites (Figure 8O(g and 1)) have been

preferentially deposited along the northwest-striking antithetic
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Figure 79. Contours of poles to fault, fracture, and joint
planes containing nonmetallic minerals in the Jersey
orabody, and grouped by mineral and structural types.
(a) Faults, fractures, and joints containing calcite;

n 135; ca 2.9%; e 3.88; a = 1.94
(b) Faults, fractures, and joints containing calcite

without laumontite; n 78; ca 4.9%; e 3.80;
1.90

(c) Faults containing calcite without laumontite;
a = 51; ca 7.3%; e = 3.71; = 1.85

(d) Fractures containing calcite without laumontite;
a 21; ca = 16.0%; e 3.36; 1.68

(e) Faults, fractures, and joints containing chlorite
and (or) montmorillonite; n = 30; ca = 11.8%;
e = 3.53; = 1.76

(f) Faults, fractures, and joints containing epidote;
a 130; ca = 3.0%; e = 3.88; = 1.94

(g) Faults containing epidote; a 49; ca 7.5%;
e = 3.70; ty = 1.85

(h) Fractures containing epidote; a 38; ca = 9.5%;
e 3.62; c 1.81

(1) Joints containing epidote; a 43; ca 8.5%;
e = 3.66; 1.83
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Figure 80. Contours of poles to fault, fracture, and joint planes
containing nonmetallic minerals in the Jersey orebody, and
grouped by mineral and structural types.
(a) Faults, fractures, and joints containing quartz; n = 126;

ca = 3.1%; e = 3.88; a- = 1.94

(b) Faults containing quartz; n = 36; ca = 10.0%; a = 3.60;
a-= 1.80

(c) Fractures containing quartz; n = 67; ca = 5.6%; e = 3.77;
a-= 1.89

Cd) Joints containing quartz; n = 23; ca = 14.8%; e = 3.41;
a-= 1.70

(e) Faults, fractures, and joints containing white mica and
(or) kaolinite; n = 82; ca = 4.7%; e = 3.81; a- 1.91

(f) Faults, fractures, and joints containing tourmaline;
n = 42; ca = 8.7%; a = 3.65; a- = 1.83

(g) Faults, fractures, and joints containing zeolites;
n = 105; ca = 3.7%; e = 3.85; a- = 1.93

(h) Faults containing zeolites; n = 68; ca = 5.6%; e = 3.78;
a-= 1.89

(1) Fractures containing zeolites; n = 22; ca 15.4%;
e = 3.38; a- = 1.69
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fractures. Modest structural readjustments resulting In enlargment or

reopening of these fractures must have occurred chiefly after

cessation of the main mineralization event(s), but just prior to or

during the period of late-stage hot spring circulation (discussed

below) that precipitated some or all of these later minerals. East-

northeast-striking, steeply dipping joints host obvious, relatively

thick fillings of quartz (Figure 80(d)). Pink-stained dacite porphyry

(see Figure 65(h)) is the presumed host rock for these quartz veins

and veinlets. Many of the other hypogene nonmetallic vein and

alteration minerals occur along all of the aforementioned structural

directions. However, either because of the infrequency of their

occurrence, or as a result of the small size of the fractures in which

they crystallized, an insufficient number of attitudes were measured

to allow construction of statistically meaningful stereograins.

Additionally, most of the randomly oriented, Intrusion related

fractures in the deposit contain fillings or selvages of primary

nonmetallic vein and (or) alteration minerals.

Propylitic-Argillic Alteration. Epidote (including minor

clinozoisite) is most abundant at the outer margins of the Jersey and

Huestis orebodies, but is common in small amounts both peripheral to,

and throughout, all of the Bethlehem deposits. The approximate

distributions of major concentrations of epidote and secondary biotite

in the Jersey deposit are shown in Figure 78. The distributions form

a roughly concentric zonal pattern, with epidote (propylitic

alteration) peripheral to a central biotite-rich (potassic alteration)
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core. Most vein occurrences of hypogene minerals are contained within

the epidote zone, and the majority of these are confined to the

specularite-rich portion (cf. Figure 75). Comparison of Tables 23-28

shows that epidote in the Jersey orebody is most abundant in the

epidote zone, with amounts typically ranging from 1 to 15 percent and

averaging about 6 percent in analyzed samples of Guichon and Bethlehem

granodiorites. Epidote abundances in the phyllic and potassic

alteration zones average between 1 and 2 percent (see Tables 25-28).

Much of this epidote may have formed during retrograde alteration

accompanying collapse of the cooling hydrothermal system as the outer

zones contracted and were overprinted on inner zones. Epidote is rare

in the lona breccias, but is common in adjacent host rocks. It is

also common throughout the East Jersey ore zone. Epidote is usually

found in veins, veinlets, stringers, and as disseminations replacing

calcic plagioclase and primary niaf Ic minerals. Epidote is normally

associated with chlorite, white mica, carbonate, quartz, and lesser

amounts of specularite, chalcopyrite, and pyrite. Epidote and

actinolite commonly occur together, but their modal abundances tend to

be antipathetic. The association with chaleopyrite and, less

commonly, bornite, is unusual in porphyry copper-molybdenum deposits;

and although this may in part represent a late-stage or retrograde

mineralization event, crystal boundary relationships in some vein and

disseminated occurrences suggest mutual contemporanity between epidote

and gulf ides. The structural disposition of epidote was outlined
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Table 23. Modal Analyses of Propylttical.ly Altered Guichon Granodiorite

Average

81 82 83 84 85
Slab T.S. Slab T.S. Slab T.S. Slab T.S. Slab T.S.

Quartz 13.2 20.2 13.4 15.8 12.6 20.4 11.0 14.6 12.6 17.8
Plagioclase 48.0 38.0 67.8 44.2 62.0 37.0 64.8 44.0 60.7 40.8
Maf its 23.0 17.4 21.8 22.2 21.1
Hornblende 0.6 0.2
Magnetite 0.4 0.4 1.0 0.6 0.3 0.4
Hematite 0.2
Apatite 0.4 0.2 0.6 0.3
Sphene 2.0 2.6 1.2 3.2 2.3
Rutile 0.2

Chalcopyrlte 1.2 0.6 0.2 P 0.6 0.4 0.5 0.3

Epidote 14.6 7.6 1.2 0.4 2.6 4.2 1.4 0.8 5.0 3.3
Chlorite 13.0 0.6 6.0 0.4 5.0

(X-ray)' (17.) (3.) (8.) (4.) (8.)
Montmoriilonite 1.8 0.5

(X-ray) (1.) (6.) (3.) (1.) (3.)
Mixed-layer clays2

(X-ray) (6.) (P)3 (2.)
Actiaoljte 15.4 8.8 17.2 10.4
Carbonate 1.0 0.2 0.3
Secondary plegioclase4 2.0 4.0 7.2 3.3
Prehoite 3.4 P 0.4 1.0
Leucoxene 0.2
FCAP 13.0 18.6 14.6 10.8 14.3
White mica 0.4 0.2 0.2

(X-ray) (2.) (2.) (4.) (2.) (3.)
Kaolinjte

(X-ray) (6.) (2.) (7.) (5.) (5.)

An content 39.* 39* 39* * 39.
Core 37.
Ritu 29.

Elevation (a) 5069. 5067. 4780. 4688.

1Semiquantitative estimate from X-ray diffraction analysis; see Appendix III for explanation of technique.
2Regularly interstratified chlorite and aontmorillooite or vermiculite unless otherwise indicated. A query (9)

indicates that the quantity ie a calculated one only, and a 25 peak did not occur (see appendix for explanation).
3Small X-ray peak present, but estimated quantity is less than 1 percent.
4Replacthg primary potassium feldspar. Cospoaition judged on basla of relative refractive indexes to be only slightly

more sodic than primary plagioclase.

Note: The explanations in footnotes 1, 2, and 3 apply equally to all modal tables or altered rocks.
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Table 24. Modal Analyacs of l'ropylitically &ltered Bethiehe. Granodlorite

Average

86 87 88 89 90

Stab T.S. Slab T.S. Stab T.S. Slab T.S. Stab r.S.

quartz 20.0 23.8 27.2 28.6 25.6 26.8 21.8 24.4 23.7 25.9

Plagiociase 59.8 33.4 61.8 29.6 56.8 38.4 57.8 43.0 59.1 36.8

Mattcs 10.4 7.8 12.2 10.2 10.2

Mornblende 1.0 0.3

Maguetita 0.6 0.4 0.6 0.2 0.8 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.7

Apatite 0.4 0.4 0.2

Spieae 0.6 0.6 0.8 0.5

Chalcopyrite 0.4 0.2 p p 0.6 0.6 0.2 0.3 0.3

Epidote 9.4 13.0 2.8 4.8 5.2 5.0 9.4 5.8 6.7 7.2

ChlorIte 10.2 8.0 8.8 5.4 8.1

(X-ray) (14.) (2.) (8.) (9.) (8.)

Mootmorlllonite 0.2 0.1

(X-ray) (3.) (F) (5.) (3.) (3.)

KiSed-layet clays

(X-ray) (2.?) (4.?) (2.) (3.)

Actlnolite 3.6 0.9

Carbonate 1.2 3.6 0.2 1.3

Secondary plagioclase 2.8

Prelinite 1.0 0.6 0.4

Leucoxene 0.4 0.1

FCAP 12.8 2.6 12.6 17.6 11.4

White sLcC 20.8 2.2 1.6 6.1

(X-ray) (1.) (23.) (3.) (2.) (7.)

Kaolinite

(X-ray) (4.) (2.) (5.) (9.) (5.)

An content of plagioctace * * *

Core 35. 29. 31. 31. 35.

Oat 43. 38. 31. 42. 40.

Rim 26. 18. 20. 22. 22.

Elevation (m) 4967. 4933. 4933. 4833.

Note: Footnotes in Table 23 also apply to this table.
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1061. 2.5. 6*4.1 Mo.iy.. of P671110.117 A10000d foloho. 0410*0*..
*000.002

92 93 94 95 96 97 99 99 000 (01 102 103 (04

26.0 11.2 26.2 18.0 19.6 15.0 22.4 21.4 11.6 38.0 16.0 32.4 26.6 22.4
00*00610. 0*Ilop.r 0.4 2.6 6.0 2.0 2.8 1.)

P1*81*01... 26.8 16.4 13.8 32.0 35.4 40.4 23.6 34.0 34.2 03,6 25.2 00.6 23.6 25.9
80.61*04. 0.6 3.2 4.0 5.4 3.4 3.6 4.2 2.3
800*10* 3.6 0.0 1.6 2.0 0.6 6.4 P 0.4 0.6 (.3

.0$ooUo. 334
3.2 0.4 4.6 0.0 1.4 1.6 0.6 2.2 2.2 2.6 0.8

*9.011. 0.0 8.4 0.4 0.2 0.4 0.8 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.3

Op..... 0.4 0.6 6.0 0.0 0.8 0.4 1.2 0.4 0.4
Oo*11 0.2 0.8 0.0 0.2 0.2 0.2 1,0 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3
010006 0.5 0.2

971100 0.2

Cb.100pyo1*. 0.8 2.0 P 0.2 P P 0.2 P 2.8 1.0 0.8 0.0
*01.1*. P 0.4 P 0.2 0.8 0.2 1.6 P 0.2
601764*010* 0,4

69140*0 0.8 1.8 0.4 2.8 0.8 1.0 2.2 1.8 0.0 0.2 2.6 1.8 (.0 1.4

Cfl109060 20.8 00.6 12.2 10.6 3.0 3.2 3.6 6.4 7.2 61.4 6.2 9.0 00.0 9.0

(9.) (25.) (16.0 (9.) (II.) (10.) (62.) (14.) (II.) (7.> ((0.) (05.) (12.)
8001011100110 0.4 2.2 0.6 0.2 1.0 2.0 2.6 0.6 0.7

(20*y) (7.) (14.) (3.) (1.) (4.) (2.) (1.) (4.) (3.) (6.) (2.) (2.) (4.)

654-1*y. *1.Oy*

(2*0*7) 4)(4,) (4.?) (2.?) (2.?) (3.?) (2.?) (4.?) (4.?) (7.) (2.)

2.0 6.6 3.2 2.4 3.2 2.0 2.6

C*Ib00600 0.2 1.6 1.4 0.4 0.6 1.6 2.0 0.4 0.2 1.6 0.6 0.8

91040100 0.6 0.6 0.2 P P 1.0 P 0.2

2.0(1*. p5

00.0000*. 1.0 1.4 1.0 0.4 0.6 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.2 2.0 1.0 0.5,

(CAP 16.0 41.0 27.6 21.4 27.4 18.0 23.0 10.6 26.6 17.2 6362 31.6 25.6 25.2

041006000 1.) 0.4 11.0 1.5 1.2 0.6 3.1 1.6 9.6 1.2 5.6 (.6 5.1

(1*oy) (20.) (07.) (8.) (12.) (6.) (7.) (20.) (8.) (23.> (00.) (23.) (Oh) (14.)

1.0 0.2 0.1

(X-1*y> (2.) (3.) (3.) (7.) (4.) (7.) (7.) (6.> (9.) >6( >7.) (5.)

0.6 0.6 0.1

S*o**4*ry 61*610. 75,,4
0.2 0.2 0.6 0.1

50*004*17 P0*00*10* E.ld.9.r 0.8

46 +0*0000 *1 pl*910010*6 0*61 19.31 20-22 36 43* 346 360

Coo. 43* 44 61* 370

34+ 47 4(0

00. 28° 32 270 27°

1(00.110. (4* 1382. 1382, 1382. 1362. 1382. 1312. 1302. 1373. (439. 1437. 0444. 141>.

(494.) (089.) (042.) (+10.)

16*04 (1968).

001* ** 91.

).1oo.*.. "op.qo..° by 00.4 (1968).

1-r*y **.1y.1. Soft** 9000000 of .1$flf 10*06 .61*. .10*.
p1*901*100 0*860.0 111b160.

1.00.4* .1.0001*0,0 *97p60017.t.11196 pldol., .04 p.060.0 o.rb.0.0.; I00*66 Of *1*7. o.1oo1010d 0106 IrOy 41(0*600100 *6.00. .111 6. 1*010.0.4 90*p0901000001y b

*9t 0*0.1 0.no of epld010 Sod 0.16..... *00*004 8. flaP.
>9100010010$ 000004097 610416. *0. 1.oi.10 *61*01*10.4.
000,8.0 .1 p1**1.*1.6. o.00i*(.. 4.00100.04 by 2*0.7 4101,6.11.. 0.06.84... (*06 £pp.041* .

NØ0E 015* 66* 1 00*00*0. 1, 2, 0*4 3 10 1.61. 23.



(*61. 26. P4.L N..>y..m of Pny11i*11.y A1f.r,a 3.tlil.b.* Goenodiorit..

U35 2106 210, 108 109 110 111 112 113 114 110

Qo.rto 30.4 29.8 21.2 26.2 31.6 25.6 32.0 22.4 37.6 41.0 39.8 31.0
Potu11. f.t4ap. 13.2 1.2
Pl*glocl.s. 32.8 9.8 25.4 30.0 41.8 24.2 30.0 23.4 28.0 41.2 26.1
BiotIr. 0.2
i4nootlt. 1.0 1.0 0.8 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.2 0.4 P P P 0.3

0.2 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1
Sph.oe 1.6 0.6 1.2 0.4 0.4 0.8 0.0

0.2 0.6 0.4 1.2 0.2

Pyrite 0.2
Cha100pyrit. 0.4 0.6 0.4 1.0 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.3broil. 1.4 0.4 0.8 0.6 1.0 0.4
Molybd.nit*

Ipidot. 2.2 4.2 3.9 2.0 0.2 0.6 0.2 0.4 1.2
Cliott0. 0.2 7.8 6.8 5.6 7.8 8.7 6.2 4.6 4.0 4.4 0.6 5.6

(X-ray) (1.) (1.) (1.) (3.) (6.) (4.) (P) (3.) (7.) (1.) (3.)
?fonr1flonic. 3.8 0.4 1.0 16.2 3.6 9.2 5.8 3.6

(X-ray) (1.) (2.) (4.) (3.) (20.) (13.) (12.) (2.) (2.) (6.)
M.ion41a7.t clays

X-ray) (3.7) (7.7) (5.?) (6.) (P) (1.?) (1.?) (7.) (3.)
Carbonac. 0.8 P 0.6 0.2 0.8 0.8 2.8 0.6 0.6
Pr.On.lt* 2.4 2.0 1.0 2.6 1.4 1.2 1.0
UooJaodit. 1.2 0.1
ZooLlt.5 0.2
L.oconnn 0.2 0.4 0.8 0.2 0.2 0.2
FCAP 12.4 >0.8 14.2 11.8 13.4 15.6 3.8 12.2 9.0 9.4
Ver.icoj-Jte

(X-ray) P P
Whito 0±0* 14.6 58.2 51.8 21.8 7.6 5.1 6.2 6.6 16.8 4.8 4.6 17.8

(X-ray) (59.) (51.) (27.) (22.3 (11.) (15.) (8.) (14.) (10.> (6.) (23.)
CaoiiOit. 0.2

(X-ray) (2.) (2.) (5.) (1.) (1.) (2.) (6.) (4.) (2.) (3.)
P 0.4 P

S.condary biotil. P 0.4

40 coot.n0 o pi.gLoola..7 28. 14-22 12-22 37 37* 42 36* 36
Core

44
inc

37
RIo

28

I1noaCLon (.1 1494. 2494. 1382. 1382. 1382. 1447. 1205. 1348. 1322. 1292.
(+66.) (-116.) (+12.) (-14.) (-44)

(1948).

Fro. totna.jy altered 0.1. ..lvage.
EX0J.4.. na.pl. no. 105.

6n 'opaque.° by Wood (2968).
Zoo1it. 01 000ertato idnottIp.

6Gyps. 00000. in 90*10* v*tOl.t. .106 q0000s 6.0010.. ohiO. .10., 0.060400.. chioje, dark-sr... .ont.orillonit.. and ..00.d.ty blot>>..
R.nng.. Of pi.liocl0*. coWoeioion 4.l.r.in.d by 5-ru diffraction 0.04.1940* (eon *99.0411 1).

N0TE Also on. footooc.. 1. 2. and 3 0. Tab!. 23.



Table 27. Modal Analyses of Potassically Altered Guichon Granodiorite. 289

Average

119 120 121 122 123 124

Quartz 25.8 25.4 31.8 29.6 20.0 24.5

Piagioclase 28.0 29.4 37.6 23.4 25.8 28.8

Rornblende 0.4 0.1

aioeite 1.0 2.0 0.6

Magnetite 2.2 1.8 1.4 2.4 1.6

Apatite 0.6 0.2 0.2 0.2

Sphene 0.4 1.0 1.4 0.4 0.6

Rutile 0.4 0.2 0.1

Chalcopyrite p 0.2 P

Bornite 0.6 0.2 2.2 0.8 1.6 1.1

Epidote 0.8 0.6 P 1.8 1.8 1.0

Chlorite 4.8 3.0 1.4 4.4 3.6 3.4

(X-ray) (8.) (5.) (3.) (8.) (12.) (7.)

MontmorjUonjte 5.0 1.0 1.2

(X-ray) (13.) (10.) (4.) (9.) (P)1 (9.)

Mixed-Layer clays

(X-ray) (2.?) (3.?) (2.?) (P)1

Actjnoljte 1.4 16.6 3.0 3.6 4.9

Carbonate P 0.4 P 0.2 0.4 0.2

Prehnjte P 0.4 2.4 0.8 0.7

Zeolite P2 2

L.eucoxene 0.2 0.2 0.1

FCAP 19.2 29.6 9.6 23.0 32.0 22.7

White mica 0.4 0.4 0.4 1.6 0.6

(X-ray) (7.) (15.) (2.) (13.) (20.) (11.)

Kaoljnite

(X-ray) (1.) (1.) (1.) (4.) (1.)

Gypsum P 0.4 0.1

Secondary biotite 9.8 1.2 12.6 6.8 7.2 7.5

An content of
plagioclase3 39 32-49 46-60 40* 28-36

Elevation (a) 1362. 1351. 1326. 1201. 1341.

(-159.)

1These eamples contain an unknown clay mineral(s), which has a large 17 peak

that masks the expanded moatmorillonite peak and prevents semiquantitattve

estimates of the abundances of moatmotillonite and mixed-layer clays. The unknown

mineral(s) is presumably a randomly interlayered mixture of chlorite,

montmorillonite, white mica, and (or) kaojlnite. Visible montniorillonite peaks

are small. suggesting the mineral is only a minor constituent of each rock.

2Stilbite veinlecs.

3Rangea of plagioclase composition determined by X-ray diffraction techniques

(see Appendix 1).

MOTE: Also see footnotes 1, 2, and 3 in Table 23.
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TabLe 28. Moaal Analyses of Potasatcally Altered Bethlehem Granodiortte

Average

116 117 125 126 127 128 129 130

Quartz 29.0 26.8 27.8 24.0 21.8 20.2 22.8 24.6
Potassium feldspar 8.0 2.0 6.2 2.3
Plagioclase 19.0 21.8 22.0 22.8 36.0 28.0 19.8 24.2
Biotite 0.2 0.4 0.1
Magnetite 1.2 1.0 0.6 0.4 0.8 0.6
Apatite 0.4 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.2
Sphene 0.4 0.8 0.4 0.6 0.3
1utlLe 0.2 0.8 0.2 0.2

Chaicopyrite 0.4 0.2 0.1
Bornite 1.4 p 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.4 0.2 0.5

Epidote 7.6 1.0 1.0 0.8 2.2 1.7
Chlorite 4.4 3.2 9.8 5.2 3.8 1.2 3.2 4.4

(X-ray) (1.) (2.) (6.) (4.) (5.) (6.) (4.) (4.)
Montaorjljonlce 0.8 0.1

(X-ray) (1.) (2) (2.) (1.) (1.) (8.) (p)1 (3.)
Mixed-Layer clays

(X-ray) (5.?) 2(6?) (11.?) (9.?) (2.?) (3.?) (p)1

Actinojite 0.2 0.2 1.2 0.2
Carbonate 16.6 374 0.6 1.0 p p 0.8 3.7
Prehaite 0.2 1.2 0.8 1.0 0.4 0.5
Zeotite 0.2
Leucoxene 2.0 0.4 0.4 0.2 0.4
Tourmalioe 0.2
FCJLP 11.4 9.4 25.2 24.8 23.0 30.4 30.6 22.1
white mica 13.0 5.4 4.2 4.4 0.2 1.8 1.8 4.4

(X-ray) (16.) (12.) (19.) (14.) (13.) (13.) (21.) (15.)
iCaoitnite 11.2 1.6

(X-ray) (6.) (9.) (2.) (7.) (5.) (3.) (3.) (5.)
Gypsum 0.4 0.1
Secondary biotite 2.8 13.2 0.2 1.6 7.8 4.8 3.2 4.8
Secondary potassium feldspar 3.0 1.2 1.4 14.4 2.9

An content of plagtoclaae4 5-12 9-18 18-22 14.46 * 1624
Core 41 41
Osc 50
Rim 27

Elevation Cm) 1382. 1382. 1311. 1311. 1243. 1126. 1341

(-65.) (-182.)

1Theae samples contain an unknown clay mineral(s) which has a large 17 peak that mask the expanded
sontmoritlonite peak and prevents semiquancitattve estimates of the abundances of montmoriliontte and mixed-layers
clays. The unknown mineral(s) is presumably a randomly tnterl.ayared mixture of chlorite, aontmorillonite, white
mica, and (er) kaoiinite. Visible montrillonite peaks are smaiL suggesting the mineral is only a minor
constituent of each rock.

2Behavior of broad, Low intensity peak near 12. suggests presence of minor randomly tnteri.ayered whita mica-
montmorjllonjte.

3Some carbonate contains intimately intergrown, cryptocrystalline to microcrystalline, dark-green secondary
biotite.

4ltanges of pl.agiociase composition deter*ined by X-ray diffraction techniques (see Appendix I).

NOTE; Also see footnotes 1, 2, and 3 in Table 23.

I
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above and Is further elaborated on In the section describing mineral

paragenesis below.

Crystallization of kaolinite and montmorillonite (smectite) group

minerals are commonly regarded as the mineralogical manifestations of

argillic-type alteration in porphyry copper-molybdenum deposits.

Where the combined abundances of these minerals exceed that of white

mica a zone of argilhic (rather than phyllic) alteration exists.

Because of their largely submicroscopic crystallinity and rather low

abundances in altered host rocks at Bethlehem, the distributions of

kaolinite and montmorillonite group minerals are known only from the

X-ray diffraction analyses (discussed below) of samples listed in

Table 23 to 28. As shown in these tables, both mineral groups

together comprise only 10 percent or less of the average modal

composition of rocks containing propylitic, phyllic, or potassic

alteration assemblages. There are no systematic or consistent changes

in the amounts of kaolinite and (or) montmorlllonite between zones of

alteration or metalhizatlon, or between Guichon and Bethlehem

granodiorites. However, these minerals predominate over the small

quantities of white mica present In the epidote zone, which may

therefore be considered a zone of mixed propylitic and argilhic

alteration.

Kaolinite-type clays reach a maximum abundance of about nine

percent in each of the three alteration zones. One sample of

potassically altered Bethlehem granodiorite (no. 117, Table 28)

contains nearly 11 percent optically identifiable kaolinite. Finely
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crystalline to cryptocrystalline vermicular mosaics of kaolinite

usually replace plagioclase (esp. calcic cores), but also commonly

replace hornblende. Kaolinite sporadically occurs after epidote,

suggesting minor local overprinting of argillic on propylitic

alteration. It normally occurs closely associated with highly

variable proportions of white mica, niontmorillonite, chlorite,
carbonate, epidote, quartz, and secondary plagioclase.

Montmorillonite composes approximately 20 percent of a sample of

Bethlehem granodiorite from the phyllic zone of the Jersey deposit

(sample 111, Table 26). Although smaller quantities are ordinarily

present, montmorillonite appears to be locally more abundant in the

phyllic and potassic zones than does kaolinite. Montinorillonite

typically forms finely crystalline to submicroscopic, dark-reddish-

brown to greenish, orbicular to veriniform aggregates that replace

plagioclase and, less commonly, primary ferromagnesian minerals. Much

of It is moderately birefringent. Montmorillonite generally occurs

with white mica, chlorite, kaolinite, secondary plagioclase,

carbonate, quartz, and locally with prehnite and secondary biotite.

yllic Alteration. White mica is one of a group of finely

crystalline phyllosilicate alteration minerals including kaolinite,

montmorillonite, chlorite, and mixed-layer clays that were in part

identified from X-ray diffraction patterns of clay separates from

altered host rocks. Semiquantitative estimates of the relative

proportions of these species in the clay fraction were made utilizing
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a modification of the Xray diffraction technique proposed by Schultz

(1964) and outlined in Appendix III. In general, white mica is

widespread in all but the most unaltered rocks of the Jersey and

Huestis orebodies. Significant quantities roughly coincide with areas

of greater than 0.1 weight percent copper (e.g. Figure 74), even

though zortal distributions are not obvious. In the lone zone, white

mica is predominantly restricted to breccias and pervades host rocks

only near areas of quartz flooding. Reconnaissance studies of the

East Jersey orebody indicate that white mica alteration accompanies

significant copper metallization.

White mica in the Jersey orebody is most abundant in the area

between the epidote and secondary biotite zones. This intervening

area, without significant epidote or secondary biotite, is here

regarded as a moderately developed zone of phyllic alteration. In

this zone white mica abundances (Tables 25) in Guichon granodiorite

usually range from roughly 6 to 23 percent, averaging 14 percent in

the analyzed specimens; Bethlehem granodiorite ordinarily contains

from 8 to 27 percent, averaging approximately 14 percent also (Table

26, excluding samples 106 and 107, which are from vein selvages).

Thus, although white mica is locally intensely developed (samples 106

and 107, Table 26), Guichon and Bethlehem granodiorite host rocks are

only moderately replaced by this mineral in the zone of phyllic

alteration. Abundances of white mica apparently decrease slightly in

the secondary biotite (potassic) zone, but substantially diminish in

the epidote (propylitic zone) zone (see Tables 23, 24, 27, and 28).
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Bethlehem granodiorite appears to be slightly more altered to white

mica than is Guichon granodiorite. This is believed to at least

partly reflect a higher volatile content associated with the Bethlehem

magma. White mica occurs mainly as an alteration product of the

feldspars, but locally replaces primary ferromagnesian minerals in

areas of intense alteration. White mica and slightly sodic secondary

plagioclase preferentially replace potassium feldspar, which is

usually completely destroyed, whereas plagioclase is generally more

than 40 percent unaltered. White mica alteration of feldspar is

generally associated with secondary plagioclase and small but highly

variable amounts of quartz, montmorillonite, carbonate, and epidote.

Many of the larger and pronounced faults, and some joints and

mineralized fractures in the Bethlehem deposits have gouge zones and

selvages rich in greenish-colored white mica, and in brilliant green,

strongly pleochroic chlorite displaying highly anomalous Interference

colors. Sample 106 in Table 26 is a typical representative of this

variety of alteration. A large proportion of these structures,

especially those along the outer margins of the Jersey orebody,

contain partial fillings and (or) disseminations of specularite. The

white mica, though greenish fri hand specimen, is not obviously colored

In thin section. Its presence, combined with that of chlorite,

imparts a dark-grayish-green to dark-greenish-brown color to altered

outcrops. These zones may extend well into the orebody along major

faults, and are obvious to the most casual observer, even at a great

distance. Comparable alteration assemblages have been described in
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intensely sheared rocks of low metamorphic grade, where analyses of

the green muscovites display unusually high contents (e.g. 8.11

percent) of ferric iron (Bryant, 1967). Green muscovites from some

glaucophane schist terranes contain up to 9.10 percent Fe203 (Ranehira

and Banno, 1960). By extrapolation, the green white micas at

Bethlehem are presumed to be rich in ferric iron. Moreover, according

to fleer and others (1962), chiorites displaying strong pleochroism and

highly anomalous interference colors are likely to be iron rich.

These assumptions are consistent with the unusually high iron content

of sample 106 (See Table 32), which does not correlate with a

concomitant increase in the modal abundances of any of the usual iron-

bearing minerals. Oxidation of iron in hydrothermal fluids and in

altered rocks in the Jersey orebody probably occurred during influx

and mixing with oxygenated meteoritic waters in the peripheral vein

system, and was perhaps aided by the relative enrichment of oxygen in

the fluids during hydrogen ion metasomatism of feldspar along these

structural channelvays.

Preferentially oriented faults, joints, and mineralized fractures

containing white mica and (or) kaclinite, or possessing visible

selvages of one or both of these minerals, are dominated by the major,

north-northeast-trending synthetic fracture set, which dips steeply

northwest (see Figure 80e).

Potassic Alteration. Secondary biotite, with or without usually

minute quantities of secondary potassium feldspar, is the diagnostic
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indicator of potassic alteration in all of the Bethlehem deposits. In

the Jersey orebody, secondary biotite is largely restricted to the

lower parts of the bornite-rich core zone (cf. Figures 75 and 78).

However, minor amounts persist somewhat beyond the biotite zone of

Figure 78, where they are usually largely or completely replaced by

chlorite (e.g. samples 92, 93, 99, 103, 112, and 113, in Figure 31 and

Tables 25 and 26). These remnant occurrences may record retrograde

phyllic overprinting of an originally more extensive potassic zone.

Some of this peripheral secondary biotite may have migrated out along

the Jersey fault system.

Secondary biotite is a critically important, previously

unrecognized constituent of the northeast Jersey breccia. Weakly to

strongly biotized clasts, some of which contain structurally

controlled and pervasive hydrothermal potassium feldspar, occur with

weakly metallized chalcopyrite-, pyrite-, and (or) bornite-bearing

fragments; all of which attest to the presence of a significant

prebreccia hydrothermal event. Given the close correspondence between

ore-grade copper mineralization and zones of brecciation and (or)

secondary biotite alteration at Bethlehem, and in the other Highland

Valley deposits (Jambor and Beaulne, 1978), it seems highly probable

that an undiscovered copper ore zone exists beneath the relatively

unexplored ground northeast of the Jersey orebody. The weakly

metallized nature of the breccias at the current levels of exposure,

combined with the restriction of strong potassic alteration to breccia
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clasts, implies that an associated orebody may be somewhat deeper than

either the Jersey or East Jersey ore zones.

Secondary biotite is widespread in near-surface localities of the

lana breccias, but is only a minor component of rocks In the East

Jersey orebody. It was also identified from two highly altered

samples of Bethlehem granodiorite (116 and 117, Table 28) collected

from the Huestis pit. Sample 116 is from a relatively narrow

structurally controlled zone of alteration at the northern margin of

the pit, whereas sample 117 represents a larger more diffuse zone of

biotizatlon occurring near the center of the deposit. Although the

particularly finely crystalline nature of these biotites precluded

mapping their distribution in the field, a discrete zone of biotitic

alteration undoubtedly exists and could be delineated with the aid of

numerous thin sections.

Much of the secondary biotite in the Bethlehem deposits occurs as

diffuse, whispy plates that range in color from medium to pale reddish

brown to light-green and dark-greenish black. Greenish varieties may

be magnesium rich (Moore and Czmanske, 1973). Crystal sizes vary

gradationally from finely crystalline phaneritic to microscopic to

submicroscopic, incipiently crystalline material. Although secondary

biotite occurs in veinlets and stringers, most replaces primary

biotite and hornblende, breccia matrix, and some actlnolite. It also

fills microfractures in plagioclase and may even replace that mineral

adjacent to fracture walls. Secondary biotite also crystallizes along

primary silicate crystal boundaries. Breccias locally contain as much
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as 50 percent secondary biotite, whereas other rock types seldom have

more than 15 percent. Quantities between 1 and 8 percent are

representative of most biotite-rich areas (Tables 27-28). Secondary

biotite is intimately intergrown with chlorite, actinolite, carbonate,

and rare white mica at some localities; and is usually in part

replaced by chlorite and, rarely, epidote. Chioritization of

secondary biotite is particularly common along the outer margins of

the zone of biotization in the Jersey pit, and in the northeast Jersey

breccia. Replacement of secondary biotite by white mica is not

common. Secondary biotite is usually associated with chlorite,

bornite, chalcopyrite, actinolite, and locally carbonate.

Analyses of hydrothermal biotites from Highimont are depleted in

titanium relative to magmatic biotite from the unaltered host rock,

otherwise these two minerals are chemically similar (Reed and Jambor,

1976). Enrichment of magnesium common in secondary biotites from some

porphyry copper deposits (e.g. Moore and Czmanske, 1976; Mason, 1978;

Chivas, 1978) was not documented at Highmont.

Potassium feldspar displaying obvious structural controls or

showing evidence of pervasive replacement of other silicate minerals

is tentatively assigned a hydrothermal origin. Such occurrences are

rare, typically minute, and are closely associated with secondary

biotite in the zones of potassic (biotitic) alteration. Hydrothermal

potassium feldspar is also scarce at Highmont, and is generally

uncommon in a number of porphyry copper deposits of island are

settings, as compared to those in potash-rich continental terranes
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(Cox and others, 1973; Gustafson, 1978). For unknown reasons,

hydrothermal potassium feldspar in the Jersey deposit is much more

common in Bethlehem granodiorite than in Guichon granodiorite.

Samples 126-129 contain generally large amounts of the mineral.

Hydrothermal potassium feldspar sporadically replaces plagioclase,

some quartz, and minor chlorite. It is usually associated with quartz

and (or), less commonly, carbonate and secondary plagioclase.

Microprobe analysis of Valley Copper potassium feldspars indicate that

primary magmatic varieties (Or78) are much more sodic than the

hydrothermally introduced material (Or92) (Sivenas, 1976).

Other Monmetallic Hypogene Assemblages. Many other hypogene

nonmetallic alteration and vein minerals are widespread in the

Bethlehem deposits. Chlorite is the first alteration mineral

encountered at the outermost margins of the mineralized areas.

Epidote and white mica become common closer to the orebodies.

Chlorite occurs as replacements of primary biotite, hornblende, and

some plagioclase. It also replaces breccia matrix, actinolite,

biotite, and epidote, and is abundant in tiny veinlets and

stringers. Although chlorite is present throughout the Bethlehem

deposits, the local abundance is partly controlled by rock type, with

mafic units containing the greater amount. Within the propylitic and

phyllic zones of the Jersey deposit the Guichon and Bethlehem

granodiorite units have in excess of 5 to 10 percent chlorite, but in

the potassic zone, as the amount of secondary biotite increases,
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chlorite falls to generally less than 5 percent. Breccias having a

chioritic matrix may contain as much as 25 percent chlorite. Most

chlorite is pale to deep green, with moderately to strongly anomalous

interference colors ranging from Berlin blue and dark-gray to brownish

green to dark grayish brown to dark gray to black. Much chlorite

appears to be penninite with small amounts of prochiorite. Deeper

colored varieties are probably iron rich. Chlorite is most closely

associated with epidote, actinolite, chalcopyrite, bornite, secondary

biotite, moatniorillonite, pyrite, carbonate, white mica, and

prehnite. Preferentially oriented faults, mineralized fractures, and

joints containing chlorite (+montmorillonite?) are part of the

prominent north-northeast-striking fracture set that dips about 700

northwest. However, because chlorite-dominant structures are usually

nondescript in outcrop, measurements are highly biased toward the

thicker veins or those containing other more easily recognized

minerals.

Quartz is the predominant constituent of veinlets that are

locally abundant in the central parts of the Huestis and East Jersey

orebodies and the bornite-rich core of the Jersey orebody. It is also

a common component of the peripheral vein assemblages. As previously

described, quartz is an abundant constituent of the matrix in breccias

of the lona zone. Occurrences of quartz are monomineralic or are

components of assemblages that may also include bornite, chalcopyrite,

carbonate, epidote, specularite, pyrite, and tourmaline. Substantial

amounts of quartz also formed during alteration of feldspars to white
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mica and clay minerals. Bowever, the resulting angular, anhedral

quartz is almost impossible to distinguish from primary quartz in most

places. Comparison of quartz abundances in unaltered Guichon and

Bethlehem granodiorites with those that have undergone propylitic,

phyllic, and potassic alteration suggest that there might be a

general, in part progressive increase in quartz content, although the

modal quartz in potassically altered Bethlehem granodiorite is

inexplicably low (cf. Tables 4, 5, and 23-28). Some relatively

pervasive local silicification in the deeper, more intensely altered

portions of the Jersey and Huestis deposits was detected in thin

section. The north-northeast-trending synthetic faults and

mineralized fractures are prominantly filled with quartz (Figure 80 (b

and c)), whereas the only consistently quartz-bearing joints (Figure

80 (d)) appear to be the strongly developed east-northeastly oriented

tension joints in the pink-stained dacite porphyry (Figure 65 (h)).

Carbonate (mostly calcite) is common in the peripheral vein

assemblages where it characteristically forms white, cream, pink, and

clear to pale amber and brownish, coarsely cleavable masses, and some

euhedral vuggy (dogtooth) crystals. It is also abundant in breccia

vugs and in widespread veinlets occurring throughout the deposits.

Many of these veinlets postdate ore formation and may contain

zeolites, especially laumontite. Moreover, carbonate is a nearly

ubiquitous alteration product of plagioclase, less commonly

hornblende, and rarely actinolite. It is intimately intergrown with

white mica, locally prehnite, and rarely secondary biotite (samples
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116 and 117, Table 28) In altered piagioclase. Excluding the two

unusually carbonate-rich (up to 17 percent) samples of potassically

altered Bethlehem granodiorite from the Huestis pit (nos. 116 and 117,

Table 28), most altered rocks in the Jersey orebody typically contain

1 to 4 percent carbonate regardless of alteration type. Carbonate is

ordinarily associated with variable quantities of white mica, epidote,

chlorite, quartz, chalcopyrite, pyrite, specularite, zeolites,

prehuite, bornite, secondary biotite, and actinolite. Carbonate,

without accompanying zeolites, has significantly mineralized the

pronounced north-northeast-trending synthetic fractures (Figure 79(b

and c)), and consistently fills extension joints in pink-stained

dacite porphyry (Figure 79(d)).

Actinolite (actinolitic amphiboles) Is widely distributed

throughout the Bethlehem deposits. It typically occurs in veins,

veinlets, and some stringers, and is an especially abundant alteration

product of hornblende, some biotite, and locally plagioclase.

Actinolite is sporadically replaced by carbonate. Comparisons of

Tables 23-28 indIcate that actinolite is much more common in Guichon

than in Bethlehem granodiorite, and suggest that actinolite abundances

decrease in the order propylitic, potassic, and phyllic alteration..

Actinolite usually occurs with chlorite, epidote, chalcopyrite,

quartz, secondary biotite, and locally tourmaline. Although

petrographic distinction between hornblende and actinolite is

difficult in some places, the fibrous habit and colorless to pale-

green to bluish-green pleochroism of actinolite are usually
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diagnostic. Some pale-green secondary amphiboles are colorless in

thin section and probably approach tremolite in composition.

Actinolite is not common in porphyry copper deposits of continental

derivation (see Lowell and Guilbert, 1970; W. J. Moore and S. C.

Creasey, oral commun., 1978), but is prominent among alteration

mineralogies at Bethlehem, J. A. (MeMillan, 1976b), and Highmont (Reed

and Jambor, 1976), as well as at other island-arc porphyry copper

deposits (e.g. Cox and others, 1973; Chivas, 1978; Ford, 1978; Kosaka

and Wakita, 1978; Mason, 1978; Mason and McDonald, 1978). Analyses of

secondary amphiboles from some of the southwest Pacific deposits

(Chivas, 1978; Ford, 1978; Mason, 1978; Mason and McDonald, 1978) show

that secondary amphiboles associated with copper mineralization are

enriched in magnesium relative to primary host-rock hornblendes. Many

of these presumably hydrothermal amphiboles also display compositional

zoning from iron-rich cores to magnesium-enriched rims. However,

microprobe analyses of primary and secondary amphiboles from the

Highmont deposit (Reed and Jambor, 1976) show no differences in

chemical composition. Moreover, color zoning observed in two

Bethlehem actinolites indicates peripheral iron enrichment.

Secondary plagioclase has pseudomorphically replaced primary

plagioclase and potassium feldspar, and structurally localized

secondary plagioclase is rare. Comparisons of plagioclase

compositions in Tables 4, 5, and 23-28 suggest that when primary

plagioclase is strongly altered to white mica and clays, the remainder

usually becomes measurably more sodic. However, this increase in the
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albite molecule is usually small. Sivenas (1976) found similar modest

increases in the sodium content of altered plagioclase phenocrysts in

the Valley Copper deposit. Primary potassium feldspar is highly

unstable in all of the hydrothermal alteration zones at Bethlehem. It

is typically completely to partially replaced by mixtures of secondary

plagioclase, white mica, montmorillonite, kaolinite, and some

quartz. Some of this secondary plagioclase is characterized by

pronounced patchy extinction and, when relatively coarsely

crystalline, by fine, discontinuous, polysynthetic twinning. In some

places remnant perthitic textures are preserved. Secondary

plagioclase has been tabulated separately (Tables 23 and 24) where it

occurs in minute microscopic fractures or has obviously replaced

primary potassium feldspar; otherwise only a single category of

plagioclase was distinguishable.

Prebnite is a common, widely dispersed hydrothermal mineral in

the Bethlehem ore zones. It is usually present in amounts up to 4

percent, occurs about equally in Guichon and Bethlehem granodlorites,

and appears to be relatively evenly distributed among the various

alteration types. It typically forms bladed aggregates replacing

plagioclase, but is most abundant in stringers, and as disseminated

intergrowths with chalcopyrite, bornite, and locally quartz. Many

prehnite stringers also contain these copper suif ides, and prehuite

crystals are best developed adjacent to such structurally controlled

sulfide aggregates. These textural associations imply a cogenetic

relationship between prehnite and sulfides. Prehnite is also commonly
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associated with carbonate and is locally intergrown with epidote.

Black schorlitic tourmaline has a widespread but erratic

distribution. It is present both within, and marginal to, all of the

ore zones, but is abundant only in breccias of the lona zone that have

a quartz-rich matrix. Tourmaline is also relatively common in the

J.A. and Highinont deposits. Stevenson (1939) carefully measured the

optical properties of a sample of black Highland Valley tourmaline and

concluded that it contained almost 100 percent end-member schorlite,

in which iron and sodium are important. Nonetheless, White and others

(1957) found rare yellowish to greenish-brown varieties, and Wood

(1968) described a zoned crystal possessing an elbaitic core and

schorlitic rim. Tourmaline occurs as crystalline aggregates

intergrown with quartz; as replacements of small breccia fragments and

breccia matrix; as veins, veinlets, and stringers; as disseminated

anhedral crystals; and rarely as rosettes in fault gouge. Tourmaline

may be monotnineralic, but is usually associated with variable amounts

of quartz, epidote, chalcopyrite, carbonate, actinolite, and minor

specularite. Preferentially oriented structures containing tourmaline

strike approximately N. 46° E. and dip about 65° to the northwest

(Figure 80(f)). This attitude most closely matches that of the

regional extension fractures (faults and joints) proposed earlier.

Moreover, because tourmaline does not occur in pink-stained dacite

porphyry the northeast-trending attitude cannot be attributed to

tourmaline deposited in the northeast-striking extension joints of

that unit. Tourmaline is among the earliest minerals to be deposited
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at Bethlehem (discussed later), and its abundance in northeast-

trending regional extension fractures has several possible chronologic

implications. Because tourmaline is not significantly localized by

the predominant north-northeast-trending synthetic fracture set,

tourinaline deposition must have largely preceded development of these

fractures during the postbreccia dacite porphyry intrusive episode.

Moreover, tourmaline is unknown in rocks younger than the igneous

breccias. Since the extension fractures do not localize important

concentrations of other hydrothermal minerals, they must have closed

prior to onset of the main mineralization event(s). This is

consistent with the statement by Wilcox and others (1973) that ".

tension fractures may form along a wrench zone in the initial stage of

deformation, but they easily are destroyed as wrench displacement

increases. .' Consequently, initiation of significant wrench

faulting in the Highland Valley appears to closely coincide with the

beginnings of Bethlehem hydrothermal mineralization.

Sphene, leucoxene, and rutile are the only secondary titanium-

rich minerals identified In the zones of hydrothermal alteration at

Bethlehem. Alteration, usually chioritization or actinolitization, of

primary titanium-bearing hornblende and especially biotite typically

results in the formation of finely crystalline anhedra and subhedra of

secondary sphene and rutile; whereas leucoxene ordinarily forms as an

alteration product of primary sphene and, sporadically, magnetite.

A few altered samples of Guichon and Bethlehem granodiorite

displayed X-ray diffraction peaks attributable to the presence of
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regularly interstratified mixtures of chlorite with montmorillonite,

vermiculite, or rarely white mica. The occurrence of this material

seems unrelated to mineralogical zonations or copper tenor. It

probably formed during alteration of primary ferromagnesian silicates.

Minute amounts of microscopic gypsum were detected in eight

samples of altered and mineralized Guichon and Bethlehem granodiorite

from the lower, central part of the Jersey orebody. These occurrences

are located along the peripheries of the biotite- and bornite-rich

cores, between elevations of 1,126 m and 1,439 m. All of the gypsum

found occurs as small, colorless to orangish-brown-stained anhedral

crystals in or immediately adjacent to quartz veinlets containing

highly variable proportions of bornite, white mica, carbonate,

secondary biotite, chlorite, and microbreccia. Gypsum occurs in late-

stage veinlets in all of the other major Highland Valley deposits

(Jones, 1975; Jainbor and McMillan, 1976; McMillan, 1976b; Osatenko and

Jones, 1976; Reed and Jambor, 1976; Waldner and others, 1976; Jambor

and Beaulne, 1978). Anhydrite is also common in the Valley Copper

deposit where it is locally partially or completely hydrated to

gypsum. Sulfate deposition in the Highland Valley deposits records a

late-stage increase in the fugacity of oxygen relative to that of

sulfur.

Vermiculite, probably occurring as an alteration product of

biotite, has been identified in the clay fraction from two samples of

phyllically altered Bethlehem granodiorite from the Jersey ore zone

(samples 108 and 112, Table 26). It was expressed in the X-ray
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diffraction traces by small 5 basal reflections that failed to expand

during treatment with ethylene glycol, but collapsed to lOX during the

first heating and remained unchanged after the final heating.

According to White and others (1975), "Certain uncommon and very

fine-grained alteration material has some of the properties of

alunite."

The calcium- and sodium-rich zeolites laumontite (leonhardite),

stilbite, heulandite, and chabazite are the youngest expressions of

hydrothermal activity and are ubiquitous throughout all of the

Bethlehem orebodies. Numerous veinlets of pale pink laumontite that

generally contain smaller amounts of carbonate, stilbite, locally

heulandite, and rarely epidote crosscut all rock types and hypogene

mineralization. However, chalcopyrite, and traces of bornite (White

and others, 1957), are rarely overgrown on zeolite crystals indicating

that zeolite and copper sulfide deposition overlapped slightly in

time. Veinlets and stringers of acicular, radiating clusters of

stilbite and lesser heulandite and laumontite, commonly stained brick

red, are abundant. White to brownish-gray to smoky black crystals of

stilbite, and rarely white to clear chabazite, fill veinlets and

encrust vugs in breccia. A widespread, chiefly postsulfide period of

zeolite formation has also been observed at the l.A. (NcMillan,

1976b), Highmont (Reed and Jambor, 1976), and Lornex (Reed and Janibor,

1976; Jambor and Beaulne, 1978) deposits. Zeolites at the J.A.

deposit are locally intergrown with carbonate, epidote, or suif ides

(NcNillan, 1976b). Late-stage zeolite deposition is important in
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island-arc porphyry copper deposits in the Caribbean (Cox and others,

1973) and southwest Pacific (Gustaf son, 1978; Chivas, 1978) regions,

but is not common in continentally emplaced deposits such as those in

the central and southwest United States. Zeolites, including

laumontite, are typical constituents of hydrothermally altered rocks

in natural hot springs (Ellis, 1967). In those systems exhibiting

zonal crystallization of zeolites, laumontite and heulandite are

members of the deeper, high-temperature assemblages (Hay, 1977).

Chivas (1978) determined that laumontite in the copper-bearing Koloula

Igneous Complex was deposited from water-rich solutions at

temperatures near 250°C. However, much lower temperatures of

formation for laumontite (less than 50°C) have been recorded elsewhere

(Boles, 1977). Experimental studies of the reaction

CaAl2Si40j24H20 (laumontite) =

CaAl2Si2O8 (anorthite) + 2Si02 (quartz) + 4H20 (water)

by Thompson (1970) indicate that equilibrium occurs between 300°350°C

in the pressure range 1 to 6 kb (F, 1120 = P, total), and laumontite

becomes stable at lower temperatures. The largely postore zeolites at

Bethlehem, especially laumontite, are interpreted to be low-

temperature alteration products of mainly plagioclase, which were

formed in the deeper parts of a hot springs system that derived from

the copper-rich Bethlehem hydrothermal system during its cooling and

slow collapse. Figures SO(g-i) show that fluid circulation continued

along the major north-northeasterly oriented synthetic fractures

during late hot springs activity, but also began along enlarged or
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newly reopened (formed?) northwest-trending antithetic fractures that

had not previously localized prominent mineral accumulations.

Oxidation and Supergene Enrichment

Although the effects of oxidation in the Bethlehem ore deposits

are largely surf icial (less than 20 m deep), its distribution and

intensity is controlled by structure. The shattered southern third of

the lona ore zone is strongly oxidized and total oxidation of suif ides

is common to depths exceeding 100 m. Open fractures may be stained by

limonite for considerable distances below the zone of oxidation.

Assays for copper are relatively unchanged between zones of sulfide

and oxide ore in the lona orebody, and this consistency reflects the

scarcity of pyrite and the relative abundance of carbonate, both of

which effectively inhibited the migration of copper. At the Krain

deposit (Christie, 1976), where Upper Tertiary Kamloops Group volcanic

and volcanjclastjc rocks cover the northern part of the zone of

mineralization, an oxide cap as much as 100 m thick has survived the

glaciation that probably stripped comparable thicknesses of oxidized

ore from the Bethlehem deposits.

Malachite is the important ore mineral in the oxide zones at

Bethlehem. It typically occurs as tiny veinlets and stringers, but is

also common as botryoidal to concentrically banded colloform masses,

and as delicate, fibrous to acicular, radiating crystal aggregates.

Limonitic mixtures of goethite and hematite are ubiquitous and are the
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most obvious expressions of oxidation. They are present mainly as

veinlets and stringers in fracture zones, but also commonly replace

disseminated chalcopyrite and bornite. Black manganese oxides coat

some fracture surfaces. Some stringers and massive blebs of

chrysocolla occur in the lona zone. A few dull, earthy blue stringers

of azurite were seen. White and others (1957) also found crystalline

rosettes and roughly spherical aggregates of azurite. Cuprite is

present in a few stringers and veinlets, and rarely in dispersed

blebs. Native copper was identified in tiny stringers and short,

segmented, microscopic fractures in the Huestis pit. Rare, earthy and

granular aggregates of ferrimolybdite were identified on the upper

benches at the southeast edge of the Jersey pit. In this same area,

White and others (1957) discovered tufted and radial aggregates of

ferrimolybdite. These investigators also found minute amounts of a

pinkish, earthy mineral coating fractures in the lona area, and

suggested that it might be erythrite derived from linnaeite.

Minute quantities of supergene chalcocite and covellite occur in

surf icial exposures and drill core, but there is no zone of

secondarily enriched ore. Black to very dark bluish chalcocite

replaces the edges of masses of bornite and chalcopyrite. Fractures

in bornite are sporadically coated with bright-metallic, steel-gray

chalcocite. A few thin plates of covellite were found intergrowti with

and replacing bornite.
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Paragenesis

Relative paragenitic relations between ore and gangue minerals in

the Jersey deposit were determined from detailed field observations,

and from microscopic examination of all samples collected from the

open pit and from drill core. The raw data, derived primarily from

sporadic crosscutting mineralized structures, from mineral overgrowth

and replacement textures, and from mineral banding in veins and

veinlets, are summarized in Table 29. This information, combined with

allowances for consistent mineral associations occurring repeatedly in

the deposit, was used to construct the generalized, relative

paragenetic sequence shown in Figure 81. The suggested ranges of

mineral deposition illustrated in Figure 81 are largely minimums,

their extent and positional certainly being substantially dependent on

the number of paragenetic relationships observed, and, perhaps to a

smaller extent, their location with respect to the center of the

deposit (discussed below). Moreover, many minerals such as

chalcopyrite commonly crosscut themselves, suggesting that at least

locally multiple episodes of mineralization and (or) fracturing were

important.

Mineralization in Figure 81 is somewhat arbitrarily separated

into five depositional stages relative to the main period of sulfide

precipitation. The boundaries of these stages are based on apparent

depositional hiatuses. The early stage is defined by the

crystallization of magnetite and much of the observed tourmaline,
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Early Stage Early Maim Stage MAIN STAGE Late Main Stage Late Stage
I

idote

Eubedral quartz

Pink carbonate

Secondary biotite

White mica (± kaolinite)

pecularite

MOLYBDENITE

BORNITE

PYRITE

Clear carbonate

Figure 81. Relative paragenetic sequence of mineral deposition in the
Jersey orebody.
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perhaps in a partially transitional niagmatohydrothermal environment.

With the exception of two occurrences of somewhat younger tourmaline,

magnetite and most tourmaline observed were the earliest hypogene

minerals to crystallize. However, Reed and Jambor (1976) have

reported some postsulfide tourinaline at Highmoat.

During the early main stage the important hydrothermal alteration

assemblages began to form. Epidote, and chlorite (±montmorillonite),

were apparently earliest, but were soon followed (progradationally?)

by secondary biotite and white mica. Deposition of white mica

(±kaolinite) probably continued somewhat beyond that of secondary

biotite, which is consistent with the effects of weak phyllic

overprinting (chioritization) of the outer margins of the biotite core

as described earlier. Quartz and carbonate were introduced chiefly

into the peripheral vein system during the early main stage, however,

they do not always occupy the same veins. This quartz typically forms

translucent, gray to colorless, elongate, euhedral prisms that grow on

and perpendicular to vein walls. Abundant quartz intergrown with

tourmaline in the lona ore zone may be roughly equivalent to the

euhedral quartz event in the Jersey. Early main-stage carbonate

usually occurs in cleavable pink masses that largely fill the host

vein. Both minerals are commonly associated with specularite.

Main-stage mineralization is dominated by the deposition of

sulfide minerals, specularite, and massive, white to rarely colorless

quartz; but also includes the terminal crystallization of secondary

biotite and white mica (±kaollnite), and the initial introduction of



late carbonates. Figure 81 suggests that the metallic minerals may

have formed approximately in the order specularite, molybdenite,

bornite, chalcopyrite, and pyrite. Nonetheless, specularite is

restricted to the periphery of the deposit, and while it may there

have been largely earlier than associated chalcopyrite, chalcopyrite

deposition could have begun earlier in the central part of the ore

zone and subsequently encroached on the specularite zone. Similar

stipulations apply to all zonally distributed mineral species.

Epidote continued to form throughout main-stage mineralization, and

probably so did chlorite (±montmorillonite) although compelling

paragenetic features in support of this are lacking.

Coarsely cleavable, massive to euhedral, whitish carbonate, and

pale amber to clear, commonly euhedral (dogtooth) carbonate were

widely deposited during the late main-stage mineralization event.

Hypogene chalcocite is restricted to this period and usually occurs

associated with, and slightly later than, the whitish carbonate.

Specularite, quartz, and pyrite mineralization terminated during the

late main stage. However, minute amounts of chalcopyrite and bornite

growing on late-stage zeolites indicate that sporadic copper sulfide

deposition persisted through the late main stage. Chlorite

(±montmorillonite) and probably epidote continued to form during this

time.

Probable hot springs-related zeolites and closely associated

whitish carbonate are the dominant products of late-stage
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mineralization, although minor epidote or minute traces of

chalcopyrite and bornite exist locally.

Paragenetic features involving gypsum were not found, but its

position in the other Highland Valley deposits suggests that it is a

likely member of the late main-stage and possibly late-stage mineral

assemblages. Actinolite, based on its common association with early

main-stage minerals, is a probable member of this group. Prehnite,

for similar reasons, is believed to be dominantly a main-stage

constituent.

The paragenetic relationships outlined in this section are in

general agreement with those of White and others (1957), except that

evidence of the present study favors placing pyrite slightly later in

the paragenetic sequence for metallic minerals. Mineral paragenesis

described by Stevenson (1939) for Highland Valley veins containing

tourmaline, quartz, specularite, magnetite, chalcopyrite, and pyrite

are, except for his early quartz mineralization event, largely

consistent with the results in Figure 81. So are the paragenetic

sequences determined by McMillan (1976b) for the J.A. deposit, and by

Waldner and others (1976) for the Lornex orebody.

Alteration Geochemistry

Major oxide and selected minor element chemical analyses of

propylitically, phyllically, and potassically altered Guichon and

Bethlehem granodiorites are listed in Tables 30-34. These two units



Table 30. Major Oxide and Minor Element' Chemical Analyses, and Densities2 of Propylitically

Altered Guichon Granodiorite and Bethlehem Granodlorite

81.

Guichon Granodiorite

82 83 84

Average

85

Bethlehem

86 87

Granodiorite

88 89

Average

90

Sb2 61.1 64.7 62.5 63.9 63.1 67.9 67.3 67.4 66.7 67.3

Ti02 0.65 0.55 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.30 0.30 0.35 0.30 0.31

A1203 17.1 17.5 18.1 17.0 17.4 16.5 16.5 17.1 17.3 16.9

PeG3 4.4 1.6 4.4 1.9 3.1 2.5 3.2 3.2 3.5 3.1

MgO 3.0 3.3 2.7 2.8 3.0 1.7 1.3 1.5 1.3 1.5

CaO 6.5 6.7 4.8 6.2 6.1 5.4 3.2 4.3 4.9 4.5

Na20 4.0 5.2 4.3 5.5 4.8 4.8 4.8 5.0 4.6 4.8

K20 0.15 0.20 0.40 0.25 0.30 0.25 1.45 0.30 0.25 0.56

Cu 3300. 230. 175. 945. 1163. 765. 175. 1100. 410. 613.

Mo 3. 5. -1. 3. 3. 6. 1. 1. 2. 3.

Pb 20. -10. 10. 10. -13. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10.

Zn 40. 5. 15. 10. 18. 10. 20. 20. 15. 16.

Ag -1. -1. -1. -1. -1. -1. -1. -1. -1. -1.

Total 97.2 99.8 97.8 98.3 98.5 99.4 98.1 99.3 98.9 99.0

Density 2.74 2.70 2.71 2.71 2.72 2.70 2.71 2.70 2.71 2.71

'Minor element chemical analyses (in ppm) by: Rocky Mountain Geochemical Corp., Salt Lake City,

Utah, 1975; minus (-) indicates amount less than shown.
2 o 0.004; see Appendix II for explanation.

3'fotal iron reported as FeO.



Table 31. Major Oxide and Minoi Element1 Chemical Analyses, and Densities2 o Phyllically Altered Cuichon Cranodiorite

Average
39j

92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100 101 102 103 104

Sw2 60.35 61.8 64.3 64.1 63.8 63.4 67.3 66.5 62.3 69.5 65.5 66.2 64.0 64.5
fl02 0.78 0.65 0.60 0.65 0.65 0.70 0.65 0.60 0.60 0.50 0.60 0.55 0.55 0.62
A1203 18.67 17.1 15.5 17.7 17.4 18.0 17.5 11.6 17.1 12.9 18.2 17.1 16.9 17.1
Ee203 1.60

4.56 6.1 5.2 5.5 4.3 5.5 5.0 4.1 4.7 3.5 3.6 4.8 4.7 4.9
14n0 0.06

IlgO 2.29 3.2 3.3 2.9 2.9 2.9 2.9 2.9 2.8 2.0 2.4 2.3 2.5 2.7
CaO 2.67 2.8 1.8 4.5 5.3 4.5 3.7 4.2 4.6 3.3 4.9 2.5 3.1 3.7
Na20 2.99 4.7 3.3 4.3 4.6 4.1 3.9 4.3 4.6 2.0 4.5 3.9 4.2 4.0
1(20 1.12 1.25 1.30 0.65 0.70 1.10 1.25 0.65 0.75 1.35 1.00 1.90 1.25 1.10
H20+ 4.63

H20 0.11

P205 0.14

Cu 9900. 3800. 13,000. 485. 725. 350. 790. 240. 1400. 16,000. 1700. 7700. 2300. 4500.
140 54. 6. 6. 10. 3. -1. 1. 2. 6. 1580. 28. 8. 1. 131.
Pb 30. 20. 10. -10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. -12.

25. 40. 35, 20. 30. 30. 45. 25. 35. 15. 25. 30. 25. 29.
Ag 2. -1. -1. -1. -1. -1. -1. -1. -1. 4. 1. 2. 1. -1.4

Total 100.97 98.0 96.6 100.4 99.7 100.2 102.3 100.9 97.6 96.8 100.9 100.0 97.4 99.1

Deuøity 2.72 2.66 2.72 2.74 2.69 2.70 2.70 2.70 2.51 2.70 2.61 2.10 2.68

tMinor element chemical analyses (in ppm) by: Rocky Mountain Geochemical Corp., Salt Lake City, Utah, 1975; minus (-) indicatea amount less than
shown.

0.004; see Appendix 11 br explanation.

3Wood (1967); analysis by K. Aoki, Tohoku University, Sindai, Japan, 1966.

4Where Pe203 not analyzed, total iron reported as FeO.

NOTE: Missing values not analyzed.



Table 32. Major Oxide and Minor Element1 Chemical Analyses, and Densities2 of Phyllically Altered Bethlehem Granodiorjte

Average

os LOÔ 108 109 110 111 112 113 114 115 118

Sb2 87.51 65.5 62.6 70.0 68.5 68.2 69.2 69.6 70.6 69.2 72.1 68.5
T102 0.48 0.35 0.35 0.25 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.25 0.30 0.25 0.31
A1203 15.76 17.5 17.6 16.7 17.7 17.3 17.4 18.5 15.5 16.3 16.1 17.0

203 1.06

Fe05 3.04 6.3 4.8 2.7 3.4 3.1 3.0 1.9 1.1 1.5 0.6 3.1
MuD 0.04

MgO 0.95 1.5 1.7 0.8 1.4 1.4 1.2 1.2 1.0 1.1 0.3 1.1
CaD 3.33 0.3 2.8 3.4 3.6 3.9 2.0 3.0 1.5 3.1 4.1 2.9
Na20 4.50 0.3 2.2 4.7 4.6 4.7 4.3 4.9 4.3 4.7 3.8 3.9
1(20 0.69 4.8 3.75 0.90 1.25 0.70 1.35 1.55 1.30 0.60 0.90 1.62
820 1.70

U20 0.59

P205 0.12

Cu 3900. 5100. 1800. 600. 715. 750. 470. 2000. 8000. 6200. 5900. 3200.
ho 4. 20. 10. 39. 32. 14. lb. 3. 8. -1. 10. 15.
Pb 50. 10. 10. 10. 10. -10. 10. 10. -10. '-10. -10. -14.
Zn 25. 40. 45. 15. 20. 25. 15. 10. 15. 10. -5. -21.
Ag 1. 4. -1. -1. -1. -1. 1. 1. 2. 2. 2. -1.5

Total 100.17 97.1 96.0 99.5 100.8 100.3 98.8 101.2 97.0 97.4 98.7 98.7

Density 2.77 2.70 2.71 2.67 2.70 2.61 2.63 2.62 2.64 2.63 2.67

1Minor element chemical analyses (In ppm) by: Rocky Mountain Geochemical Corp.1 Salt Lake City, Utah, 1975; minus (-) indicates
amount le8a than shown.
2,

0.004; see Appendix II for explanation.

3Wood (1967); analysis by K. Aoki, Tohoku University, Sindai, Japan, 1966.
4Sample from intensely altered vein selvages.

5Where Fe203 not analyzed, total iron reported as FeO.

NOTE: Missing values not analyzed.
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Table 33. Major Oxide and Minor Element' Chemical Analyses and

Densities2 of Potassically Altered Guichon Granodiorite.

119 120 121 122 123

Average

124

Sb2 63.0 65.4 64.4 69.3 62.32 64.9

Ti02 0.70 0.65 0.60 0.55 0.70 0.64

A1203 16.9 17.0 15.2 17.3 16.15 16.5

Fe203 1.76

Fe04 4.7 1.7 4.8 2.4 2.45 3.6

MnO 0.08

MgO 3.2 3.8 3.1 2.0 2.64 2.9

CaO 3.9 5.8 3.7 4.5 4.83 4.5

Na20 4.1 4.4 4.0 3.8 3.84 4.0

K20 0.85 0.90 1.05 0.75 1.20 0.95

1120
2.32

1120
0.19

P205 0.11

Cu 2,700. 445. 14,000. 4,000. 4,900. 5,200.

Mo -1. 3. 5. 8. -1. 4.

Pb 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10.

Zn 30. 15. 30. 20. 35. 26.

Ag-1. -1. 4. 1. -1. -1.6

Total 97.6 99.7 98.3 101.0 99.08 98.5

Density 2.66 2.70 2.71 2.66 2.68

1Minor element chemical analyses (in ppm) by: Rocky Mountain

Geochemical Corp., Salt Lake City, Utah, 1975; minus (-) indicates

amount less than shown.

see Appendix II for explanation.

3Analyses by K. Aoki, Tohoku University, Sendal, Japan, 1974.

4Where Fe203 not analyzed, total iron reported as FeO.

NOTE: Missing values not analyzed.
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Table 34. Major Oxide and Minor Element1 Chemical Analyses, and

Densities2 of Potassically Altered Bethlehem Granodiorite.

Average

116 117 125 126 127 128 129 130

Si02 68.6 67.1 65.9 66.8 64.7 66.3 65.75 66.5

T102 0.40 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.35 0.35 0.44 0.35

A1203 16.1 16.7 18.0 17.3 17.5 17.4 17.32 17.2

Fe,03 0.78

Fe04 1.5 2.1 3.1 2.8 2.6 2.0 1.27 2.3

MoO 0.03

MgO 0.2 0.5 1.2 1.0 1.2 1.2 0.90 0.9

CaO 4.2 4.6 4.4 2.3 3.6 3.4 2.72 3.6

Na20 4.1 3.7 4.6 5.4 5.5 5.1 4.99 4.8

I(O 1.45 1.05 0.85 1.90 1.50 1.75 2.25 1.54

H2O 2.04

H20 0.23

0.08

Cu 5,000. 2,400. 1,700. 3,600. 5,100. 3,000. 1,400. 3,200.

Mo 1. 5. 1. -1. 34. 2. 10. -8.

Pb 10. -10. 10. -LU. -10. -10. 10. -10.

Zn 15. 15. 25. 15. 15. 20. 15. 17.

Ag 3. -1. -1. -1. 1. 1. -1. -1.3

Total 97.1 96.3 98.5 98.2 97.5 97.8 98.94 97.5

Density 2.61 2.60 2.70 2.66 2.68 2.67 2.65

1Ninor-element chemical analyses (in ppm) by Rocky Mountain

Geochemical Corp., Salt Lake City, Utah, 1975 minus (-) indicates

amount less than shown.

2a 0.004; see Appendix II for explanation.

3Analyses by K. Aoki, Tohoku University, Sendai, Japan, 1974.

4Wliere Fe203 not analyzed, total iron reported as PeO.

NOTE: Missing values not analyzed.
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were chosen for analysis because, of the plutonic host rocks at

Bethlehem, these display the least variation in primary mineralogy and

chemistry, which might interfere with chemical comparisons between

unaltered and altered lithologies. Wood (1968) analyzed one sample

each of unaltered and of altered and mineralized Guichon and Bethlehem

granodiorites, and made several perceptive comparisons of their

mineralogy and chemistry. Ishihara (1971) analyzed five specimens of

altered and mineralized host rock from the Jersey pit. These included

one sample of Guichon granodiorite, two of Bethlehem granodiorite, and

two of dacite porphyry. One of his dacite porphyry samples (no. 3)

appears to have been misidentified as "chilled Bethlehem quartz

diorite." Unfortunately, his conclusions suffered from the absence of

analyzed fresh host rocks, the primitiveness of available lithologic

maps, and the absence of maps showing the types and distributions of

alteration and mineralization.

Chemical Trends and Alteration Mineralogy

Chemical analyses of fresh (samples 8 and 18, Table 6) and of

hydrothermally altered and mineralized (Tables 30-34) Guichon and

Bethlehem granodiorites are plotted of AFM, NKC, AKF, and ACF ternary

diagrams in Figure 82-85. Chemical shifts in the diagrams are

calculated to portray mineralogical changes imposed by alteration.

The overall effect of hydrothermal alteration plotted cn AFM

diagrams such as Figure 82 is usually to shift all rock types to7ard
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Figure 82, AFM distribution of unaltered
and altered rock samples of
Guichon and Bethlehem grano-
diorites from the Bethlehem
Mine area (see text for
explanation). Solid line
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\ magma trend (Nockolds and

\ Allen, 1953).
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Figure 83. NKC distribution of unaltered
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the alkali (A) apex (e.g. Field and others, 1975). This normally

results from the introduction of K20 as potassium feldspar, white

mica, and (or) biotite, but is also attributable to the extraction of

iron and magnesium during the destruction of primary ferromagnesian

silicates (discussed below). Both these mechanisms contribute to the

general alkali enrichment trend shown by Bethlehem granodiorite in

Figure 82. However, this effect is overemphasized by the inclusion of

a disproportionately large number of potassium feldspar-rich rocks

from the zone of potassic alteration. Samples of Guichon granodiorite

plotted in Figure 82 probably more closely delineate the AFM chemical

trend for altered rocks at Bethlehem. This trend is dominated by

general decreases of iron relative to alkalis and magnesia in the

propylitic and potassic zones of alteration described below, with no

significant changes in the ratios of these chemical components in

phyllically altered rock. Alkali enrichment trends resulting from

introduction of copious white mica can be reversed if the white mica

is iron rich, as was suggested previously for the sample (no. 106) of

phyllically altered Bethlehem granodiorite that plots closest to the

iron (F) apex. The adjacent iron-rich sample of phyllically altered

Guichon granodiorite contains abnormally large quantities of chlorite.

Phyllically and potassically altered rocks plotted on the NRC

ternary diagram in Figure 83 are displaced slightly toward the soda

(N) apex as a consequence of losses of potash (K apex) and lime (C

apex) during the destruction of potassium feldspar and biotite, and of

plagioclase and horublende, respectively. However, most samples are
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relatively more depleted in K20, and therefore plot below their fresh

background equivalents. This is especially true of propylitically

altered rocks. The two phyllically altered samples of Bethlehem

granodiorite that are strongly displaced toward the K apex are those

from the vein selvages containing profuse white mica.

On the AKF and ACF diagrams, samples that do not plot in fields

that correspond to their alteration mineralogy probably did not reach

thermodynamic equilibrium, or contain minerals of different

paragenesis. Further, unless extensive metasomatism has occurred,

altered samples, by necessity of similar bulk chemistry, will plot

near their unaltered equivalents. Consequently, the general trends in

ACF and AKF diagrams of altered samples relative to their background

equivalents may be of more significance than whether the samples plot

in fields that correspond to their alteration mineralogy.

Alteration assemblages at Bethlehem are best distinguished on the

AKF diagram of Figure 84. Unrnineralized Guichon and Bethlehem

granodiorites plot near the biotite end of the potassium feldspar-

biotite tie line, an expected consequence of their primary mineralogy

and potash-deficient, whole-rock chemistry. Except for the unusually

potassium feldspar-rich samples of potassically altered Bethlehem

granodiorite, all altered rocks plot near the A-F join in response to

the widespread destruction of primary potassium feldspar and

biotite. All of the altered samples are approximately distributed

along a line extending from the F (FeO+MgO) apex toward the

composition of white mica as represented by the position of sericite
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(Sr) on the A-IC join. The location of each rock along this line is

mainly dependent on the proportion of white mica (±kaolinite) to

ferromagnesian minerals including chlorite, epdiote, actinolite,

biotite, hornblende, and locally, ferruginous white mica. In general,

propylitic samples plot nearer the F apex, whereas phyllic and

potassic rocks usually plot progressively closer to white mica

(sericite) compositions as alteration intensity increases and white

mica becomes more abundant. Guichon granodiorite is considerably more

mafic than the Bethlehem unit, and hence plots nearer the F apex.

Most phyllic and potassic alteration samples plot in the white

mlca(sericite)-chlorite-biotite field, reflecting the common

predominance of these species among alteration minerals, as well as

the incompleteness of most alteration reactions in Bethlehem

orebodies.

Because the ACF diagram (Figure 85) is intended to portray

metamorphic assemblages formed In carbonate-bearing rocks, alteration

effects imposed on the Igneous rocks at Bethlehem are not well

defined. The majority of samples plot within the central part of the

diagram. Those in which significant amounts of feldspar have been

converted to white mica and kaolinite, or have undergone substantial

alteration of primary ferromagnesian silicates with resultant partial

removal of iron and (or) magnesium, plot closer to the A apex.

Otherwise, the various alteration groups do not exhibit distinctive

patterns of distribution. The apparent lack of compositional

discrimination among samples of the propylitic group presumably
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indicates change by recrystallization, not metasomatism, during

alteration. Samples of the relatively more mafic Guichon granodiorite

plot nearer the F apex.

Major Oxide Gains and Losses

Whole-rock densities remained relatively constant during

propylitic alteration, but decreased to varying extents in areas of

phyllic and potassic alteration (cf. Tables 6 and 30-34). Decreases

of 0.08 to 0.09 are common, however, one sample of phyllically altered

Guichon granodlorite had a measured decrease of 0.23. Using the

densities listed in Tables 30-34, and assuming volume-for-volume

replacement during hydrothermal alteration, the gains and losses of

major oxide components of altered and mineralized Guichon and

Bethlehem granodiorites, compared to their fresh background samples

(nos. 8 and 18, Table 6), are shown in grams/lOOcc In Figure 86, and

in percent in Figure 87.

Although large quantities of silica appear to have been added to

the rocks during alteration (see Figure 86), this represents a very

small increase over silica already present (see Table 87). Processes

that tended to increase the Si02 content of altered rocks at Bethlehem

include: (1) introduction of quartz in microfractures; (2)

actinolization of hornblende, biotite, and minor plagioclase; (3)

albitization of primary plagioclase; and rarely (4) partial

replacement of plagioclase by secondary potassium feldspar in areas
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where most of the primary potassium feldspar has survived. Because

the relative percent increases of silica are small, adequate

corresponding increases in the abundances of quartz, actinolite,

albitized plagioclase, and potassium feldspar are not always apparent

in the modal analyses (Tables 23-28). This generalization also

applies to gains and losses of some of the other major oxides

discussed below. There is a suggestion from the data of a progressive

inward increase of Si02 between the propylitic and potassic alteration

zones. Additionally, Si02 abundances may be slightly higher in

Bethlehem granodiorite. However, these surmises are interrupted by

the comparatively low background amounts of Si02 in inexplicably

unsilicified Bethlehem granodiorite from the zone of potassic

alteration.

Changes in titania content are apparent only in Figure 87.

Titania seems to have sustained some losses, particularly during

propylitic and phyllic alteration of Bethlehem granodiorite. This is

difficult to reconcile with available mineralogic information.

Bethlehem granodiorite initially contained slightly more sphene,

which, upon conversion to leucoxene-type alteration products, may have

released some Ti02. Moreover, Guichon granodiorite usually retains

more of its primary biotite and hornblende during alteration. These

remnant mafic minerals, in addition to their Initial indigenous

titanium, may have accepted some of that element as it was released

during the breakdown of other titaniferous crystals.
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Abundances of alumina have, on balance, remained nearly constant

during all intensities and varieties of hydrothermal alteration of

both granitic host rocks. Slightly higher A1203 analyses in the

propylitic zone (see Figure 86) are attributable to the commonly

intense epidotization of hornblende and biotite.

Total iron content has decreased substantially in the potassic

zone and to a smaller extent in the propylitic zone, while staying

roughly constant or diminishing only slightly in areas of phyllic

alteration. Iron in propylitic zone rocks appears to have been

released mainly during alteration of hornblende and biotite to

epidote, magnesian(?) chlorite, actinolite, carbonate, white mica, and

perhaps montmorillonite. In the potassic zone, bornite and green

magnesiuin-enriched(?) secondary biotite also replace hornblende and

primary biotite; perhaps releasing additional small quantities of

iron. Note especially in Figure 86 and 87 the antipathetic

relationship between iron and magnesium in the propylitic and, to a

minor degree, the potassic alteration zones. Excess iron extracted

from maf Ic minerals in the potassic zone presumably migrated outward

through the phyllic zone where it in part formed pyrite and

chalcopyrite with iron similarly released from phyllic zone mafics.

Iron in excess of that required to form sulfides in the phyllic zone

probably continued into the fringes of the Bethlehem deposits where

most of it combined with propylitic zone iron to form the peripheral,

specularite-rich portions of the deposits. Both host rocks seem to

have behaved comparably with respect to iron. The large range of iron
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analyses from Bethlehem granodiorite is in part a sampling relict, but

also reflects the lower initial iron content of this unit.

Magnesia has been added to the propylitic zone, but has remained

nearly constant or decreased slightly in areas of phyllic and potassic

alteration (see esp. Figure 87). Magnesium released during alteration

of ferromagnesian silicates in the phyllic and potassic zones, and in

excess of amounts required there to crystallize chlorite, secondary

biotite, actinolite, and perhaps montmorillonite, apparently migrated

out into the propylitic zone where it formed abundant actinolite and

magnesian-enriched(?) chlorite. Formation of these minerals may, as

outlined above, have aided in freeing iron from primary mafic minerals

in the propylitic zone. The larger ranges of magnesia in Bethlehem

granodiorite probably reflect the lower initial abundances of

ferromagnesian minerals in this unit.

Lime extracted from the potassic and especially the phyllic zones

of alteration was reprecipitated chiefly In the more intensely

propylitized outer portions of the deposits. Calcium was released

from phyllic and potassic zone rocks largely during the alteration of

plagioclase to white mica, montmorillonite, kaolinite, and slightly

more sodic plagioclase, but also during the alteration of

hornblende. Most of this calcium was then stabilized as epidote,

actinolite, and carbonate in the zones of propylitic alteration.

Epidote and carbonate are particularly abundant in the peripheral vein

systems.
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Soda analyses are relatively invariant. However, there is a

suggestion of slight increases in significantly propylitized rock,

coupled with weak depletion in samples containing phyllic and potassic

mineral assemblages. Small amounts of sodium were probably released

during the breakdown of hornblende and plagioclase in the central

parts of the ore zones. It may have been redeposited as slightly more

albitic plagioclase, and perhaps locally as sodiumenriched

montmorillonjte, in outer, propylitically altered areas. Although

primary plagioclase is not measurably more sodic in rocks of the

propylitic zone, detectable secondary plagioclase does partially

replace primary potassium feldspar in these areas, and would

conveniently account for the apparent excess of soda.

Potash is strongly depleted in most hydrotherinally altered rocks

at Bethlehem. This effect, shown especially in Figure 87, would be

even more pronounced If two anomalously potashrich samples of

phyllically altered Bethlehem granodiorite (samples 106 and 107,

Tables 26 and 32) from a white mica vein selvage were excluded, and if

the potassically altered samples of Bethlehem granodiorite (especially

nos. 126, 128, and 129, Tables 28 and 34) possessed smaller, more

representative amounts of both primary and secondary potassium

feldspar. Potassium liberated from altered, primary potassium

feldspar and biotite has been partially retained in white mica In the

phyllic zone, and by white mica, secondary biotite, and rare secondary

potassium feldspar in the potassic zone. Propylitized rocks contain

little of these minerals and therefore are the most depleted in K20.
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It seems unlikely, though possible, that all of the excess potash

extracted from altered rocks in the ore deposits is retained in the

white mica selvages of veins. Therefore, some potassium apparently

was transported beyond the immediate confines of the altered and

mineralized rocks at Bethlehem.

In conclusion, there seems to have been little significant change

in the amounts of major oxides initially present in the plutonic host

rocks of the ore deposits. Except for obvious additions of sulfur,

copper, molybdenum, and probably silica, and the probable removal of

some potassium, hydrothermal circulation has mainly acted to

redistribute preexisting chemical elements between central and

peripheral zones of alteration and mineralization. Potassically

altered rocks seem to have gained Si02, but have lost FeOT, CaO, K20,

and perhaps MgO. Phyllic assemblages contain increased amounts of

Si02, and are diminished in CaO and to a smaller extent in Ti02, FeOT,

NgO, Na20, and K20. Propylitized rocks have increased amounts of

Si02, MgO, CaO, Na20, and possibly Al203, but are depleted in FeOT,

K20, and perhaps Ti02. Overall, Ti02 and Al203 are largely invarient.

Although the data are not directly comparable, major oxide gains

and losses at Bethlehem, and especially in the Jersey orebody, are

roughly in agreement with results from other deposits in the Pacific

Northwest (Field and others, 1974), and from the Valley Copper (Jones,

1975; Osatenko and Jones, 1976; Olade, 1977) and J.A. (Olade, 1977)

deposits in Highland Valley. The only consistent, major discrepancy

is with respect to K20, which is lost rather than gained in the
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phyllic and potassic zones of the Bethlehem deposits. Losses of 1(20

from these zones is also at variance with chemical trends classically

ascribed to porphyry copper-molybdenum orebodies in the western and

southwestern United States. Additionally, and despite marked

similarities in host-rock lithology and ore deposit mineralogy, there

are several notable differences in major oxide reconstitution between

the Bethlehem and J.A. deposits. According to Olade (1977), silica is

lost rather than gained in most altered rocks from the J.A. deposit.

Further, rocks from the propylitic zone of the J.A. deposit are

depleted in CaO and Na20, but are enriched in FeO. However, 1(20 has

been extracted from the propylitic halos of both.

Minor Element Geochemistry

Minor element chemical analyses for copper, molybdenum, lead,

zinc, and silver in altered and mineralized samples collected

primarily from the Jersey deposit are listed in Tables 30-34. These

analyses, as well as those from corresponding unaltered background

samples (Table 6), are summarized in Table 35. Estimated abundances

of gold in the Bethlehem orebodies were presented in Table 1. The

consistently low values for lead, zinc, and silver, particularly

between "unaltered" and equivalent altered and mineralized

lithologies, further emphasize the simplicity of the metallic mineral

assemblage. This is also accentuated by the absence of significant

lead-zinc-silver deposits fringing porphyry ore in the Highland



Table 35. Summary of Minor Element Analyses (in ppm) of Guichon and Bethlehem Cranodiorites

"Unaltered" Propylitic Zone Phyllic Zone Potasaic Zone
Cuichon Bethlehem Cuichon Bethlehem Guichon Bethlehem Guichon Bethlehem

granodlorite granodiorite granodiorite granodiortle granodiorite granodiorite granodiorite granodiorite

(3) (3) (4) (4) (13) (11) (5) (7)

Copper 223 25 1163 613 4500 3200 5200 3200

(65-455) (10-55) (175-3300) (175-1100) (240-16,000) (470-8,000) (445-14,000) (1,400-5,100)

Molybdenum -2 -1 3 3 131 IS 4 -8
(-1-4) (-1-1) (-1-5) (1-6) (-1-1,580) (-1-39) (-1-8) (-1-34)

Lead -10 -10 -13 10 -12 -14 10 10
(-10-20) (-10-30) (-10-50) (-10-10)

Zinc 22 23 18 16 29 21 26 17

(15-30) (5-50) (5-40) (10-20) (15-45) (-5-45) (15-35) (15-25)

Silver -1 -1 -1 -1 -1.4 -1.5 -1.6 -1.3
(-1-4) (-1-4) (-1-4) (-1-3)

C
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Valley, or occurring in or near the contact aureole of the

batholith. Indeed, contact metasomatic ores replacing limestones at

the Craigmont mine contain no recognized molybdenum, lead, zinc,

silver, or gold mineralization (Carr, 1966; Christmas and others,

1969).

The disposition of copper metallizatlon on the Bethlehem property

was outlined earlier in this report. In the Jersey orebody a high-

grade (>0.5 percent Cu) core of copper mineralization roughly

coincides with the bornite-rich central zone, and In part penetrates

the deeper, biotized core of the deposit (cf. Figures 74, 75, and

78). Copper grades in samples collected from phyllic and potassic

assemblages are subequal and predictably higher than those from

propylitized rock. Analyses of copper in "unaltered" specimens of

Bethlehem granodiorite are consistent with those obtained by Olade

(1976) and Olade and Fletcher (1976) (average 30 ppm) in areas far

removed from zones of copper metallization. However, copper

determinations on samples of Guichon granodiorite from the Bethlehem

property are a bit higher than comparable values (average 67 ppm Cu)

from Olade's work. These anomalous analyses are interpreted to be the

manifestations of copper and sulfur halos like those Olade and

Fletcher (1976) found extending more than 0.5 km from the ore zones of

the other major Highland Valley deposits. Absence of similarly high

copper values in Bethlehem granodiorite from the property may be due

to inadequate sampling, or to the larger abundance of reactive

ferromagnesian minerals in the Guichon unit.
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Molybdenum contents of samples from the Bethlehem orebodies range

from less than 1 to 1,580 ppm. The chemical coherence between

molybdenum and copper in the deposits is demonstrated by the low

(Sr = 0.417) but statistically significant (sr>0.259) positive

correlation between these elements shown in Figure 88. However, the

highest molybdenum analyses are from phyllically altered samples,

followed by those from the potassic and then propylitic zones.

Samples containing 10 ppm or more molybdenum occur mainly within areas

of major development of white mica. Where unaffected by major

structural channeiways, these occurrences extend from near the outer

margins of the bornite- and biotite-rich core zones, outward roughly

halfway to the inner edge of the peripheral epidote zone and midway

into the pyrite halo. Consequently, the overall distribution of

molybdenum is peripheral to the core zones, coincident with major

deposition of pyrite, chalcopyrite, and white mica, but not with

bornite and secondary biotite. This corresponds approximately to the

observed disposition of molybdenite in the Jersey orebody. F'ringe

occurrences of molybdenum have been described in the Valley Copper

deposit (Jones, 1975; Osatenko and Jones, 1976). Samples (nos. 106

and 107) from white mica-rich alteration selvages adjacent to

prominent fractures also contain greater than 10 ppm molybdenum.

Guichon and Bethlehem granodiorites host near-equal quantities of

molybdenum.

The amounts of lead present in altered and mineralized rocks from

Bethlehem are small, being consistently near or below the limits of
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this diagram.
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detection (10 ppm). Comparably low values are prevalent in all of the

other Highland Valley deposits (Olade and Fletcher, 1976). Although

it Is surprising that slightly larger quantities of lead were not

concentrated In or near these deposits, low lead contents are also

characteristic of the major plutonic phases of the batholith, and are

chemically appropriate for the suspected primative nature of its

progenitors.

Zinc abundances in rocks from the Bethlehem ore deposits range

from 5 to 50 ppm and closely conform to the spread of zinc analyses in

the J.A. (4-38 ppm), Valley Copper (7-100 ppm), Lornex (12-92 ppm),

and Higbmont (12-30 ppm) deposits (Olade and Fletcher 1976). Although

there is no correlation between zinc and copper analyses at Bethlehem

(Figure 89), data in Table 35 may indicate a very weak depletion of

zinc in propylitically altered rocks. Such a trend is in contrast to

progressive decreases of zinc between the propylitic, phyllic-

argillic, and potassic alteration zones in the other major Highland

Valley deposits (Olade and Fletcher, 1976). Considering the chemical

coherence between iron, magnesium, and zinc, it is probable that zinc

is extracted along with these other metals during hydrothermal

breakdown of primary ferromagnesian silicates. Zinc throughout the

alteration zones at Bethlehem, appears to have either persisted in

partially altered primary blotite and hornblende, or was

reprecipitated in secondary ferromagnesian minerals. Nonetheless,

small amounts of zinc seem to have escaped from the propylitic zone,

perhaps at the same time modest amounts of iron were being leached
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from propylitized rock. In the other Highland Valley deposits,

however, ferromagnesian phases are common only at the extremities of

the systems, hence their progressive external enrichment of zinc. The

generally low zinc abundances in background samples from the Bethlehem

property, as compared to regional averages of 60 ppm and 34-39 ppm for

the Guichon and Bethlehem phases respectively (Olade, 1976 and Olade

and Fletcher, 1976) suggest that small quantities of zinc have been

removed from rocks well beyond the immediate confines of obviously

mineralized areas.

Silver determinations on Bethlehem ore specimens range from less

than 1 ppm to 4 ppm, and correlate positively with copper analyses

(Figure 90). Osatenko and Jones (1976) report that Valley Copper

bornite contains about 270 ppm silver, and chalcopyrite nearly 30 ppm

silver. Eight high silver values (>2 ppm) from Bethlehem samples all

occur in rocks with 0.6 percent or more modal bornite and greater than

0.50 percent copper. Seven of these eight have bornite:chalcopyrlte

ratios greater than unity. Therefore, most of the silver in Bethlehem

ores is presumably in bornite. The covariant association of silver

and copper is expressed in Table 35 by increased abundances of silver

in the copper-rich phyllic and potassic zones.

The gold content of Bethlehem ores is estimated from Table 1 to

be in or slightly above the range 0.008 to 0.014 ppm. Kestler (1973)

used copper:utolybdenum:gold ratios to propose a twofold classification

of porphyry copper deposits into copper-molybdenum types found on the

continents, and copper-gold types that occur in island arcs. Although
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such distinctions may be locally useful in some parts of the world,

both Kesler (1973) and Titley (1978) have noted major exceptions to,

and complications in, their general application. Chief among these

difficulties are data interpretation, of which the Bethlehem deposits

are in part illustrative. Byproduct gold has been regularly extracted

from the Bethlehem copper concentrates, whereas molybdenum is not

separated from the ores. With the exception of recently renewed

molybdenum production largely from the lona zone (0.0125 percent Mo),

molybdenum-bearing ores were beneficiated only during the years

1964-1966. Nonetheless, cessation of molybdenum production in 1966

was only partly the result of low molybdenum grades, but was also due

to the highly erratic distributiuon of this metal in the East Jersey

and Jersey ores. Both difficulties contributed to milling problems

that eventually closed the molybdenum circuit in the concentrator.

The resulting absence of molybdenum concentrates coming from the

Bethlehem mine, combined with the apparent oversight of earlier

published molybdenum production figures, led Kesler to inistakely

include the Bethlehem orebodies among the copper-gold varieties on the

ternary illustration in his Figure 8. Replotting the Bethlehem

deposits on this diagram using data from Table 1 of the present report

moves them into the copper-molybdenum field. If the molybdenum grades

from the lona zone are used, this deposit plots close to the copper-

molybdenum join, near the Lornex copper-molybdenum deposit.
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EVOLUTION AN]) CRARACTERIS TICS OF THE HYDROTHERMAL FLUIDS

In the Jersey orebody, much fracturing, and the main episode(s)

of metallization, postdated breccia consolidation. A major fracturing

event occurred during the late stages of emplacement of the dacite

porphyries but apparently had largely ceased prior to intrusion and

crystallization of pink-stained dacite porphyry. Fracturing was

probably episodic, beginnIng in prebreccia time, perhaps as early as

the period of emplacement of Bethlehem granodiorite and related rocks,

and ending, or nearly so, late In the dacite porphyry intrusive

event. Although sulfide mineralization In the deposit may have begun

at any time after breccia consolidation and subsequent fracturing, it

probably accompanied major fracturing during the late stages of dacite

porhyry intrusion, and continued until well after pink-stained dacite

porphyry tnagmatism. Mineralization probably began with the early-

stage magmatohydrothermal(?) deposition of magnetite and perhaps some

tourmaline; followed by early- through late-main-stage hydrothermal

crystallization of sulfides and specularite, and of most silicate,

carbonate, and perhaps sulfate alteration and vein minerals and

concluding with hot-springs-related precipitation of mainly zeolites,

carbonate, and minor epidote.

At the present level of exposure, no evidence exists that the ore

fluids in the Jersey deposit were introduced along a major structural

dislocation. Rather, they appear to have been channeled upward by

steeply plunging zones of intense shattering that may now be expressed
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by the upward coalescing and downward extending roots of the

orebody. Substantial proportions of the ore fluids were tapped off

into large faults and fractures of the peripheral vein system,

particularly those of the north-northeast-trending synthetic fracture

set. If hydrothermal mineralization generally proceeded upward and

outward from the bornite- and biotite-rich core of the orebody, as the

arrangement of alteration and mineralization zones probably indicates,

the deposition of metallic minerals may have begun with the

precipitation of sulfide assemblages having low iron-to-copper ratios

(i.e. bornite:chalcopyrite >1) from fluids intitally low in both iron

and sulfur. However, hydrothermal alteration of primary

ferromagnesian minerals presumably increased the availability of iron

with increasing distance from the bornite-rich core. This would favor

lower bornite-to-chalcopyrite ratios and eventually the formation of

pyrite. Subsequent depletion of sulfur could have sufficiently

decreased its fugacity relative to that of oxygen to the extent that

remaining iron was deposited primarily as specularite (Neyer and

Hemley, 1967). Alternatively, the relatively rapid transition from

sulfide to oxide dominated assemblages may have resulted from the

mixing of maginatically derived fluids with oxygenated ground water, or

from progressively increasing oxygen concentrations accompanying rapid

hydrogen ion depletion during phyllic alteration; especially that

accompanying pyritization of wall rocks. Faults, joints, and

fractures in the peripheral vein system would have provided favorable

channeiways for the intermingling of maginatic fluids with ground
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water, and might account for the restriction of most occurrences of

specularite to these structures. Furthermore, these veins commonly

have prominent selvages of greenish-colored white mica whose formation

required intense hydrogen metasomatism. Presumably late-stage

precipitation of gypsum records increases in oxygen fugacity in the

deeper central parts of the deposit, perhaps as downward percolating

oxygen-rich waters at the edge of the deposit were convected inward

and upward into the central plumbing system.

Hydrothermal fluids at Bethlehem introduced substantial sulfur

and copper, and significant molybdenum, but were surprisingly depleted

in lead, zinc, silver, and apparently gold. However, except for the

obvious additions of sulfur and metals, probable gains in silica, and

the apparent removal of some potash, hydrothermal circulation has

mainly acted to redistribute preexisting chemical components between

central and peripheral zones of alteration and mineralization.

Potassically altered rocks seem to have gained S102, but have lost

FeOT, CaO, 1(20, and perhaps NgO. Phyllic assemblages contain

increased amounts of S102, and are diminished in CaO and to a smaller

extent in Ti02, FeOT, MgO, 20, and K20. Propylitized rocks have

increased Si02, MgO, CaO, Na20, and possibly A1203, but contain

decreased FeOT, 1(20, and perhaps Ti02. Overall, Ti02 and d203 are

largely unchanged.

Isotopic evidence from sulfide pairs in the Jersey (C. W. Field,

oral and written communs., 1971; oral comniun., 1978) indicate that

total sulfur was near zero permil, and was therefore presumably
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derived from a primitive source n the lower crust or upper mantle.

Interpretations of oxygen and hydrogen isotopic data by Jones (1975)

and Jones and others (1977) suggest that aqueous ore fluids at Valley

Copper were a mixture of magmatic and ocean waters. Sheppard and

others (1969) published a deuterium analysis for a mixture of

montmorillonite and lessor kaolinite replacing plagioclase in the

Jersey pit. This value is surprisingly heavy relative to present-day

meteoric waters in the area. They concluded that the hydrothermal

fluids were composed largely of either magmatic waters or of unusually

heavy meteoric waters, or some combination of both. Ocean water

offers an alternate deuterium-rich source. Moreover, it seems highly

probable that the continental margin island-arc environment of the

Guichon Creek Batholith was also a coastal one, which even at the

present latitude contains meteoric water heavy enough to generate the

Jersey deuterium value. Substantially heavier values for these

meteoric waters are likely if this part of Late Triassic North America

had a paleolatitude of close to 300 as suggested by paleoinagnetic data

presented by Irving (1979). Consequently, it may be necessary to

reevaluate isotopic data previously interpreted to derive from an

ocean-water component. Detailed investigations of light stable

isotope ratios at Bethlehem are being conducted with C. W. Field.

Petrographic examinations of tiny (about 10 diameter) fluid

inclusions in gangue minerals at Bethlehem provide additional insights

to the chemistry of the mineralizing fluids. Most primary inclusions

can be conveniently separated into four general categories: (1) vapor
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plus liquid types composed of less than about 5 volume percent vapor

in what is probably an undersaturated saline brine; (2)

polycrystalline varieties comprised of usually less than 5 volume

percent vapor in a saturated saline brine containing 20-30 volume

percent halite, with or without rare hematite, sylvite(?), and

probably sulfate (gypsum or anhydrite) daughter minerals; (3) vapor-

rich inclusions in which the vapor phase composes up to 100 volume

percent, but ordinarily less than 50 volume percent of the inclusion,

the remainder filled with an undersaturated aqueous phase; and (4)

CO2-bearing inclusions containing variable proportions of liquid CO2

and vapor in an aqueous fluid saturated with CO2. Mawer (1977)

identified similar groups of inclusions in 6 of 16 samples provided by

the mine staff. He recognized traces of sulfate daughter minerals in

the vapor-rich inclusions, but found halite-bearing inclusions only in

vein quartz. Halite daughter minerals also occur in primary quartz In

Bethlehem granodiorite. Although Mawer (1977) was unable to obtain

sufficient data to arrive at a homogenization temperature, he used

freezing-stage techniques to estimate salinities in the range 25 to 50

equivalent weight percent NaC1, with most salinities near 24 to 28

percent. Extensive investigations of the fluid-inclusions

geochemistry of Bethlehem ore and gangue minerals are presently

underway by the author.

The Bethlehem orebodies generally possess geologic, mineralogic,

and geochemical features that are similar to those described for other

porphyry copper-molybdenum deposits of continental western North
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America (e.g. Creasey, 1959, 1966, 1972; Burnham, 1962; Titley and

Hicks, 1966; Meyer and Hemley, 1967; Brown, 1966, 1969, 1976; Brown

and others, 1971; Lowell and Guilbert, 1970; Rose, 1970; James, 1971;

and DeGeoffroy and Wignall, 1972), and in volcanic island-arc terranes

(e.g. Cox, 1973; Field and others, 1974; Kesler and others, 1975;

Titley, 1975; Field and others, 1975; Kesler and others, 1977; and

Economic Geology, 1978). However, in detail the Bethlehem deposits,

especially the Jersey orebody, differ in the degree to which many of

these features are developed, and have serious implications for

porphyry copper exploration in island-arc terranes, especially those

in western North America. Distinctive characteristics include: (1)

temporal and spatial coincidence with continental margin volcanic

island-arc inagmatism; (2) an intrabatholith location; (3) occurrence

in a relatively silicic, low potash, caic-alkaline to calcic pluton

displaying progressive sodium enrichment typical of a trondhjemitic

magma differentiation trend; (4) intimate association in time and

space with silicic, highly potash deficient dacite porphyries; (5)

relatively old mineralization (200 m.y.); (6) dominance of fracture-

controlled copper mineralization; (7) formation in a demonstrable

wrench fault tectonic setting, possibly relatable to regional plate-

margin tectonics; (8) mineralogical simplicity of the metallic

constituents; (9) absence of significant lead, zinc, and silver

assocIation; (10) low trace abundaces of lead, zinc, silver, and gold,

even In high-grade ore; (11) well-defined zonation of iron-bearing

metallic minerals; (12) low total sulfide content (average <2 percent)
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and sparse pyrite (<1 percent in the halo zone); (13) high

bornite:chalcopyrite ratios (>1); (14) molybdenite peripheral to the

central parts of the ore zones; (15) association of chalcopyrite and

bornite with epidote; (16) restriction of significant hydrothermal

alteration to the ore zones; (17) scarcity of potassium feldspar

alteration; (18) general instability of primary potassium feldspar

throughout the deposits; (19) loss of K20 in the propylitic alteration

zone, and loss rather than gain of K20 in the phyllic and potassic

zones; (20) abundance of fault and fracture zones containing abundant

greenish-colored white mica that may be comprised of appreciable

ferric iron; (21) prominent occurrences of actinolitic to tremolitic

ainphiboles as both alteration and vein minerals; (22) widespread

presence of prehnite intimately associated and intergrown with copper

sulf ides; (23) ubiquitous occurrences of largely postmetallization

zeolites, especially laumontite; and (24) absence of significant

supergene enrichment.
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APPENDIX I

Determination of Anorthite Content of Plagioclase

by X-ray Diffraction Techniques

The anorthite content of highly altered or poorly twinned

plagioclases from rocks at Bethlehem was estimated using X-ray

diffraction techniques. Rock samples were ground in a disc pulverizer

with alumina plates and the -80 mesh to +200 mesh fraction was

recovered by wet sieving. After drying, the mafic (magnetite)

fraction was removed with a Franz magnetic separator. The nonmagnetic

fraction, consisting almost entirely of quartz and plagioclase, was

reduced to -200 mesh size in a tungsten-carbide ball mill. This

material was then loaded into an aluminum cell pack and X-rayed from

21.5° to 24.0° and from 28.0° to 34.0° on a Phillips X-ray

diffractometer, utilizing CuK radiation and a graphite-crystal

monochrometer. Machine settings were chosen to optimize peak symmetry

and definition, and to maximize the ratio of peak to background

height.

C. Haxel (oral and written communs., 1978) has compiled plots of

anorthite content versus the following plagioclase structural

indicators: 2Q(l3l)-2(ll) (Smith and Yoder, 1956; Smith, 1956;

Engel and Engel, 1960; Crawford, 1966; Bambauer and others, 1967; and

Viawanathan and Eberhard, 1968); 20(132)-2Q(131) and 2G(lll)-2(lil)

(Smith, 1956); and 2(lIl)-2(01) and 2G(l31)+2(220)-2(13l) (Smith



and Gay, 1956). The resulting curves were used to obtain a range of

estimates of the anorthite content of selected plagioclases from the

Bethlehem deposits. The results are summarized in the table below.

Haxel compared anorthite contents obtained from these indicators with

those given by flat-stage maximum extinction angle techniques for a

series of sodic (Ax<4o) plagioclases from a suite of high-grade

metamorphic rocks from southeast California. Anorthite contents from

the structural indicators 29(l3l)-29(l1), 2G(132)-2G(l31), and

2(11l)-29(111) were in general agreement with those obtained

optically, and the values from the 2G(131)-2G(131) indicator were

usually within ± percent (An5) of the optically derived values. The

estimated anorthite contents of selected plagioclases from the

Bethlehem deposits are tabulated on the following page.



Eøtimated anorthite contents of selected plagioclases from the Bethlehem deposits.

Sample No. 2(l3l)-2G(]31) 29(1ll)-29(lIl) 29(132)2Q(131) 2O(1Il).-29(0l) 2O(13l)+2G(220)-49(l].)

48 16 10 16 20 18
62 31 44 29 52
63 43 49 51
70 13 16 24

74 19 21 22 24 25
76 17 39 22
78 27 20 34 31

92 19 26 30 31 23
93 22 24 21
108 14 14 16 22

109 12 15 12 22
116 5 10 12 9

117 10 11 18 9

120 32 41 49 45
121 46 60 49
123 29 36 28
125 18 19 21 22
126 14 14 15 16
129 21 16 20 24
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APPENDIX II

Sample Preparation Procedures and

Analytical Techniques for Malor Oxide and

Minor Element Chemical Analyses

In preparation for analyses a 1-cm-thick slab was first cut from

each hand-sized specimen using a diamond saw lubricated, as was all

cutting and grinding equipment, by plain tap water. Each slab was

trimmed along all edges, and all cut surfaces were then ground on a

lap wheel utilizing 400 grit alluminum oxide grinding powder. The

resulting slab was throughly rinsed with tap water under high

pressure. Specific gravities of these slabs were then measured with

an Ohaus triple-beam balance. Multiple determinations on a clear,

euhedral, 73.5 g crystal of quartz yielded a specific gravity of 2.64,

compared to a published range of 2.653 to 2.660 for crystalline

varieties (Dana and Ford, 1964), with a standard deviation of 0.004 g.

Samples were mailed to Rocky Mountain Geochemical Corporation in

Midvale, Utah, where each was completely reduced to -80 mesh size in a

disc pulverizer equiped with alumina grinding plates. Sample powders

were vigorously digested in hot acids. Copper, lead, zinc, and silver

were determined by atomic absorption spectrometry, and molybdenum was

determined colorimetrically. Rocky Mountain Geochemical guarantees

the precision and accuracy of all quantitative trace analysis work to

be within ±10 percent of the actual content at midrange (100-1,000
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ppm). Detection limits are as follows: Cu5 ppm, Mo=1 ppm, Pb10

ppm, Zn=5 ppm, and Ag1 ppm.

Sample puips remaining from minor-element determinations were

ground to -200 mesh size in a tungsten-carbide blender mill and were

used for major oxide analyses utilizing analytical technIques

perfected and indispensably supervised by Dr. Edward M. Taylor at

Oregon State University. A1203, FeO (total iron), CaO, K20, and T102

were measured by X-ray fluorescence methods; Na20 and MgO by atomic

absorption techniques; and Si02 was determined colorimetrically.

Analyses were performed by the author, by Dr. Taylor, and by Mrs. Ruth

L. Lightfoot. The rock powders were ignited and fused with anhydrous

lithium metaborate flux and cast into glass beads. Finely ground

faces of these beads were analyzed by X-ray fluorescence using a

chromium source with appropriate analyzing crystals and detection

systems. The beads were then pulverized in the blender mill,

dissolved in acid, diluted to a predetermined concentration range, and

analyzed for MgO and Na20 on a model 103 Perkin-Elmer atomic

absorption spectrophotometer. After additional dilution, analyses for

Si02 were made on a Turner model 350 visible light

spectrophotometer. Analytical precision and accuracy at 2a is
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estimated for analyses on U.S. Geological Survey rock standards to be

as follows:

Oxide

Si02 weight percent

Ti02

203

FeO

MgO

CaO

Na20

K20

Precision and Accuracy

±0.3 weight percent

0.05

0.5

0. 1

0.2

0. 1

0.2

0.05

Selected samples were analyzed for the 12 major oxides by the wet-

chemical method by Dr. IC. Aoki, Tohoku University, Japan, and Dr. K.

Daimaru, Okayama University, Nisasa, Japan.
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APPENIIX III

Identifications and Semiguantitative Estimates of Finely

Crystalline Phyllosilicat,e Alteration Minerals

Five-gram splits of hydrothermally altered rocks were taken from

the pulverized (minus 200 mesh) rejects remaining after chemical

analysis of each sample. This material was placed in a 50 ml glass

test tube, which was then filled with deionIzed water. Samples were

allowed to disaggregate for one week, during which time samples

developing flocculents were sedimented by centrifuge and then remixed

with fresh deionized water. This process was repeated until

flocculation ceased. Treatment with electrolytes was avoided to

prevent chemical exchange with montmorillonite in anticIpation of

additional analytical work. Samples were next transferred to plastic

centrifuge tubes, further disaggragated with an ultrasonic probe, and

finally placed in a centrifuge where the clay fractions were

separated. The resulting, sedimented clay fraction was thoroughly

mixed and then smeared on a glass slide. Smear mounts were used to

prevent differential settlIng and variable basal orientation of the

phyllosilicate flakes Inherent in orientation by simple gravational.

settling (Stokke and Carson, 1973).

Samples were X-rayed on a new Norelco X-ray diffractometer

utilizIng CuKc1 radIatIon provIded by a constant potential X-ray

generator. .adiation was filtered by a focusing, graphite-crystal
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monochroiueter. Linear ratemeter and X-ray generator settings were

adjusted to obtain maximum peak to background heights and still

provide sharp peak definition. Samples were X-rayed four times, first

following drying at room temperature, then after heating for a minimum

of one hour at 60°C in an ethylene glycol saturated atmosphere; again,

following heating at 300°C for 45 minutes, and finally after heating

at 550°C for 45 minutes.

Peak heights and areas on the resulting X-ray traces were used,

as outlined by Schultz (1964), to identify and semiquantitatively

estimate relative percentages of phyllosilicates present in the clay

fraction. However, it became obvious from comparison of the X-ray

patterns and the semiquantitative estimates that the montmorilionite

(17A) peaks and the mixed layer (25X) peaks were not collapsing during

the 300°C heating and reinforcing the white mica (bA) peak in the 4.5

to 1 ratio determined by Schultz. To evaluate this effect, the X-ray

traces of 11 samples having high montmorillonite to white mica ratios,

and 4 samples showing high ratios of total montmorillonite and mixed-

layer clays to white mica were examined to empirically reestimate the

extent of this reinforcement. The estimated ratio of reinforcement

was about 14 to 1. A correction factor was added accordingly. As

stated by Schultz (1964, p. C1.4), "For minerals composing more than 15

percent of the sample, any one single determination likely will be

within 10 percent of the average of five repeated determinations. The

reproducibility is less for ancunts smaller than 15 percent."
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The total amounts of the five phyllosilicate alteration groups

were determined from thin section, this quantity being largely

dominated by the CAF (finely crystalline alteration products of

feldspar) category. The total is divided among the five groups

according to their proportions in the clay fraction as determined by

the Xray procedure outlined above. To the extent that FCAP includes

other minerals, the proportions of finely crystalline phyllosilicate

alteration minerals are too high.
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APPENDIX IV

Photographs of rock slabs representing plutonic units

in the Guichon Creek Batholith and at Bethlehem mine.
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Figure 91. Photographs of rock slabs representing the major
plutonic phases of the Guichon Creek Batholith.
Potassii feldspar stained yellow. A, Hybrid
Phase; B, Guichon Variety; C, Chataway Variety;
D-F, Bethlehem Phase; G, Skeena Variety; and
H, Bethsaida Phase.
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Figure 92. Photographs of rock slabs representing piutonic
units at Bethlehem mine. Potassium feldspar
stained yellow. A, porphyritic quartz latite;
B, granodiorite; C-D, potassium feldspar poor
aplites; E-G, granite; and H, potassium
feldspar rich aplite.
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Figure 93. Photographs of rock slabs representing dacite
porphyries and pink-stained dacite porphyries
at Bethlehem mine. Potassium feldspar stained
yellow. A-D and F-I are dacite porphyry. J is
typical of pink-stained dacite porphyry. E is
the same unit as J, but from an area outside of
the pit where the unit is not stained.




